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Parking Sells Out; More Spaces Projected
By Eric Maddy

more people to park on campus, since many
students and staff are on campus only on Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Couffer said.
''So we take the meter head off and time it
and in about 97 percent of the cases, they get
five to seven minutes more than they pay for.
G~anted, once in a while the wheel inside gets
a little loose and they may Jose a few minutes,
~ut that doesn't happen very often," he said.

The approxir.1ately 4,300 parking spaces
for studenrs and faculty at the University of
Couffer cited the ''B'' zone as an example.
New Mexico have been sold out since July 25,
He said there are 459 spaces in that .zone, but
parking services director Fred Couffer said
that parking services sold 650 permits (279 to
Thursday.
students).
Thus, 191 more permits (or 41.6
Almost 31,000 students and 5,000 faculty
percent more permits) were sold than there are
Couffer said students should use one of the
and staff members were given the opportunity
actual spaces.
442 four-hour meters (most of which are near
to purchase parking permits by July 29. FaculCouffer said one of the main problems with Johnson Gym and North Campus) or park in
ty members purchased more than half of the
campus parking comes from students who ?ne of the 1,517 free spaces on North Campus
available spaces (2,247).
park at hour meters. "The hour meters are If they want to avoid getting tickets.
Penn its are generally sold above capacity,
primarily
to accommodate visitors " Couffer
Couffer said. ':we oversold all areas except L
s~d.
'
Approximately 500 additional free spaces
(near the .law school) by an average of 40
have been added near television station
percent," Couffer said. "Some zones are
''Students who have classes for an hour and KNME, e&st of the Child Care Co-op. Addioversold more and some are oversold less, ·15 minutes just can't make it back to the meter tional shuttles to the main campus from that
depending on the space available and our past in time to put more money in. Then they come area wHI probably be ordered, Couffer said, if
experience with selling permits."
down here and complain that they were sure the new free spaces start filling up when
Couffer said zones are oversold to allow
they had more time and didn't deserve a ticket, school starts.

Shuttle service from the free parking area
Monday through Friday from 7:15 a.m. to
6:15p.m. Two buses run the route that drop
off shuttlers at Roma and Yale NE.
Couffer advised people parking near
BCMC to be ca;eful, ~ecause "They've got a
lot of constructiOn gomg on in that area and
there are trenches running all over the pla~e ''
he said.
·
'
Couffer said two parking structures which
would add approximately 1,660 spaces to the
camp~s ~ere still being projected for constructiOn m next the year. Construction on a
two-and-one-half story parking garage on the
Notf~ Campu~, which will hold about 800
additional vehicles, is scheduled to begin in
early 1984! and a t~ree-and-one-half story
Structure WJth approxtmateJy 860 spaces wjlJ
be constructed sometime in 1985:

AtJthor's Ranch Faces Money Woes;
Proposal for Partial Closure Debated
By Steve Shoup

\

. Use of t~e historic D. H. Lawrence Ranch may have
to be curt~Iled for burget reasons;.~.~id University of
New Mexico President Joh~Perov:ICh.
Perovich said Friday a decision has not been made to
close the ranch, but a proposal to keep the Taos County
retreat open on a limited btsis is ~Jing discussed.
"Our basic difficulties wfth the ranch are that it costs
a great deal to keep it operaliQUalr~nd the facilities arc
in such a poor state of repair that even more money
would have to be allocated for its upkeep," Perovich
said.
The surplus World War II cabins and Quonset huts
'that comprise most of the ranch buildings were brought
from Los Alamos to the ranch in the 1960s. These same
buildings originally provided temporary shelter for the
scientists working on the atomic bomb project.
The buildings are •'rundown'' and have outlived normal life expectancies, according to Associate Provost
Alex Sanchez. Sanchez said the facility is loosing
$90,000 a year under current allocations.
Six of the 18 cabins at the ranch, located about lO
miles north of Taos, are closed for maintenance. The
other 12 arc currently for rent on a reservation basis to
UNM alumni, staff, faculty and graduate students at

rates ranging from $12.50 to $24 a night. The Quonset
huts are used as conference facilities from late spring
through early fall.
Sanchez said an increase in rental rate& would not
make up the $90,000 deficit. Opening the ranch to
conferences year-round might put the ranch in the
black, Sanchez said, but would require an investment of
up to $5 million to replace the current facilities and to
improve the road to the ranch.
"We don't have the .$3 or $4 million to put into the
conference center," Sanchez said. "There never has
been a budget year as severe as tJiiS year."
The renovation of Lawrence Ranch has been mentioned as a posssibJe project for the Alumni Association, which was involved in the neady-completed renovation of Hodgin Hall.
Perovich said the University wiJl • 'do those responsi~
bilities that it is obligated to do, •• including maintaining
the D. H. Lawrence shrine at the ranch. 'the D. H.
Lawrence Summer Writers Fellowships will also be
continued, Perovich said.
The ranch is named for English author D. H. Lawr~
ence, who received the property as a gift from a patron.
Lawrence spent three years in New Mexico it1 the
1920s, writing fiction, poetry and essays. He died in
Europe in 1930. The ranch was willed to UNM in 1956
by his widow, Frieda.

Ex-BEF Director Clarifies Resignation
By Eric Maddy
Michael A. Gallegos

University of New Mexico dance instructor Eva Encinias
and Paco Antonio perform Spanish flamenco dancing
Sunday in Old Town as part of the Arts In The Parks
series sponsored by the Albuquerque Parks and Recreation Department.

Karen Becklin spent ~er last day
as interim executive secretary of the
state Board of Educational Finance
Friday the same way most employees spend their last day on the
job - she cleaned out her desk and
went to a going away luncheon;
But Becklin's resignation,.
announced to the BEF July :l1 , came

out of far from ordinary circumstances. Becklin said she resigned
"because the board wasn't being
allowed to have a chance to make
their selection (of a new executive
director) based on their criteria.''
Becklin was referring to the actions of Gov. Toney. Anaya, who
rejected a search committee's re~
commendation for a new executive
secretary that narrowed a field of 63

Restaurant Denied Liquor License; Appeal Pending
By Steve Shoup
An appeal is pending following
the denial of a full service liquor
license for a location across the
street from the University of New
Mexico campus.
Steve Bass, co-ownet of the Fat
Chance Bat and Grill, said Thursday
an appeal was filed July 28 with the
city, the same day city hearing officer Albert Chavez denied the license
to the bat.
Chavez said one reason he denied
the license was that liquor would be
served within 300 feet of UNM, in
violation of state law. A waiver was
issued in June, 198 t, to the Posh
Bagel, a bar and restaurant .in the
same location .at 2216 Central Ave.
SE.
Posh Eddie's used the wavier for a

beer and wine·license and later a full
service liquor license in 1982.
Chavez said the bat would also be
serving liquor at 2218 and 2220
Central, and that these locations
were outside of the waiver atea.
Bass said the waiver was issued to
the entire building that formerly
housed Posh Eddie's, not a particular space of that building. Bass said
22.16 Central Ave. is the business'
mailing address and the other. two
numbers don't exist since thete is no
partitioning of the building.

Although the Fat Chance has no
off-street parking, Bass said space
was being sought in a lot south of the
McDonald's restaurant at 2200 Central Ave. SE.
"I'm not sure parking is a valid
reason for denying someone a liquor
license,'' Bass said. Parking would
determine whether liquor was
served, Bass added.
Chavez also pointed out the
opposition of neighborhood groups
to the liquorlicense. Members of the
University Heights Neighborhood
Association, which represents the
Chavez said the lack of adequate area directly south of UNM, ques:parking spa~e was ~nother re~son tioned the legality of the waiver and
for' the de1ual. Zonmg regulatiOns pointed out a slight decline in the
require one parking space be pro- crime rate of the area since the clos•
vided for every 300 square feet of net ing of Posh Eddie's.
Bass said he expects action on the
leas·ible atea, meaning the Fat
appeal within 60 to 90 days. Both the
Chance would need eight spaces.

,.

attorneys for the city and the owners
will submit written positions and the
decision will most likely be based on
these, Bass said.
Fat Chance is
scheduled to open as a sandwich
shop early this week. In a related
story, Walgreen's, Inc. headquarters in Deerfield, Ill., has confirmed
that plans are being made to open a
Walgreen's store on the 2900 block
of Central Ave. near Girard Boule·
vard. Walgreen's confirmed that the
14,000 square-foot store will include a full service package liquor
department. All 10 of the Albuquerque area W~green's also have liquor departments.
The Coalition of Albuquerque
Neighborhoods ,and the University
Heights Neighborhood Association
ate expected to oppose package liquor sales at that location as welL

candidates to five. After Anaya's actions, the BEF hired former University of New Mexico Associate
Vice President Ted Martinez for the
post.
T~o sources told the Daily Lobo
that Becklin, who served as interim
executive director of the BEF since
April and worked on the BEF staff
since the summer of 1981, was one
of two finalists for the post before
Anaya rejected the search.
But Becklin said her resignation
was not a case of sour gtapes. "I
resigned because the board wasn't
allowed to follow through with their
search, and I'm concerned with the
changing role of the BEF staff,''
BeckJin staff. "I'm concerned with

continued on page A-B
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Nicaragua May Withdraw Advisers
NEEDS IN MIND.
Here's how it worKs :
Profossor'i orqanize d

~~·lf'ttlon
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Nicaragua is prepared to withdraw Cuban militnry advisers and
halt the import of Soviet arms, diplomats said Sunday and the Interior
Ministry announced the indefinite
closure of .La Prensa, Nicaragua's
only independent newspaper.
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BACK TO SCHOOL I
SPECIALSII
We Specialize

I
I

in NEW WAVE
SHAMPOO, HAIRCUT, & STYLE $10.00
Hours 9 _6
HAIRCUT & PERM $35.00
1
842-8300
HENNA $15.00
I 2000 Central SE
Walk·int welcome

I

I

II

Across from U N.M

Nextlo Burger K>ng

Expires Sept. 31, 19B3

I
I

1I
1
I

In another development, Salvadoran rebels said their attacks on San
Salvador arc in response to U.S,
naval operations off Central
America,

guans arc softening on certain key

issues.

A statement issued by Nicaragua's Interior Ministry said La Prensa was being closed down because
it "defied a decision by the department of communications by publishing unauthorized material."

Despite government censorship,
La Prensa published an article on its
front page Saturday charging "coDiplomatic sources in Managua, wards stoned the house of Dona
the Nicaraguan capital, said the Violeta Barrios," president of the
Marxist-led Sa11dinista government newspaper's board of directors and
is willing to eliminate all Cuban widow of the former director of the
military advisers and halt imports of newspaper, Pedro Joaquin Chamorheavy anrts from the Soviet Union if ro, who was murdered Jan, 10,
the United States reduces its military 1978.
presence in neighboring Honduras,
It was the seventh time the SandiIt was not clear though, whether nista government has closed La Prethe Sandinistas would demand total nsa for ignoring censorship.
withdrawal of U.S. troops in HonIn El Salvador, leftist guerrillas
duras for military maneuvers and an said their attacks on the capital and
end to anus supplies to that country. recent attempts to destroy a poW<:!r
According to diplomatic sources, station north of the capital arc in
the Cubans and Soviets have made it response to U.S. naval operations
clear they will not risk confrontation off Central America.
In a communique issued to all
with the Reagan administration in
Central America. and the Nicara- media, guerrillas of the Popular Li-
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Rep, Jim Shannon, D-Mass,
talked with Salvadoran rebel leader
Ruben Zamora for 30 minutes on a
flight from San Salvador to San
Jose, Costa Rica Sunday morning,
said a UP! correspondent on the
same flight.

' .
I\.'

At Harvard & Central

Members of Shannon's delegation said afterward that the congressman was part of a committee that
would meet in San Jose with Zamora
again and with other leaders of the
Salvadoran Democratic Revolutionary Front, the guerrillas' political
ann.
They also planned to meet with
members of ARDE, the Nicaragua!l
rebel organization led by former
Sandinista hero Commander Zero,
Eden Pastora, and someone in the
Costa Rican government.
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TRY OUR DELICIOUS
HOMEMADE PASTA !

The special archivists, sworn to
secrecy until the papers are pub·
lishcd. have said only that the
volume of papers ranges from I07
cubic feet of Nixon files to I cubic
foot of Gergen's, He is President
Reagan's director of communications.
If any of the subjects do not want
their papers released, they must petition General Services Administratioh chief Gerald Carmen. After the
reqt1ests ate received, Carn1cn and
chief national archivist Robert War·
ncr will evaluate tltc argumehts and
make a decision.
The files, including some of Nix·
on's personal papers, date from the
start of Nixon's second termon Jan.
20, 1969, to Aug. 9, 1974, the dily
he J'csigncd ruther llnm race im·
pcachmcnt fo.r his mlc in the Watergate brenk-in nnd covcmp.

APPETITO'S

SUBMARINE
SANDWICH MENU

.69¢

All sandwiches 1-14 deliciously covered with wine vinegar, plus
seasoning.
large 10 in. Sub
1. "Super" Ham, Cheese,
Salami, Pepperoni, Capocollo .......... , . . . . . . . . .
2. Tuna .................... , ............ , . . . . . . . . . .
3. Roast Beef & Capocollo, Hot or Cold , . , . . . . . . . . . . .
4. Roast Beef , .......... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
·5. Ham, Cheese, Salami, Capocollo ........ , . , . , . . . . .
6. Ham, Cheese, Capocollo .. , ................ , . . . . .
7. Salami, Ham, Cheese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8. Pepperoni, Cheese, Ham .........................
9. Pepperoni, Cheese, Salami ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10. All Cheese . , .................................. ,
11. Ham .........................................
12. Ham, Cheese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13. Turkey ....... , .. , .......... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14. Turkey n Cheese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

HAS RETURNED
2 eggs, hash browns,

toast & jelly

FREE COFFEE

I

2.60
2.50
2.75
2.65
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.75

Double Loaded 1-14 Add.................... 1.75 Extra
Add Italian Hot Mix .... , ......... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
2 Ft. )umbo, Any Kind . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.95

with any breakfast

ITALIAN STYLE
HOT SANDWICH

c

6:30AM To 9:00AM

The archives announ.ccd the target
date last week in the Fcdcml Register and sent registered letters to the
dozen men involved, letting them
know they have until Sept. 26 to file
protests if they want to keep their
records - seized by the government almost a decade ago - out of
the public eye.

For the past four years. Scaboo
said, a dozen special archivists have
been going over the Watergate-era
papers to separate persortal papers
from those dealing with "political
matters." He plans to publish their
report and the papers Sept. 26.

2300 Central S.E.

BREAKFAST

WASHINGTON- Although
the National Archives has set Sept.
26 for making public the private
political papers of Richard Nixon
and 11 other Watergate figures,
actual publication still could be
months or even years away.

George Scaboo, deputy chicl
archivist, called the letters a matter
of courtesy: "We didn't have to
send out the letters, but we thought
probably some of them didn't get the
Federal Register," he said.
"We think some of them will
want to respond. Oh, no, [couldn't
speculate which ones," he said,
Files to be released arc those of
Nixon, H.R. Haldeman, John
Ehrlichman, Charles Colson, John
Dean, Egil Krogh Jr.• ~onald Ziegler, Alexander Haig, Dwight Chapin, Pat Buchanan, Alexander Butterfield and David Gergen.

HANDMADE BY NUNZIO'S
107 CORNELL S.E., ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.
262-1555

I

•I'

Watergate
Papers May
Be Shown

~-,0

. \~.

beration Forces said "we want to
warn the bellicose Reagan administration that our people . , . and the.
Farabundo Marti Liberation Front
are prepared to co11front the Yankee
invaders with arn1s in hand."

_?

15,
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Meat Balls ............ , ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sausage (Peppers & Onions) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Egg Plant Parmigiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
Vegetarian Sub . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pastrami (Onions) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Steak Sub w/Peppers, Mushroom,
Onions, Melted Cheese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
21. Pizza Sub . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

----------------------------------

2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.95
2.75

HOT DINNERS

(

I

''

lasagna w/Meat Balls .............. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Spaghetti w/Meat Balls .........•............ , . . . . . . .
Egg Plant Parmigiana w/Spaghetti . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Spaghetti w/Ciam Sauce ....... , .... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Manicotti w/Meat Balls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2 SLICES OF
CHEESE
PIZZA
FOR $1.00

Garlic Bread Included with Dinners

APPETITO'S
BURGERS - FRIES
Big "A" Subburger w/Cheese
. .
Grilled with Wine Sauce, Peppers & Ontons ...... 2.50
French Fries (Thumb Size) .......................... 55

DESSERTS
Carrot Cake & Banana Cake . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 85
Can noli .....................................
1.00
Cheese Cake NY Style ..•....................... • . . . 1.00
l- •

....

.

3.75
2.75
3.75
3.75
3.75

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

NEW JERSEY STYLE PI:~ZA.

Good Through 8-19-83
No Coupon Needed

12 tn. 16 '"·
Tomato & Cheese ............................. 3.25 4.75
Extra Items ................................ , .. 1.00 1.00
Onions • Pepperoni • Black Olives
Green Peppers • Sausage (Italian) • Mushrooms
New Jersey Combo Everything On It . . . . . . . . . . . 6 ..75 8.75
Pizza By The Slice ................. , ...... , . . . . . . . • . . .95
Extra Items By The Slice ........•. : . .... •. ·. ·. · · · · · · · · 25
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Forum
-------Humor-----Commissions Seek
Average Members

--Commentary-Approval of King Holiday
Good For Right Reason
,. r

Wren Propp

Earlier this month Congress declared the third Monday of January
a national holiday honoring America's first 20th century hero, Martin
Luther King Jr. This man moved our society to a greater understand·
ing of freedom and has at I<Jst been given the recognition this country
needs.

f,'S ~~ M7H6fJ(U}f11

BEA(;()N... AIIP MIW HilS
8f£N WroNG 7H6 cat1/C5

zzz ...

COM!CS .. ,COMIC6 ...
6VE.RYWIJiRE. ••.CGMIC5 ...

America needs a holiday honoring King's birthday, we need a day
out ofthe year to stand quietly, or march solemnly in remembrance of
a man who said that the status quo was optional.
King was a man whose presence bettered our society,a man whose
personality and intensity gave the U.S. Constitution depth a.nd gre;~
ter meaning. His work for civil rights in Americ;~ should give those
who remember him a new sense of patroitism.
King's assasination was a blow to a rising black movement in this
country, but also served to make it stronger. His life made the entire
country stronger, We saw a courage in his face that other leaders'
faces- on our television screens and in our newspapers -lacked.
lfthis holiday is somehow a "concession" to the new political force
of Black Americans, then Congress has made a sad, cynical move.
But, as it is hoped, if Congress has finally recogniled one of the
greatest social mover of 20th Century America it has finally given
American society a holiday it deserves.

I
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I I'KJNI'E.R WHAT
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--Letters---

ON~URFEET

VW>NDERRlL,

WHERE. DO YOU PUT
SCMETH lNG THAT'S
WHAT
WAS THE WARM, SOFT, CUDDl-Y,
QUESTIQ\1( FUN AND wet4DERFUL.?

IN

MY CASE..
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Life
and
Related

By Dave Barry

Editor:

utA

NAT!ONAU.Y

5YNI71CA~P

CARfOONIST ..
0
0

Yet UNM has always managed to provide academic excellence
despite capricious financial restrictions. Students attending this institution have access to the finest faculty in the country. And yet our
legislators, who have not seen fit to curtail their own salaries, haven't
the slightest hesitation about limiting everyone's pay at UNM.
Contrary to popular belief, teaching is not its own reward, All those
who work for UNM deserve more money, not less. Most of the
University's professionals are tolerating the situation, for now at
least. Other opportunities are scarce. And our elected officials, as
usual, are exploiting the situation.
I offer no solutions, only suggestions: now is the time to put aside
the politics within in order to fight the politicians without. Someone
should formulate a funding/endowment plan to prevent future financial vulnerability. Everyone should protest against injustices with
letters, lobbying and other non-violent means. Congressmen and
senators cah be swayed by massive campaigns. They should at least
be forced to listen,
UNM belongs to the people of this state, If we permit it to be
irrevocably damaged, then each one of us has lost something precious.

Parrot slippers. 25.00

Alligator slippers, 25.00

, OON'T MIND FELIX C>~

~

(HE'S AT~ CASE;)
THE POINT IS, WE'RE

MORE THAN ADORA8L.E1

\..WE'RE

SLIPPERS

\J.

..

Felix· • slippers. 25.00

Captain Joshua' slippers, 34.00

C.OME. AND PICt<.

NCMtYOUCAN
GOaeAAfOOT
·WITHOUT
COLD TOES

so --rou CAN
see, we'RE

'fOUR FAVORITE:
PAn:~

'N

t:iMALL~

0~
MORE 1HAN JU.ST ME.OIUM
LARGE •••
PRS I Y FACES. FROM DONDI.

r
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* * * *
So with Henry in charge, it's bound to be a fun commission. He may
even take you down to Central America to see if it needs to be
bombed. So get off your duff and tell the presidential aides you're
"'!tilling to be on the commission. They're waiting outside your door
nght now.

Marjorie Shapiro Stein
NlWMEXICO

AND THE ANSWER t5:

If you're looking for something to do .-<;.our leisure time 1
suggest you get on one of these presidential commissions.
·'
In years past, of course, an ordinary working-class person such as
yourself, a persof! who drinks beer directly from the bottle and would
have to rent clothmg to attend even ;~simple formal affair would not
even be ~Of!sidered for a presidential commission.
'
Comm1ssJon members were always extremely distinguished and
they were always presided over by father Theodore Hesb~rgh
They'd get together every few years, study some pre&sing proble~
over coffee, ~roduce a report so enormous that the only person who
actually read 1t all the way through was the secretary who typed ii: and
then toddle on back to their distinguished homes and families' and
dogs.
Ronald Reagan has changed all that. He thinks commissions are the
greatestthing since sliced bread, and it's gotten to the point where he
can't get out of bed without appointing one. Distinguished citizens
have taken to carrying stout sticks to fend off presidential aides trying
to get them to serve. Father Hesburgh recently donned a false beard
and fled on foot into the Canadian wilderness.
So the aides are getting desperate for commission members.
They've been grabbing derelicts off the street, and giving pardons to
convicted ax murderers who agree to serve on commissions.
Recently they started kidnapping tourists who are visiting the
White House. One minute a tourist is standing in the East Room,
looking at the actual historical
spot on the wall where Jacqueline Kennedy personally applied spackle, and the next minute presidential aides are hust·
ling him off into a room full of
derelicts and ax murderers and
telling him to tigure out what to
do about the educational
\....____________.,
system,
So you should have no trouble getting on a commission. I suggest
you join the new one on Central America, because it is headed by
Henry Kissinger, the extremely brilliant foreign-policy genius who
won the famous Nobel Peace Prize for agreeing to stop bombing the
tar out of Southeast Asia.
Henry is well-qualified to head the commission because not only
does he own several tuxedos, but he has also accomplished St.l many
brilliant and strategic foreign-policy accomplishments that I couldn't
list them all here even if I could remember what they were.
. The commission's job is to study Cen.tral America in a very objective manner, then conclude that Something Ought to be Done. This is
the traditional commission conclusion. All your top commissions
come to it, no matter what they're studying- civil rights, Social
Security, public education- you name it. Every now and then an
!nexperienced commission concludes that nothing ought to be done;
1n th1s case, the members are punished by not getting their pictures
taken with the president.
Of course any two drunks ih a public restroom can conclude that
Something Ought to be Done. Your toughest job, as a member of the
Ce~tral America commission, will be to refrain from concluding it
u~t1l February, because that's when the official report is due. Henry
Will make sure you don't rush things:
Kissinger: f now call the first meeting of the Official Objective
Presidential Central America Commission to order,
You: I'd just like to say I think something ought to be done.
Derelicts (shouting): Yeahl
Kissinger: Not so fast[ Not so fast! I haven't even read my opening
statement yet, dammit! We haven't even ordered lunch!
Derelicts (shouting): Yeah!
·

WONDERFUL,

lHE QUESTION IS.

Subjects

UNM Faculty Underpaid,
Budget Slashing Decried
The 1983-84 school year has begun and once again I am not a part
of the University of New Mexico staff. This time I am protesting not a
pay cut, but a budget slash. My former colleagues are in even more
straitened positions than usual: classes are larger; workloads more
stringent; salaries frozen. Morale has dropped to its lowest level since
the Lovetust scardal.
Legislators never seem to learn. They always believe that they are
educational experts simply because they once went to school. And
they firmly believe that the lower the budget the higher the quality of
education. Actually, however, the precise opposite is true: nothing of
value ever has or ever will be bought with pennies. The price of
quality education is astronomicially high.
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Vice President George Bush turns the first shovelful of earth in a ground breaking ceremony
Tuesday for a new building at the Albuquerque. Veterans A'!ministration Medi~a~ Center. !he
ceremony marked the beginning of construction on the ~1x-story, 380-bed ~~'".'cal Serv1ces
building. Bush is joined by (left to right) Medical Center Dlfector Joseph E. B1rmmgham, Sen.
Pete Domenici, Congressmen Manuel Lujan and Joe Skeen.

By Steve Shoup

SLEEP

LOUNGE

One Week Only
Bedsit Chair

$)25 $99
Bedsit Double

$J26 $199
Removable covers for
easy dry cleaning

An addition that will double the
size of the university area Smith's,
Inc, grocery store is scheduled to be
complete by Oct. 18,
Manager Joe Caras co said the
store at 320 Yale Blvd. SE will include a new pharmacy, bakery and a
delicatessen. The non-foods sec·
tion, which will include greeting
cards and more household goods,
will be expanded, as will the grocery
and liquor sections.
The store will also have four addi·
tiona! cash registers for a total of I0.
The registers will not only automati·
cally read the Universal Price Code
symbol on the package of many products, but will say the price aloud

with a voice synthesizer.
Carasco said the store will remain
open for the entire construction
period.
In other business news of the
UNM area, real estate agent Ian
Caird of Bruce Cair<l Realty Inc.
said Wednesday that no plans arc yet
being made for the Student Book
Store building, 2122 Central Ave.
SE.
The Student Book Store, the main
alternative textbook source for
UNM students for many years,
closed May 25. Poor management,
high operating expenses and the
gross receipts tax which applied to
SBS but not to the UNM campus
bookstore were reasons given for the
store's closing.
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On Antique Clothing
(High Slyle is situated on Harvard.
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REVIEW • • •
.. Lots of living green plants dramatized by skylighting-, shad_es
or mustard and green, pretty raw woods and red and whate

check(!'red tablecloths lend an Ittdian-Southwestem accent to
Cai"raro's, 108 Vassar_,- S.E. AI freco dining in-the summertime
is reartared on a large redwood deck, at wooden tables and
benches shielded by wine entwined lattices.
Piu.a the size Of a wagon wheel ••. along withan anti past~ it

almost took two to' cany. The Pizza was a noble creature wuh
a very pu~fy, chewy yet tender crust._"
-Katy Woolston
"Carraro's Italian dinners are- served with c:are in _a lovely,
warm :atmosphere."
-Albuquerque Magazine
"The dining rooms are warm .and invlting, The food de~crves
special praise.. The. menu boasts an ambitious Variety o~
selections, mostly wilh the prof!llse or being homemade •. and
that was legitimate. Large pon1ons or delicious spaghe_th ore
coVered wUh plentiful tomato sauce, rich and heavy."
-Dining Ou.t with Feldman
Raled "BEST PIZZA'' by UNM Daily Lobo
Carrara's Pizza is not simply a pi:tul ·restaurant._ It may hav,e
started aut that WaY,- but. bnsed on the success of its pizza, tt
has eXI)anded its offerings to a full menu with seven pages of
ltidian food.
Otigifially; it was a favorite with the students ofUNM, who
are· always ·on the lookour ror small restaurants ':"ith good
food at very reasonable pric_es, btit it _has expanded its
aUdience to include businessmen, families, ·and lhc
seneral dining populntion of AlbuqUerque.

1 simply had_ to try Carraro~s famous pizza, made With a
thick crust, New YOrk Style. The Carraros are proud of
their pizza, as well they should be, for they hand-make the
dough fresh daily, and also toss and hand-spread the dough
for each individual order
There are alSo various dessertst if you still have room after
enjoying the generous portions alWays given at Carraro's. The
Carraro family are very proud of their business, and work~ard to maintain the qUalitY of theiood they Serve, and lll<e Joe
and Linda Carraro say right on their menu, "After ali, our
family eats here •. toot" There is no better recommendation
than that. (P.S .• they are open late too.)
-.Joyce Bonneau's Bill of' Fare

"The regulars frequent it for_l..asalina, Fetrucdnl or Spaghenl
at dinner time and then theatre and concert goers from
Popejoy and elsewhere crowd into it for late supper or gcmrntet
pizza after the shoW, The menu, which should please almost all
tastes, riuiges from the popUlar pasta dishes made With sauces
the recipes for which have been passed down for generations
from Carrara, ltaly, vil!l New York to AlbUqUtrque. A good
Italian meal js made even better with a bottle or ..·!nO, lind
CarrarO's offers some fine wines. Draft and imponed beers
nre also available.
The atmosphere __ at Carraro's has irlcprporated many of the
decors or Nt'!W York City; one room wUh the red and white
che<:kered table cloths of 11 Little Ualyt another with doZenS of
family pictUres _on the wall reminiScent of the 9th Avenue
eateries, and still another ..Vith a rich .greeri look that you find
on the Upper E!ast Side. In warm weather you ·can enjoy
outside dining on the redwood deck. All in all. for delicioUS fOod
served in a pleasant atmosphere, Carrara's is well Worth a try.
-Albuquerque AMIPM Magazlne
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RESTAURANT
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Rodrigo J. Lievano has been appointed associate dean of the University
of New Mexico's Anderson School of Management.
This offer expires
September 30, 1983
1
Lievano, an associate professor of management science and information I
systems at the University since 1976, replaces Edwin H. Caplan, who is I
Good only at:
,__
I
resuming faculty duties with the school.
I
~
I
Licvano, a native. of Col.umbia, received his und.ergraduate degree and
1916. CentralS E
·
I
doctorate in business administration from the University of Houston. He has
<~-- ~.,
-otf' I
publish<:d a variety of works on energy use and environmental policy.
.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..

11

. .· ·

The UNM home economics department has awarded Home Economics
Memorial Scholarships to three Albuquerque residents.
Kathleen Pierson received $679 and Kevin Bersell and Lynn Scadden
each received $420. The scholarships arc given by a scholarship committee
of two home economics faculty members and one student, and awards are
based on academic excellence and financial need.
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Place: Bio Rm 167
The obJectiVe oft hiS coursew•\1
be to exomne the potenhal tot

humon su!VWOI ond soc~etal recovery fo\low1ng o nuclear war
lhrough a sys!emotic tev1ew of·
1.) the principles or nuclear
weaponry: 2.) the dimensions of
nucleorweoponseHects. 3) pro·
jectlons c~ the 1mrnedote and

• REASONABLE PRICES •
• PROFESSIONAL QUALITY •

QUESTION? Call 277-5031

8 - 9 Mon.-Fri.
10-4 Sat.

N.E. CORNER
S.U.B.
BASEMENT

ASUNM
DUPLICATINO CENTER

Stephen D. Fox, a doctoral candidate in the department of American
studies, recently aut)lored a survey of New Mexico's attraction as a healing
and therapeutic center for the New Mexico Historical Rel'iel!'.
His article, entitled, ''Healing, Imagination, and New Mexico,'' describes
how and why people from across the United States came to New Mexico for
their health, and the peculiarities of the state's culture and climate which
made the health seekers want to stay.
The New Mexico Historical Re1•iew is a quarterly publication devoted to
articles on New Mexico's history and culture. To obtain the latest issue or
back issues, or to subscribe, contact the Review's editorial office in Room
1013 of Mesa Vista Hall.
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IS OPEN FOR YOU THIS FALL

David Klein, a second-year student in the UNM School of Medicine, has
been chosen by. his classmates to receive this year's C!BA Pharmaceutical
Company award for community service.
Klein served as chairman for concerts and special events in Medicine Bow,
a first aid society that provides medical care at community and sporting
. events at UNM. He also helped restructure Medicine Bow and participated in
fundraising drives.
In addition. Klein has served on UNM 's Sexual Assault Response Team,
which provides counseling for sexual assault victims. He has trained volunteers for the UNM Rape Crisis Center and has done volunteer work at the
University of Albuquerque student health clinic.
The CIBA award includes a complete set of the Netter Atlas, a reference
guidc for doctors.

Instructor: Herb Grover
Time:
Wednesday Evenings

Have
•
. It Wlftl•r

. .

THE ASUNM DUPLICATING CENTER

The Board of Directors for the Outstanding Young Men of America
Awards Program has s~lec.ted three UNM students for inclusion in the 1983
edition of Outstanding Young Men of America.
Vince Baca, John G. Sprague and Gary D. Medina were among those
chosen from nominations received from congressmen, governors, mayors,
state legislators, and university officials. The three were picked because .they
"have distinguished themselves in one or more fields of endeavor, arc
outstanding and deserve to be recognized.''

Area Store Doubles Size;
Book Store Stays Empty
SIT

r---------------------··-----·------------.
.
1
1 Burger King's Back to School Special . 1

/:

Student
Discounts
Available
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• Language classes
(Spanish, Persian,. French)
• Social and cultural events
• Faculty colloquium
• International Festival (Spring)
• International Awareness Week
(Sept.6-9)
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Use our Couvenleut Layaway Piau
Dou't forget our aunual. sidewalk sale
August 26th &. 27th

2118 Ceutral S.E.

across from lJNM

842-8678

Hours: 9am-6pm

117 Menaul NE

403 Cordova Rd.
Santa F•
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Group Designs Thrifty Extinguishers
Utilizing Shrieking Signal, Computer
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Our Services

By Denise Resta

s

LOCATED AT RICHMOND & CENTRAL
PIZZA 15 OUR SPECIALTY
Free Delivery

TONY'S PIZZERIA&. DELI
290t Monte VIsta N.E.
(Girard &. Central at the Triangle)

165-1266
EAT IN OR CARRY OUT
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HEALTH

CENTER
24-hour medical 277-3136
Mental Health services 277-4537

HEALTH FAIR
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East Mall september 15 & 16
CPR classes
support groups
Physical Therapist
Nutrition counseling
consultants in specialty
areas

500·1.000

~ ),000 +

Pizza (with Tony's special touch)
Italian Burrito Calz.one
Subs Steak Sandwich

STUDENT

c~'l

ttmusan0s1

HISPANIC FORCE '84'- The map above shows the states with farge .Hispanic populations
:' (shaded areas). Hispanic leaders say if Hispanics were to vote in re~ord numbers: they waul?
'' make the difference in enough states to win the presicjential elect1on for a canrl1date of the1r
choice.

, Leaders Discuss Registration
<•

From Staff and Wire Reports

An unp1ccedented national campaign to involve Hi'·
panics in the (l.merican political pro~css. wa~ kicked nff
in San Antomo, Texas, last week, highltghtmg both the
problems and the prmnbc of the second-largest am!
fnstcst-growlng minority in the United Stales.
The drive 10 regi>ter a million more Hispanic volers
he fore the 1984 presidential election launched by some
200 Hispanic leaders drew the attention of the Reagan
administration, as well as that or leaders in the Democratic Party as the week passed.
President Reagan, Vice President George Bush and
U.S. Sen. Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.) made appearances before Hispanic groups in five cities among them.
All the talk centers on the ability of Hispanics to play
' a key part in next year's presidential race. Hispanic
leaders point to the large Hispanic populations in California, Texas, New York, New Jersey, Florida and
lll inois as states where the Hispanic vote could make the
difference.
If Hispanics in those six states were to tum out to vote
in force in 1984, they say, the electoral votes in those
states would alone be two-thirds of the total needed to
win.
"The bands that have picked the lettuce in this country- that have picked the cotton in this countrythese are the hands that will pick the next president,"
said Gov. Toney Anaya, the highest-elected Hispanic in
the United States.
If Anaya is correct, the next president will be a
Democrat. Reagan received the support of30 percent of
Hispanic voters in 1980, the highest percentage ever

,'
,,
''
"

recorded for a Republican candidate ainong Hispanics.
Since then. however. Hispanic leaders say the :1ctions of
the Reagan administration on. economic. social and
foreign policy ~>sues have undercut this margin con~idcrably.

"Republicans. with minor exceptions, are out to get
you," says Farmworkcrs Union President Cesar
Chavez. "The Blacks know exactly where it's at. I
think we do too. We know the difference between
Democrats and Republicans. We know !hat very well."
A poll of 200 Hispanic .leaders at t.hc San Antonio
conference ;howed only seven Repubhcans among the
97 respondents, with 20 calling themselves independents and the remaining 80 indicating they were Democrats.
Charges that the conference was a part.isan political
event were dismissed by the conference organizers,
who said everybody knows which party most Hispanics
vole for. and that the main thing was to get them to vote
at all .
Figures provided by Hispanic voter registration pro·
jects showed that fewer Hispanics percentage-wise arc
registered, and out of those that arc registered, fewer
than one-third vote regularly.
Registration drive organizers said !hey intend to pick
up approximately 20,000 additional Hispanic registrations in the state, bringing the total Hispanic voters to
196,000. They estimate there are more than I 15.000
Hispanics eligible to vote who are not registered.
Main targets of the drive will be Texas. California
and New York. where nearly 1.5 million unregistered
eligible Hispanic voters live.

BEF-------------------SECRET
Two tone leather and
suede combination.
Pull-down leather cuff
for adjustable height.
Zodiac from 89.95 to 150.00

continued from page A·1

1was doing if it weren 'I for my other

who the staff reports lo- the BEF
itself or the governor."
Becklin said newspaper reports
thai said she resigned because Martinez got the job were false. "It had
nothing at all to do with Ted," Becklin said. "I like Ted very much, and
l would have loved to continue what

concerns.

Largest selection
for fashion hoots by
· Zodiac, Sbicca,
9-Wesl, Gloria Vanderbilt,
Frye, Dingo, and
Capizo.

c~MON

H

Bccklin cited an

Al/~uquerque

Journal article dated July 22, the
day after she resigned, which also
was the day Martinez got the job.
"In one column it said I had resigned
because the board had not consi-

DOWN!
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& RESTAIJRANT
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"It's enough to make you want to
stop talking with the papers."
.Becklin said she planned "to take
a couple of months ofL I've told
some people that !don't want to talk
about work until after the first of the
Year, and I don't want to talk about a
permanent position until next
May.''

Maestas, 43, will begin the job
Tuesday.

Food Served
11am-12•30am

Happy Hour 11am-7pm
and llpm-close.

Louisiana & 1-40 Patrons most be 21
Near the Marriott

dercd Ted's qualification;, and in
the next column directly across from
it the story quoted me correctly as
saying that it had nothing to do with
Tell.

In other BEF developments, Mar·
tincz has appointed Dr. Sigfreda
Maestas as the associate executive
secretary of the BEF's academic
program planning division.

QUICHE
NACHOS
BURGERS
CROISSANTS
FRENCH DIPS
FRIED CHEESE
CHIMICHANGAS
TACO ENSALADAS
STEAK AND SHRIMP
GUACAMOLE AND CHIPS
PHILLVSTEAK SANDWICHES
MACADAMIA SHRIMP SALADS

~{NNJGANS

5307 :Menaul NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110
2 Blocks east of San Mateo
883-1860/881-1642

You are walking through a corri·
dar in one of the campus buildings.
You notice wastepaper baskets at
regular intervals which have
attached to their sides cylinder that
)ooks suspiciously like an at:rosol
spray can.
You then notice an equally suspicious-looking computeri:.;ed device
on the wall, located near the waste
baskets, Whl!t is this mysterious
can, anyway? It's SAFECAN.
SAFECAN is an acronym for
"Selective Automatic Fire Extinguisher for Class A with Notification," It consists of a cylinder resembling a spray can and a small
computerized wall receiver.
SAFECAN was created by Dr.
Dennis Zallen, a senior research engineer at New Mexico Engineering
Research Institute, research engineer Chris Wilson, and lead technician Tom Trujillo. NMERI is a
division of the University of New
Mexico College of Engineering and
operates the Civil Engineering Research Fncility on Kirtland Air Force
Base, under contract to the U.S. Air
Force.
The group has been working on
the SAFECAN project for about a
year, Zallen said, and is now working to perfect the device, It is small
enough to be attached to potential
&ources of fires, such as wastepaper
baskets. An extinguishant sprays out
automatically when heat is detected.
The container has .an alarm unit
that emits a shrieking noise to alert
people in the area of a potential fire.
The noise in turn activates the computerized wall receiver which sends
a signal to the fire department. The
receiver can be programed to perfoml other functions, such as shutting off electrical systems.
SAFECAN was developed for the
Air Force for use in military aircraft
as a damage control safety feature.
The system can quickly detect lhe
source of a fire aboard a plane in
flight, cover the area with an extinguishant and shut off power to wiring
in the damaged area.
Zallen said he ex peels work on the
first version of SAPECAN to be
completed within the next few
months and is presently in the process of securing patents for it. He
believes SAFECAN can be adapted
for consumer usc at a low cost, probably about $25 for a complete
package.
Conventional ceiling sprinkler
systems cost about $12 per square
foot. Zallen said the SAFECAN
"'will provide fire protection for about $1 a square foot.''
The advantage of the SAFECAN
system over a sprinkler system is
that "SAFECAN can be mounted
closer to the source of potential
hazard, so it can quickly detect even
a small t1re. It usually takes a pretty
good t1rc to activate a sprinkler systeni," he said. The device is also
expected to reduce water damage, as
well as fire and smoke damage.

yellrs or older

Martinez said Sunday a formal
agenda has not yet been completed
for the BEI<''s next meeting, scheduled for Aug. 25-26 in Soccoro.
The BEF is the first step in the
funding process for higher education
in New Mexico, The board makes
recommendations for funding the
six state-supported universities and
colleges to the Legislahtre.
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BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS
All Bicycles Priced to Sell Fast
Bicycle Tune-up $10
Overhaul $25 Only $20 on First 30 Bikes
Thorn Resistant Tubes $4.50 each installed
!!!Master U-shaped lock ($300 guarantee)$19.99
25% off all accessories (except helmets)
Plr1s many more saving.,
Expert repairs on all makes of bicycles
All items are on sale
Come in and compare

SALE

1-

FREE LIMITED EDITION
10th Anniversary T-Shirt
100% Cotton Shirt

FREE with $5.00 purchase
10:00 am-til we run out

\\
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

.. ___________ _

1210 University Blvd NE
···~··~···~·-···,~·

. ~···

SALE
; VI~]

Sunday August 21st

1131 Marron Hall, Mon-1
1 day through Friday 81"
I a.m.-5 p.m.
. . I

ASUNM/GSA
Child Care Co•op
at
27'1-3365

Sale ends Sept. 3

T·Shirt

1

Qualified under the work-study
progmm willit1g to be traitled to
work effectively with young people
& f.1milics, please contact

MOUNTAIN BIKES

FREE

I about a good advertts·1
I i ng investment and I
I bargain. Or stop by I

STUDENT
EMPLOYEES

106 Vassar SE
268-6547
(across from Bell
Gas Station)

FUJI
SEKAI
KHS

a

255-8665

301.9 Ccntnll NE

CAMPUS BICYCLE

ICE
CREAM
Coffees · Fresh Juice
Pastry

120 Harvard SE

I
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An Effective Program for

BACK • SHOULDER
NECK PROBLEMS
BE YOUR OWN NATURAL
MUSCLE RELAXANT
ill•'u•,r• Pdlfl •. d(i'd'd

:".

·./~1·',_', "1/,'.
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Massage Therapy ' CorrecfiVf' Exwc..-JSF!
CorrcctJve B<JCk CfassPs

BODY ~ORRECTIVES, INC.
116 WASHINGTON, SE PH. 266-0608

SAT A.M.• TOO!

Go Lobos!
Student Travel invites
you to come along
September 24-·
· Lobos vs New Mexico State
Cost: $20.00
Includes ticket and air-conditioned
motor coach bus ride
Space is limited, contact us soon
for more information call:
Student Travel Center
Student Union Building (Downstairs)
277-2336

Arts

-.

Cole Porter songs have been
sung, whistled, hummed <tnd
crooned for more than 80 years, and
arc probably better known th<m
almost any other songwriter's tunes,
and none better than his score from
Anything Goes, to be produced by
Albuquerque Civic Light Opera this
weekend in Popejoy Hall.

The action is set mostly aboard a
great transatlantic steamship on
which Billy Crocker, a well-to-do
American stockbroker, has stowed
away after catching sight of the only
girl he has ever loved on board the
ship.

The score. of the original play,
produced tn .1934, included
"You're the Top," "I Get a Kick
Out of You" and the title song.
When it was revived in 1962. on
the occasion of Porter's 70th birthday, more qf the composer's popular
songs were added to the score.
The latter version is the one Popejoy Hall audiences will tap their toes
to, as the snappy lyrics and lush
minor chords of "It's De lovely,"
"Blow Gabriel Blow," "Let's Misbehave" and "Take Me Back to
Manhattan'' bounce across the proscenium .

Crocker learns she is Londonboun.d to marry stuffy Sir Evelyn

·.·j
i

•r-

'

Oakleigh to save her f>Jmily's fortunc.
The plot describes how Crocker,
having neither ticket, cash nor passport, accepts the aid of a bashful,
self-effacing clergyman passenger
who turns out to be no parson at <Ill,
but a dangerous fugitive escaping to
Europe in disguise.
The comedy of the plot goes into
high when Crocker discovers that
the passport he has borrowed belongs to Public Enemy No, I, who
missed the boat, and he is forced to
dash in and out of a series of hilarious disguises until the whole ship
becomes a madhouse of fun,
Guest director for ACLOA 's production of Anything GoN is Joe
Paone.
Perfonnances will be Aug. )9-2).
26-28 and Sept. 2-3 at 8:15 p.m.,
Sunday matinees only at 2: I5. Tickets, priced from $3.50to$10.50, are
available at Popejoy Hall Box
Office.

Ia'

I
"

3918 Centrat SE
Just east of .
Girard

Free parking across 2nd St.

The UNIVE~SITY OF SAN DIEGO, in cooper~tion
the
National Center for Paralegal Training, offers an intensive
'12 or 36 week LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM. This Pro·
gram will i!nahle you to put your education to work. as a
s~ill2d member ol the legal team.
• Specialties offered In the following fields:
Generalist (Evenings ohfy)
Estates, !rusts & Wifls
Litigation
Corpor"ations & Real Estate
• ABA Approved
• Internship
• Employment Asslstante
For a free brochure a!Jout this career opportunity
call (619) 293·4579 or mall the coupon below to:
-~----··-

l ~r'l
'<'Y

-· -------" ·-------.-- -------""-

-----~---

t:nr.vcr;;r!y & ,\\an Dic0o Room 318, Serra Hall
92110
Lawyer's Assis!ant Program San Dieg~r

fi4

19$4-0ay

0

.Spt1ng 1~84-Evcruh~~- _

0

Feb, &-May 4, 1984

Marc.h 1-Nov. 20, 1984

Summer lg84-bay_

o·--

Phone
Pall 1084-0ay
Sept. 16= .... Dcc, 7, 1984

Fall

1984~Evcning

June 4~Aug. _16, 1984
Sept, 27~Junc ~a.- 1985
n~~- Unrvors1fy of' San Diego ddes hot dlseriminate
ba.,rs of race. sa:<, 'color, tt!llr,ion, age, national
<ihc.t!o;.try. ot hartdu:aD rn ttS pt>lieies and programs.

.h.
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HP-41 C and HP-41CV

1

I i

II
/

(I
I

l

HP-10C HP's Lowest Priced

HP-12C

• Full line of preprogrammable functions for
malh, trig, logs. and basic statistics.
• 79 program lines and features like branching,
conditional testsl pause, forward and
backward line-by-line program review,

• Extensive set of flnancial and statistical
functions inch.lding bond calculations,
amortization, discounted cash flow
an~ lysis, c;~nd intern-al rate of return.

!
II

Sale

Reran Price $70.00

II

Advanced
Financial Programmable

Scientific Programmable

j

i

I

Santa Fe. Opera Apprentke Slngel"!! 't\ill present

two annual Apprentice Artist's Concerts tonight
and Aug, 22. Tickets are $5 for the general
public. More informa,lion is available al 9B238SS.
Srn·eftforu will be at the Club West In Sa_nra Fe
ton.iglit and Tuesday. Ticket infonnnllon is
awU/abfe at 982-0099,
Jerry Jeri Walker will be at Graham Cenlral
Station Tut;Sday. TJckets are $7,60 at all Giant
outlets.
Leo Kottke wiH be at. the Club West in Santa Fe
Wednesday. Ticket information is available at
982-0099.
Su!pcndcrs/The
BuaJters/PhiU~Ierns
will
perform ai the Welcome Back Daze free L:oncett
on Aug. 21 nt Johnson Field,
RoRer McGuinn Will be at· the Club West in S-anta
Fe Aug. 21. 22. Ticket information is available at
982·'0099.
Lyrin Anderson will be at lhe Carallan East for
tw(J_ shows at 9:30 and lk30 p.m. Aug. 22.
iickets are SS in advance at the Caravan and
Bob's Western Wear, and $9 at the door. More
j_n f Orrt\atlon is D\'8 llabJe at 2~5-6993,
Eric Burdon and the Anltnals will be- at the
SwteneyCom·ention Center iii Santa Fe Aug. 22.
TickenareSI3.60 at Giant outlets.
Mfrhael Bollen will be- at Graham Central
Station Aug. 22. Tickets ate free a11d must be
tricked up before the cone en al Orah:~m.
Sluy Griuy Dirt Band will be at Graham Central
Station -\ug. 23. Tickets are·SR.60 at all (Jiant
outlets.
The: C.ry Uur1on Quarter will be ar the Club
West in Santa Fe, Aug. 24. Ticket information i$
ava·flable at9~Z-00:99.
The G111tdul Dt>ad wilt be at the Sarita Fe Downs
Sept. 10 and 11. Tickets arc$13.60and$16.60 at
Giant OUikLS.

B.ngsrb (Monl(!omery_ Plaza N.E.)- Harl'Y
Hour, 2:30 to 7 p.m. MondaythrolighSaturday
Drink specials: J rot l, 7 to 9:30 p.m. Mtlt'JdaY
through Thursday. 2 for l, 7to 9 p.m. F'rlday
a11d Saturday, Feawrcs two live rock and roll
bands a night, with it 52 cover charge on the
weekends, This week Scratch (upstairs) and JD
Choir (downstair5).
Caralnn East (1605 Central N.E,) - Happy
Hour, 4!-3<:1 to7 p.m. everyday, Fe:~tUteS country
an.d weHcrn must~, two_ band1; ·every night.
t-hp~y-Hour band from.S p.m. to8:U p.m •• ami
!he: mght_ hand from 8:30p.m. lo 1:30 a.-m. ihis
Week C. C. Waterback (HH) and Swamproots.
Ch~lsea Sired Pub (litR Cotonado Shopping
Center. N;E,) .... J.lappy Hout 5 (O g p.m.
Monday lhrough Saturday, Drink Spccia_ls: 2 for
I for nnyone wearing a Chelsea ·street T•Shirt ·8
p.m. to I_ a.m.• Ttte~day; 3 ror l bash, 9 p.m-. to 1
a.m.,_ .si cover- charge, W~dnesday; St
Mnrganta..~ 9 p.m. to f a.m .• Thur.'iday, F"caturei
live, popular music ttightly. This week Steve
N.It.) ~ Hap-py
tkrelugh Sunday,
Drink S:pecmls: 25 cera wen lltlnk$, wine and
beer, _r (o 9 )'J.m., Tu-esday and Wednesday· 50
cent Michelob, 7 to 9_p,tl1., ThUtsday; SO ~ent
longneck Coou and~ for 1 well drinks, wine !lttd
~e~r.1 to s>-p.m.) l"~iday lilid SAturday. Features
live count~ :md wcstetl1 tnllsic Tuesday tll'tough
Sunday, wrth a: S2 cover fot ladies and $3 ror
mch. Friday, Saturday :'lnd Sunday, This week
Duke. City Allslars.
Dli,nhl'!i (2900 Coors N,W,)- No Hapr;yl-i'out,
Ormk ~peclals: lntetntllk!l!al Beer Night
reduced price~ un ~elected imporle:d bceH, ntl
Cflwboy5 (33<H Juan Tabo
~our 2 to. 6 [Lm. Tuesday

Sprin~

l.d IE>. 110 J:le! ~~ "
ltU fU'
\1 el el< ~ Sr
~~
CJl
:,no lRl ~ 0 u

~~

5 7 95

Retail Price $120.00

S

Sale

96°0
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Two Fully Programmable Models

C'II.IJIS,

State _

..

i

RAW SILK
COTTON

East End
The Galeria
Downtown

r~

14

I•

'I'"'' 11 !.&-.

I

I

WildRose

~ ~~ ~·

In ill

\

\

1.,•

l

New Arrivals: Norma Kama/i, Gloria
Betker, Max, Fendleton, Willi Wear,
Ann Klein sweaters & sweater
dresses, Nippon & Ungaro scarves
new raw silks and more

--- -·-··

''
\ \\

I

Fabulous Fibers
. Great Designs
Take you easily, stylishly
from Summer into Fall.

~--------

·.,
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At Popejoy, ""Anything Goes''

---------·---·-- - - · - - -,,

night Tuesday; Frozen EJ~;otic Cocktail for SJ ,50,
all night Thursday. Feaaures Jive jazz every night,
$3 cover charge on the weekends. This week
Francine Reed,
Frlar1!f Norlh (4410 Wyoming N.E.)- Happy
Hcmr, 3 10 S p.m. Monday through .Saturday.
Drink specials: $1• shots of StQiichnaya. vodka
and SI.2S Stolichnaya Kamikazes all night
Monday; Si regUlar KamikaZes and the money
wheel, Tuesday; Men's nigh~ wfth free draft
from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. and Sl shots of Schnapps
all night, Wednesday; Ladies' night with free
beer _or champagne from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. and
Sl shots of Cuervo Gold all ni~t. Thursday.
Features Jive -rock and roll Monday through
Saturday ""ith a 52 CO\-'cr charge on Weekends.
Closed Sunday,. This week Sa~sy Jones.
Fliar's Pub {6825 Lomas N,E.)- Happy 1iour,
4 lo 6 p.m. Monday through Friday. Drink
specials: Shot nigh!. tables are numbered and
randomly scletttd to receive a round of shots,
Tuesday; Intensive Care Nighl ha~ a different
drink special every Thursday. Feature~ liH' rock
-and 1011 ·every night with a'$2 em·crehargc on the
weekend~. lhis week Striders.
IIUI1RTY Belir {1200 \Vyoming N.E.)- H<~.ppy
Hour,4 to7 p.m. Monday tlHough Friday. Drink
specials: Balloon mghl feature~ money und drink
_pri:tei, Tuesday: Sl Kamikaze~ u11d Letncm
Drops, Wednesdny. Peatures Jh·e top 40 dtmce
music Monday through Saturday and country
and westerll -on Sunday, with a $2 cover ceh.arge
on Friday lind Saturda}'. Tbi<; week Ddret
rMon.- Sat.) and 0. J. Cooldn (Sun,).
Graham Centnd Stallon (3~0J Juan Tabu
N.E.} - No Happy Hour. Drink specials: 7j
.cctt( well drinks, wine and beer .all night Mondny,
execpt for conceru; SO cent well drmks. wine· and
bcr;r all night, Tuesday; 2S cent well drinks, wine
and beer, 6 to 9 p.m. Wednesday;. All Male
RC\Uc fllr ladies only with 2~ ~::ent well drinks,
wfne and beer 6 to 9 p.m., Thursday: 2 (or J. 61o
9 p.m. Friday and Saturday. Features various
types of music throughout Ehc week: oountty and
weJ;tcrtJ, Tuesday; rock and roll, Wednesday and
Friday; recorded dance music, Thursday and
Saturday; lh'c and reoorded music, Su11day and
Monday. Also frequently bOdks top name aetJO.(Watclt the Lobo t.alcnder for concert dates.}
Thi_o; week Babe Ruthless, Monday, Wcdnesduy
and friday,
Valamlno
Club (2900 Coors Blvd.
N.E.)- Happy Hout 4 tb 1 p.m., Monday
through Saturday. Drink 5pccfab:: change week
to week.

productions 1. season, Tldu:t price lnelud"
dinner. Current produtllon l!Artlclrob. More
information b a\' aliable at 281-3338,
Ea:pelimental TheatertBasement or the Fine Am
Center) -Features traditional, nOn-tradlt1onal
and experimental productions by students in·
depcnd_~nt of Rodey The_atef, Will present five
productiQns this !ea!on, Schedule to be an·
nouneed,
Nuulro Tntro (3211
Central Ave:.
N.E.)- Features productions byl.n Compan1a
De Teatto De Albuquerque. New Mexico's only
bilingual theater group. Presents six to elg}H
productions a !eilS_on In both English and
Spanish, Current prodUction' are Thr Duurrpy~
/Mf.Sptllln English, and Lola La Comrr!Janta in
Spanish, 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday and 3 p.m.
Sunde.}'. More Information i!; available at 2.56·
1t64.
Rodey Theater {UNM Fine Arts Center)- Feature' productions by UNM's iheater
Arts- and Dance departments. Schedule lo be
announct"d, More infonnatJon is available at
217·3600 and277·4332:,
Vortex (2004·~~ Central A'tt. S.E.)- Features
-a -variety of pr¢dUctions including Jesser kM\\"11
plays IU Wella!i classics. Presents one producaion
a n'ioiith. Curreni production is 11J~ Sub}tct 11-'tU
RosrJ, through August 28. More lnfonnntiorl is
available at 247·8600.

HP-11 C Advanced
Scientific Programmable

I

• 203 program lines and features such as In·
sert/delete editing, subroutines, indirecl ad·
dressing~ flags and conditional tests, five

~

I

"'definable keys, User mode.
• Preprogrommed math. !rig, log, and statistical
functions.
95
Sale
Retail Price $90.00

I

$74

I
I
I
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Retail

Sale

!\
!

$165.00
5325.00
5110.00

Series 40 Extension Modules

.,I.

HP-82170A Quad Memory Module
HP-82180A Extended Functions

$75.00
$75.00

$67.50

HP-82181A Extended Memory

$75.00
$75.00

l

'fa_tnAtlnd
Institute
(Unlvcr!iiiY
1-1111
N.E.)- features Hthographyntt wotk, ViSI!(n!;
must make an- aJ1peill1tment bcforceomitlg 10 01f~
(aellity. More lriformntloh Js available at ~77~
3901.
TeathlnR
Gallery
(New
At!
Hulldhi8) ..... Feature.~ work rrom students and

567.50
567.50
567.50

HP-41 Application Pacs
Navigation. Real Estate. Slructural analysis

$30.00

527.00

$45.00

540.50

Petroleum Pluids

$75.00

567.50

TEXAS

lr:?35195LJ

INSTRUMENTS

$UT

.I

'

'.I.

\

LCD Programmable with Statistics
50
Retail $50.00 Sale
Tl·30SLR Solar Scientific

$30.00 S26.95
$25.00 $19.95

TI·35·11 Student Scientific
·TI·BA·ll Business Analyst
$50.00 .S3?.95
$60.00 $54.00
TI·BA·55 Business
Tl-CC·40 Compact Computet $250.00 $199.00

"Thin Man" Wallet-Size With 48 Scientific Functions
Extra full-featured scientific calculator With built-In
statistics functions.
.
S 1. 824.95
Retail $29.95
ae

i

"Thin Man" Wallet· Size With 128 Program Steps,
Improved Sclentiflc calculator with Multi Formula
Reserve and Decimal/hexadecimal system
conversiOn,
Retail $44.95 Sale '37 95

r

r

.I
i

'w'isilhigartisiS 1 weekdays Sa.tn. to_.s p.m.

,-

HP-41 Solutions Books

Retail

Sale

$12.50

$11.25

Series 10 Calculators and Accessories
HP-16C Advanced Programmable lor Computer Scientists

$120.00

$100.00

$20.00

$18.00
$18,00

HP-UC Solutions Handbook
HP·12C Solutions. Handbook
HP·12C Tralr\ing Guide
HP-12C Real Estale Applicalions

$20.00
$15.00
$15.00

HP-15C Advanced Functions

$20.00

513.50
513.50
$18.00

HP·82120A Mulli·purpose Rechargeable Batlery Pac
HP-820598 AC Adapter'Recharger
HP-82200A HP-41 Touchpacl

$35.00
$12.50
$20.00

I

$31.50
SU.25
518.00

1. 21"T·Square
2. 6" BowCompa••

5.95

3.

·3.20

5" Dlvldil!l'

II

II

~

14.
15.

16.
17.
18.

's Shts, 340·11•oml!tric Paper
3 Shta:. 340·20 2_(jx20 Graph Paper
3 Sht., 340M Mehle Graph Paper

3 Shw. 340-:Uo Semi· Log Graph Pilper
Erilslng Shh!ld
Sand PI!IJH!r Pad
Pink Jet EraHr
DtaftingTape
Canylng Caae_

3.241
1,00
1.00
1.80
1.1)(j
2.35
2.35
2.20
.65
2.20
1.80

.80
.40
.25

.25
.25
,35
,35
1.00
.60
1.95

STUDENT
KIT PRICE
with Carrying Case

1:14.90

OPTIONAL ITEMS:
16l<21 Dr11wtngSOard
512.75
"'233LeadPolnter
6"Seml•clrcleProtractol'
1.00
lOOSht. Engineering Pad
Amesl.etterlngGulde
1'.25
HURRY, PRICEs SUBJECT TO
ON HAND.

.30
2.30

~P.J

....
.......
~..~"

CORNER OF
WYOMING
&:COPPER

MON.-FRI. 8:00-5:30
SAT. 8:30-4:30

I

i

• Expandable funclion set Includes malrix solutions. complex number Operations. solve £m
roots, numerical integration.
• Powerful programming features: 448 program
lines, insert/delete editing, subroutines. contJI·
!lanai and uncondilional branching. flags and
condiJJonal tests, five redelinable keys, User
mode.
Retail Price $120.00

Sale starts Aug. 19th
through Sept. 17, 1983
HOURs:

UniYt'nlty of Ne\1' MetltO Art MLiscu·m (f'iilt
Arts Center)- Fc1:1tures cOllections of trlodCi'll
and C:o!1l~mporrtrY ~otk rrom vn.rlous nrthts, 10
a.h'l. to: 5 ~.111. Tuesday lhrough t:rlllay, 1 10 S
p.m. Saturda}'nnJ Sundlty,

I

EL·512

~

!

!

r·.

13,

EL·506H

I

Advanced Scientific
Programmable with Special Functions

4. 8" 45• Triangle
5, iO" 30x60'Ti'limgle
6. Circle Templale
7. •t010·6 French Cune
8, Mechanical Triangular" Scale
9. Metrli: irlangular Sc.-fe
10, Pliol H225 0.5mm Pencil
JO.a. f'of!i'lieJ ""100 H Lc!ad
11. DA, Lead Hotder
lla, H-2H,4H Lt!!adai
,60 eil
12, 10 Shta. 81,1tllll Ageproof Velhim

$37

I

HP-15C

REQUIRED ITEMS:

TI 55-D

i
r

I

FOR ENGINEERING 122-GRAPHIC MODULE
AUGUST 1983

('(,.

I

.I

Series 40 Accessories

Series 40 Software

'

225°

1

$195.00
$385.00
$125.00

HP·82153A Optical Wand

HP-41CV

$275.00 Retail
0
Sale 6
·I

,U.,.

HP-82104A Card R~ader
HP-82143A Printer ..- PloJJer

•

h!SUtl.

$155

Series 40 Peripherals

ASA
Gallery
(Student
Union
Building)- Feature5 primarily ltUdenr art.
Open II a.m. to4 p.m. weekdays.
Campus Obse:rncnry (Yale at toma5, N{')rth
Campus)- Open to the publlc (In Friday nighn
during the= semester. Large groups are req:\lested
to make special arrangements. Morcmfortnation
is available at277-2617.
GeoloRY Museum {lJNM's Nonhrop Hall 101,
Geolo~ Building)- Features mineral, rock,
rossil and map displays weekday~ rroms a.m. to
Sp.m.
Greenhouse (UNM's Cilstetler Hall, BioJQ.U'
Building)- Features live plant and animal
disr>Jnys weekdays from 8 a.m. to4:30 p.rti.
lnstilutr of' Meteoritics (Northrop ltaU 106i
Geology Building) - Features- a large collection
or meteorites, including the world's largest
known slony·meteorite, weekdays fr(lrrt 9 a.m. to
Gallery (1909
Las 'Lomas
N.E,)- Features art trQnt all media J ·to 6 p.m.
Tuesday throUgh Sunday. On display through
Auaust i5 work by RaYmond Jortson.
Muwell Musiuil'!'l of AnthropoioRY (UNM's
AnthropolOgy Building) ..... Features sbi.ltltwestern anthropology displays. On di.SI)I3y
through Sept. 19: Fiestas of Sari Juan NuevoCercmonlnl Arlfro Mkhonca, Mexi~o; liuoush
Dccembtri The Chaco Phenomenon. Petmanenl'
~xhlbitslnclude People In the South~'C5!, Humah
EvolUU011 and .Esklino Win let Hous~;:, Museum
hours orc9 a.m. to 4 p.m, weekdays:, IOa,m. to 4
p;m. Saturday c~nd l_ to~ p.m. Sunday.
Museum ot SOUihWclltem BloloKY· (UNMt5
Casteltcr ·HnU, DJOlogy Bullding) - Features
plant and -a11imal dl$plays, _:rdmnrily a research
and le:!.Chirig miuCum, Jndividuals -mat vlsU the
museum from 8 n. m. to .5 p.m. hut large group.~
ate requeSted lo make an appOIIllinc!ll.
Union
Gallery
{Student
Union
Bui!dlng) .... Fen lUtes aft work from sludent and
vlsit_lng artists, usually for !'iale. Open ~;nme hours

HP-41C

$195.00 Retail
95
Sale

'

lj

Jon~on

-

I

HP·82182A Time Module

4p,m.

Aibuq.utrque _Children's 'Thet~ler (4139 Prospect
Ave. N,.E,) ~Features produc!io'1s for and bychildren, of1en rewritten versions ·of classic
chlldren•s _stories. Presents three productiOns a
season_ at Popejoy Hall. Next productiOn ls
selections from A Mldsummtr Night's Drtliltron
August 21. 2- p.m. a,t Bataan Park. More In·
(ormation Is aVailable at 888-3644.
Albuquerque Civic Lljihl OPe rill A nod11ion
(4201__ EIHson N._E,)- Feat:..~res ptoductlon!i of
musical comedy.classics artd llyh~ Opera. Presents
fi'w't_ to stx p.roductions n seaSon. Current
production !S Anyihlng Go~~l Ausust i9, 20, 26,
21, Sept, I, 2., irt PDpejoy Hall. Mote In•
rormatlon Is available at 277-3121,
Albuquerque Opera Theater (SB ts
N, W.)- F~:atUrts productions ot gra11d oPera.
Presents five prodli<:lions a season (n the kiMo
'theatet, Fiist· ptodt1diort Is RlgoleUiJ, 1n
October. Season tlchts are· available· now. More
Information IS available a! 29B·08Bi,
Albuq'uttqlle [,JIUe Theater (224 San l'iuqunle
f'.Ve. ~.W,)- Fenttrrcs n variety of vroductlons
ltlclUdt_hg eom~dy, drama and t::hildreil'.s' chtssies
Presents -eight pt()clUctiohs a ~easotr. Cutten;
prod~ctlon Is The Wltard of 0.:: Friday a p,tft,~
Sntur~ay -~ p.tn. nnd 6 p.rn.j Su11clny ~ p.m.
More mformation fs hVnliabltat242-431.S,
Bam Oi_nner Theater (Crdar CrtBt] ..... l'talure~
llahl comedy and Ugbt dra_ma. Show! hln efj!hf
weeks; DIJ1htly 1 l!xerpf Monda)'. Pte!lttltJ !lht

I

I

• You have plenty of memory for your appllca·
lions. The HP-41 C contains 441 bytes of buill·
in memory. The HP·41CV contains 2.233
bytes. Using extended functions and extended
memory modules, you can obtain up to an additional 4.221 bytes of memory for both
models.
• The HP-41 leis you communicate In friendly
words or numbers. Just enler keystrokes as
you would enter them on a caltulator.
• An RPN syslem permils fast. accurale calcula·
Uons.
• With Continuous Memory. your work is saved
when the computer is turned off.
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,.EMSONAl
COMPUTATION

DEALER

VISA

MASTER CHARGE
AMERICAN EXPRESS
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Arts

Sports

Show Focuses on Landscape

Players Prepare for Tough Schedule

The exhibition "Landscape/
Art," on display in the Lower Gallery of the University of New Mexico Art Museum through Oct. 30,
contains more than J00 paintings,
sculptures, prints, drawings and
photographs which confirm the uniquely human fasclm!tion with explaining, interpreting. recreating
and analyzing our natural environment.
Surveying land~cnpe art from the
15th century to the present, the show
focuses on the unique relationship of
artists to their n<Ltural environment.
Works by Martin Zasingcr and
Hcinrick Aldcrgraver, northern
European artists of the 15th and 16th
centuries, reveal the detailed intensity of natural observation revitalized by Renaissance humanism.

By Eric ,Maddy

(

I

.f.r\

'

!

In 17th century Holland. represented by Jan Van de Veldc and
Anthony Waterloo, the love of natU·
ral observation rcllects more sympathetic responses to the atmosphere. mood and character of land·

scnpc.

Daypacks -n· Bookpac:ks

10% off!

The exhibit's 19th century lund·
scapc art details the abandonment of
the rcgimentatiqn of 18th century
academic art, while 19th century
French. English and American
artists examine natural surroundings

f

JOHN MARIN'S Little Canyon, New Mexico on exhibit at the
University Art Museum.
with a wrkty of styles and techniques.
As the exhibit suggests, highly
developed theories of sublime and
pieturc~que natural qualities in the
.18th and 19th centuries encouraged
artists to explore the expressiveness
of mountain, pasture, wood .. sky,
canyon. atmosphere, road, river and

sea - no natural subject was taboo.
In contrast, 20th century landscapes like Theodore Butler's impressionism. Federico Castellon's
surrealism. Leonard Lehrer's classicism, Minor White's spiritualism,
John Marin's abstraction and John
Wenger's fantasy allow viewers of
this exhibit to confront assumptions
about the nature of nature,

Vortex Wise To Choose Roses
By Eddie Tafoya

Princess Jeanne Shopping Center
1406 Eubank Blvd. N,E.
Phone: 293-9725

,

___

An apple core, heaved out of
affection in a juvenile display,
blackens a young woman's eye,
causing enough embarrassment to
compel her to call in sick to work the
next day - her first day on a new
job.
She consequently loses that job,
and her next job leads her into a
young man's arms, and the simple
twist of fate condemns her to a lifetime in the inferno of conjugal warfare.

-·~------------------

When
you break
your glasses
300miles
from home,
trust Pearle.

This .is the pretext of the play Tire
Subject Was Roses, a tasteful choice
for the Vortex Theater's August production.
The action takes place entirely in
the Jiving room and kitche11 of a

three-pronged New York family
(two parents and one son just returned from World War II), and is
the explication of their inabilities to
communicate with each other.
The acting, especially in the first
half, oscillates from mediocre to
supreme, with some scenes working
better than others, depending on the
actors' particular strengths or
rhythms they fall into.
For instance, the first act's climax
fell flat as Nettie (Annette Morris)
hesitated before slamming a vase of
flowers to the floor, while the
second act was consuming as Timmy seasoned his parents' perpetual
argument with drunken splashes of
wit.
To director Pat Button's and the
actors' credit, all the interweaving
tasks arc executed with effectiveness.
Any of the actors' shortcomill!!'
are made up for by the script. Frank
Gilroy's dialogue and plot movements are poignant in their illustmtions of individuals as wei! as fumi-

He first blames his cantankerous
father (Phil Mead), a bull-headed
graduate of the college of hard
knocks. But, upon discharge, overcompensation leads him to blame his
mother for conspiring against the old
man, and as always in the developing adult mind, he unrelentlessly
blames himself.

more year by b~ating thenquarterback Brad Wright down the
stretch. . . Wright. cut by Dallas
early in training camp, was picked
up by the Detroit Lions last
week ...
Freshman wide receiver Kenneth
Whitehead has impressed coaches in
early practices, "He's one of our
quickest players." says Dunn of
Whitehead, who played defensive
back in high school. ..
UNM players will get a little relief
from two-a-days in scrimmages
Wednesday and Saturday. The
weekend scrimmage will be in Santa
Fe at 2 p.m., but a time has not been
detennined for the first scrimmage.
All scrimmages are open to the
public ...
Injuries are starting to pile up in
the UNM camp. Walk-on defensive
back John Darling broke his foot
during early drills, and junior college practice Joe Gomes will be kept

x
~ Wanted: ~

il

VISIOn center

A S~LE COMPANY

Nobody cares for eyes more than Pearle.

Feminine Attite

West Central Plaza
4410A Central Ave. SW
831-5326

grGFl of.

t~c

l?flffil"?EHU1D ffiJHDEFl
2937 Monte Vista NE

11

1 Men auf NE

salesperson.
Excellent pay
and on
opportunity
to gain
experience
in the
Albuquerque
advertising
market.
Apply in
person at the
New Mexico
Daily Lobo,
Room 131

~

collaboration.

Available at
FULL CIRCLE BOOKS
2205 Silver SE
266-0022
also available in cassette

*P.F. FLYERS VELCRO
PUMA KIDS GAME CAT
STUDDED SHOE

292·7790

Authentic East Indian Cuisine

Including:

Dinner Special

CONVERSE ROAD STAR
Mens and Ladies

r Two •••••••• 9.95

* NIKE LADY AEROBIC
PUMA TOP RIDER
NEW BALANCE LADY JAMBOREE
.. SUGHJ BUMS
*NIKE GAME BREAKER HI·TOP

lrtcludes:
Tanduri Chicken & Spinach & Cheese Dinner
Valid every day Expires Sept. 15, 1983

We !Yow Carry Spices
& Indian Groceries!

OTHER SPECIALS·

DAILY LUNCH SPECIAL $2.95
LUNCH 11:30·2:30, J'IION·FRI
DINNER 5:30·9:00 SUN-THURS, 5:30·10:00 FRI·SAT
11048 J'IIOJ'ITGOJ'IIERY at JUAN TABO

NIKE LEATHER
LADY CORTEZ
IF PERFECT 39.95

.

One

their: hjstoric

Holly and Ronnie will
appear in concert
September 25
continued on page A·14 at the
Paramount
Theatre
in Denver.
For concert
information
...
·call (303) 393-670'....

,,,"'"-o.'"'~'''"-,_'"-,_''""i

~

thqt mptures the
wqrmth, power,
qnd excitement of

INDIA .KITCHEN

!he actors arc gcrtCn11ly competent. although Morris and Schuch
seem shadows of Patricia Neal and
Martin Sheen, stars of the movie
vcrs.ion. Happily, this is only
periodically distracting.

r-:. . . . . .

PEARLE

Sun Square Shopping Center
7210A Menaul Blvd. NE
883-0077
M963.Seoile0pllcollnc.

Timmy Cleary (Tom Schuch), an
alcoholic veteran who is nevertheless bright and optimistic, functions
as an observer who, once removed
from the entanglements of his home
life, is given the opportunity to
masticate goings-on in his home. He
tries desperately to sort out the exact
cause of the intennittent turmoil.

Marcel Ducachamp~ a 19th century civil disobedient artist said that
oftentimes, the art is in the choosing, rather than the actual creation.
Such is the case with the Vortex and
Tlze Stt/Jject Was Rose - the wise
choice was certainly the first step.

You never knowwhafs down the road.
But chances are there's a Pearle Vision
Center nearby.
So when you need emergency service,
you can get your glasses fixed fast. Either
frames or lenses.
And you can get them fixed free if you
bought them at any Pearle Vision Center
during the past year.
Which can turn a bod break into a
good break.

4300 Central Ave. SE
268-2008

lies, and his verbal head-butting
makes the tragic picture of the Cleary family distinct.

Despite the rough opening schedule, Dunn believes it is important
When new University of New to play good teams. "Playing Ten·
Me)lico Head Football Coach Joe nessee and Arkansas will help us
Lee D!lnn welcomed 112 players to with our exposure in the Bast, and
fall camp last Wednesday, everyone I'm sure there will be plenty of bowl
wanted to talk about the Lobo sche. scouts at those games,'' Dunn said.
dule.
"We need to see if we can play with
UNM will play seven of their first those teams.
''The only drawback is that some
nine games on the road, including
back-to-hack games at traditional of our players get hurt in those
powers Tennessee and Arkansas. games, we could be in trouble, beThe Lobos also play three straight cause we're not that deep," Dunn
conference games on the road mid- added. "We could start the year as a
verygood0-3teamwithalineuplike
way through the season.
But Dunn knows none of those this, or we could have been a weak
games is important right now, All he 3-0 team with a different schedule."
has concentrated on since accepting
To prepare for what the UNM
the top job on Dec. 6, 1982, was the press guide calls ''an insane 1983
season-opening battle with Utah.
schedule," Dunn puts his players
The importance of the Utah .game through what many players have calcan be traced to last year. The Lobos led the roughest training camp in
only play seven Western Athletic college football. Buddy Funck,
Conference games this season, as UNM's top quarterback going into
they did last season. Brigham fall practice, said, "You can work
Young played eight WAC games out during the summer and run all
last year and claimed the title by you want, but you're not going to be
having a better winning percentage, ready for two·a·days.''
even though both teams had one
Dunn agreed. •• Sometimes it
conference loss,
hurts me to stand here and watch
Fortunately for UNM, BYU anctr,em do some of the things we make
Air Force, the two teams picked in them do," said the former high
most polls to be in the chase with the school All-American and honorable
Lobos for the WAC crown, also mention Little All- American as the
only play seven conference games. temperatures soared into the high
TbeCougarsplayfouroftheirWAC 90s. "But we have to do it. We're
games on the road, while the Fal- not big enough to go out-muscle
cons, like the Lobos, play only three people.
WAC road games.
"We don't expect the players to
Dunn isn't worried as much about come back in top shape. It's human
playing on the road as some nature to slack off if you have a
coaches. ''We're a pretty good road chance, so that's why we work them
team and we have been since I've hard.
been here. Wedidn 't lose a game on
"I've always thought this is the
the road last year," said UNM's time when you win the games. Pre25th head coach. "For one thing, paration before the season starts is
our routine stays the same, once the very important," Dunn said. "I
season sturts, whether we're at home think that this is our (the coaches')
or on the road.
time, and the game is for the players.
·~ Anllthcr thing is UmH-hc crowd~
T-his- is- my favorite ·time of. year.''
arc usually bigger on the road. As
xtra Points: Receiver Derwin
I've said before, if you can't get Williams claimed the title in the mile
pumped up playing before 95.000 run for the third consecutive year
fans (at Tennessee), you don't de- withatimeof5:10. Williams gained
the coaches' attention in his sophoserve to he in football."

NOW

Stanley H. Kaplan

)

~

22·88

YOUR CHOICE

The Smart

NIKE LADY SENORITA CORTEZ
OR LADY PUMA SUPER-CAT II

MOVE!

~

2799
NEW BALANCE LADY 420, ttO'I4
.

REGULAR 47.95

MENS NEW BALANCE 730, ttO~
REGULAR $75

ROCKFORD TUBE SOCKS

:!1

3995

6 PACK, REGULAR 1.75 ea.

NOW

6 FOR 699

HIKING BOOT SALE
DONNER MOUNTAIN
MENS
&
LADIES

SOFT GARMENT CARRY ONS
RtGULAR @.'IS

PREPARATION FOR:

GMAT • LSAT • GRE
~s~-H

cl=~~N

Monon floll.

.

Bwlf !o lasl ~4 oz cotton donvos
Gym !3ogs ate wale! repenenl

Classes Forrnlng
Enroll Nowl
265-2524

coated tr.rougl1oul. re<1nloreed
sldch1ng ot all sll't:ss poiMls

ond tiP~ ·end pockP!s

1

'

. -~rve vou.

2 stores to ""· . _

c. .. . ifW,161
MiO MENUAL N~~ , m:.M!>I
l5 JUAN lABO

.-· . ---

~~ •.• - • · - - - - - OPEN SUNDAY 121o 5

....
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Sports
Fruit StreetTownhouses
ON THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SEVENTH & FRUIT H.W.
W~odburnin!l fireplaces Wllh quarry tile

Private fenced back yards
h'\ 112 baths . full balh upstairs & 1/2 bath downstairs
Van1Ues In each bedroom
Design and exterior unique · Victorian llavor
Common areas fully landscaped

Priced at S59,950

Financing: FHA,VA,State Money or Conv.

KEN TEKIN, INC.
Call Nadine:
884-8797,
822-0733
fiRST fLOOfl'

t·

Sports

Tom Brennan considers his job
very important. "I think every university should have a department
like the one I work in to support the
special needs of student-athletes."
Brennan, the assistant athletic
director for academic and student
affairs, defends his use of the word
"special." ''People don't like to
hear that word," Brennan said.
"I'm not saying they're better, but
student-athletes have time constraints which vary from the normal
student population."

SECOND FLOOR

. ..

t~~

Performing Arts Studio
Classical Ballet; Jazz
Professionally taught by

Laura Brown-Elder,
Artistic Director

\

2219 Lead Ave. SE.
For appointment call
256-1061 or 265-3067

\,

., '

I

'l ',

Returning from summer stock
in Galveston, Texas,
is Jeanette Aguilar
with instruction in
Ballet and Jazz

,//
u '1'\.1

AJso introducing Maya Chafe
'f

~

. ~~

With Modern Jazz Classes
No. w taking enrollment for the fall session
(Classes resume August 22)

,;,:i&~~======~~~
l~~rrv

MEET YOUR UNM'S
INSURANCE
REPRESENTATIVE

•
Lobo Claims Win 1n
La Luz Trail Run

Brennan Monitors Athletes' Grades
By John Moreno

TOM BRENNAN
Brennan said it's difficult to excel
both in the classroom and on the
playing field. "It means they have to

consistent, organized time and place
for ~erious study with fellow athletes
and tutors, who are always available
to help. Coaches attend to maintain
discipline, if necessary, Brennan
said.
Sophomores with a GPA under
2.3 must attend Study Table. Juniors
and seniors with a GPA under 2.0
must also attend, Brennan said.
There are three Tables in all; one for
football players, one for male basketball players and one for all
others. Altogether, about 95 students attend.

sacrifice a lot in their social life,'' he
said. ''I admire those who do well in
both endeavors.''
However, Brennan said, many
athletes need help in attaining dual
success, which is one reason his
office exists. He is assisted by one
full-time counselor, Ruth Francis,
three part-time graduate student
counselors and a tutor coordinator.
They oversee the growth of athletes
as stude[lls, but the bottom line is
ensuring that athletes maintain their
academic eligibility.
For freshmen to remain eligible, a
I ,6 grade point average is required.
Sophomores must keep a I .7 GPA,
juniors a 1. 8 and seniors a I .9.
The National Collegiate Athletic
Association doesn't require a minimum GPA once an athlete is admitted, but they do require that incoming freshmen attain at least a 2.0
average after their sixth, seventh, or
eighth semester of high schooL
Because of these requirements,
Brennan believes many freshmen
enter college academically deficient. This puts an eXtra burden on
the student-athlete who needs remedial work, and that's where the
Study Table helps.
All incoming athletes on scholarship, whether freshmen or transfer students, are required to attend
Study Table, held three to five times
a week. "They need a 2.5 GPA to
get out of Study Table," Brennan
said.
These sessions give the students a

STUDENT ATHLETE'S
GRADE POINT AVERAGES
Men
1982-83
Fall
Baseball
Basketball
Football
Golf
Gymnastics
Skiing
Swimming
Tennis
Track
Wrestling

r-~~~...,_~~,~....,_""'"S..~~~,'S."">'S."->.'"'-""'-'"'-~~"-..."'->.~""'"'"'"''*1
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The Laughing Man Institute
Presents
''The Spiritual secre~ of ,
Human & Sexual Happmess '

@
@

2.2
2.6

1.9
2.3
2.5

2.6
2.8
2,0
2.4

1.9

Women
1982-83
I<'all
2.6
Basketball
2.7
Golf
Gymnastics
3.0
3.0
Skiing
2.8
Softball
Swimmmg
3.1
Tennis
2.8
2.2
Track
2.5
Volleyball

~

By John Moreno

1•

I"

'

I
Spring
2.0
2.5

2,45
2.3
2.9
2.5
2.5
1.8
2.0
2.3

2.8
2.9
2,4
3.2
2.4

3.3
2.4

ill
ffi

going."'
Pfeiffer is a senior on the University of New Mexico track team.
She holds the school record in the
10,000 meter run with a time of

continued from pageA-14

2.7
2.5

She heard it was tough, but Kathy
Pfeiffer never expected to finish the
La Luz Trail Run bruised and bleeding. But then, she didn't expect to
win it either.
''It sounded like a challenge, sol
thought I'd run it just to finish,"
says the women's winner of the
Aug. 7 race. It was her first time on
the nine-mile trail and Pfeiffer says
she thought "just to finish would be
an accomplishment."
She fell about three miles from the
finish and bruised her thigh, hip and
rib cage. She also scratched her
elbow and knee. "! hit hard, but I
was still conscious," she says. "I
told myself, 'Don't be a baby, keep

Grades--

Spring

Brennan has been the advisor at
UNM for three years. He holds a
•
~ doctorate in counseling from SyraBased ~~ the Teaching of
cuse University, where he was an
The Western SPrrrtual Adept, Da Free John
academic advisor to athletes for four
>Ji
lecture: August 17, 8 p.m., $3.00
years.
W
Semrnar: AU9.ust 20•.9 a.m.-4:30p.m .. ,$35.00
;!) He describes his office as "sort of
i"t,
.
Call 266·9291 for Information
::i an umbrella that handles all the
(fi,."%,~~~~~"%-~~""'~"<0,_~~"-..''*'-~ academic and student affairs matters
for the Athletic Department." He
reports directly to Athletic Director
John Bridgers.
Francis. who was hired six
months ago to replace Mary Ellen
Kurucz, said her interest in counseling evolved from her days as a
teacher in various community sports
programs. She is currently working
on her master's in philosophy,
Francis points with particular
pride to the women athletes' grades,

ffi

•

,,

I
I
l

"They are more determined as to
what they want to major in'' and
usually have higher ACT scores than
men, she said.
.Last year, women athletes at
UNM had a cumulativ.c GPA of 2.6
while the men athletes scored a
cumulative 2.3 GPA The average
GPA for· women at UNM last year
was about 2.65 and about 2.4 for

men.
As a response to criticism of their
weak eligibility standards, the
NCAA recently proposed stricter requirements. Effective Aug. I, 1986,
all incoming freshmen must have
graduated from high school with a
2.0GJ>A·.

35:56.0, set in 1982.
Her 35:14 time was an improvement of 44 seconds over the old record, but is 56 seconds slower than
the national qualifying time. Pfeiffer
said she prefers road runniog to run
on a track, which, with all its laps,
~'is boring."
To make the nationals, Pfeiffer
said she needs to work more on her
speed. "There are others on the
team who have more natural speed
than I do," she said. "I plan to compete in 3,000 and 5,000 meter runs
next spring to increase my speed."
Pfeiffer said runs like this should
help her run better on the cross country team this fall. elpingthe team. A
veteran of 16 marathons, including
two victories, Pfeiffer says La Luz
was "by far" the toughest race she
has ever run.
And that includes the Boston
Marathon, where r.hc first broke
three hours in 1981. Her fastest time
for a marathon is 2:46.47, about 16
minutes slower than the Olympic
qualifying time, She plans to run in
the Olympic trials but her next
lllarathon will be in Sacramento,
Calif., in December.
While some coaches disapprove
of their athletes running marathons
during the school year, Pfeiffer says
Lobo head coach Mike MacEachcn

~

.

.
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•(9,....., Praise and Worship on Campus
,,

at the

~

Alumni Chapel

(ju:;t west of the du\:k pond)
"has no qualms" about her DecemAugust 21
berrace, "I don'tthink it'll hurt me
"The character or:God in the last days"
at all," Pfeiffer said. "I think I can
Will Stephenson, Pastor
bounce back fairly easily and will be
Sunday's Message 10:00 a.m.
ready for the start of the outdoor
season in March."
tt
At the urging of her brothers, she
1806 Sigma Chi Road
247-9999
started running in 1978 and soon
was a member of the Buffalo Chips
"serv.ing t.he campus community with God's love" •.
track club in Sacramento, There
were other men urging her on during
"'Jo
.
.
the race. "They kept yelling at me to
1>/
keep going," she says. "Most men
are very encouraging."
She says Coach MacEachen lias 'ltt!J':Ad'Jij_' ' ! . I ' , , 'ZI&IJU)IOI-' II I I. I l l I I I.,.'''&*'''!
helped her self-confidence by believing in her and the whole team ..
''He listens. That's really important
for me in a coach," says Pfeiffer. "I
need to work on increasing my mental toughness for future races."

Ma. ranatha Christian Center

b

•rtt
(i_·I
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Snafu
In the July 28 issue of the New
Mexico Daily Lobo, it was reported that new volleyball Coach
Laurel Kessel was also offered
the head coaching job at New
Mexico State. In fact, Kessel was
offered an .assistant coaching
position with the Aggies. The
Daily Lobo regrets the error,

NU©Ii4'i? ll,Uf~ A'D'(JI.Ii\.fi'ii'~ 'li'©lllJl!
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Now Interviewing for Associate Managing Editor
Nocturnal career in jOurnalism offers challenges sure to intrigue
the Insomniac with an unerring eve for detail, a creative sense that
thrives under pressure. editing skills par excellence, and tow blood
pressure
The Dally Lobo .. .It's not just a Job, it's a dare!
call Wren or Judy at 277-5656
/Also seeking sports and arts writers/

SATURDAY
11-!i
GAME DF
THE WEEK

In the Subway Station

0

Available at
UNM Student Health
Center

continued on page A-15

Players--

50¢ OFF!
on WHOLE SLICE OF FUDGE

continued from page A·13

Beginning August 22, through
September 12, 1983
1-3:30 pm M-W-F
Daily during regular
office hours at

Keystone Life Office
2625 Pennsylvania N.E. Suite 300
Alb. N.M., 87110
884-6827

I
Patricia Maffhews
KEYSTONE LIFE INSURANCE CO.
2625 Pennsylvania N.E. Suite 300
Albuquerque N.M. 87110
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NOTE: Regular plan onlycan bepurchased at
Cashier's Office Scholes Hall until September 9,

1983.
Betfet Benefit Plan and Dependant Coverage
must be purchased through representative

out of practice with a sore shoulder,
said trainer L. F. "Tow" Diehm
Sunday. , .
Donnie Gassaway, a freshman
expected to make a major contribution to UNM's depleted defensive
line corps, has not yet donned pads
because of a pinched nerve in his
neck. Gassaway is expected to see a
neurologist today ...
Paul Zamprclli, the Lobo~· starting center for the past two years,
spent Sunday in the hospital with an
acute muscle spasm. Back problems
also slowed Zamprelli last year.
Diehm said the only other Lobo with
a serious injury is walk•on kicker
Brian Bradley, who suffered a pdssible torn cartilage in Saturday's
workout. .•
Nagging injuries to WAC De fen·
sive Player of the Year Johnny Jack·
sort (knee) and receiver Derwin Wil·
Iiams (finger) have not kept them
from practice, although Jackson did
not run the mile Wednesday, . ,
By winning 10 of II games last
year, UNM evened its all-time record to 324-324·31, . . UNM ticket manager Alice Allison reported
Wednesday that 6,827 season tick·
ets have been sold for this season,
compared to 6,534 last year.• ,

Good Anytime

2 pieces of Golden Fried Chicken
Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Med. Beverage

$1.89

Reg. $2.49

with coupon - Good Any Time • No Limit Open Dally
Use our convenient drive up windows at
1830 Lomas NE
4700 Menaul NE
5231 ~entral SW

..
at 11 :OOam
,Other Lo.cations
10015 Central NE
11200 Montgomery NE

Redeemable at

Yale 131ood Plosmo, Inc,
You must be o lacol
resident, studenr, or
military and hove
o valid picture 1. d.

New donors token
M-F 12:00-0tOO
Offer expires
Aug. 01, 198(l
122 Yale Olvd. S, E.
266·5729

z

.80
.SA.
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80

u
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•••••••••••
A New Format
For Lobo Classifieds

The Daily Lobo has a new
classified advertising format and also a new category,. Food/Fun, starting
today.

c.h:~Jgn your own program.
Ha,rvar~ SE. 26.S·33JS.

fh'i....Spc~d,
884·4894.

Marc's Ouitar Center, 143
8/15

TYPING WORTU JJAYING fQr. ~7·ll02, Loui~e.
8/21
ACULEX:- WORD PROCifSSJNG: 1llc~es, dlswl<~tlons., term papers, resumes, grnptJi~$. 83!-3181.
12/12
'h'J1 JN(J SI,SO/PAGE. ;1:93-4892.
8/IS
ACCUftATE
INFORMATION ABOU1' con.
traception, sterili:zrulon, abortion. Right To Choo$e, ·

294-0171.

tfll

('O~TACTS-POI.iSHING,

SOLUTIONS

Casey

()ptjcaJ ('ompaJiY on Lor'na.<j J11st west of Washington,
tfo
WE GOT JHS'fRlDUTORS.

Pre~crlpUon eycglas~

fmm~s.

Clreenwlch Village: (Lennon Styles), gold
$6~.00). Pt~y Less Qpticia_ns,
5019 M~;naul N,E" across from La8elles.
tfn
PRl':GNANCY TESTING & counseling, fhonc 247·

··~

•••••••••••
* * * * * *

Las N oticias

Cl.llll? MimTlNG? IWJ~Nn Advertisd' in Las
NoticiiU. Only 10 cents rer word per iuue (ar UNM
dcpurtmcms rwd orgnrllzn!lons.

lfn

Personals
WIJATIS THE most wonderful ith:a In the world?.
8115
•:wJ·~ THANKS FOR undcrstnnding. Apol_ogies
once aguin from person in bnck.
8/15
J•l.ACE 'YOUR 11 KRSONAL

mc.~~<~gc

Housing
TllREF,-nnn.M fUHNISHJ.:O ajJl\rtment 1h block

Hall.

tfn

Food/Fun
tHF. MlXlm· DAGI Nms, dried fruils, gmnolt;~;

dchydfalcd S(lllps, snnck mi.'le.s 1 fudge, candles, lnlll
mix, \'llrob and yogurt co~·ered ·.misln$ nnd Jill IS, flnq
IIJUIIO.:h IJillfC, Acro5.~ from UNM, 268·8268,
8/JS
A NBW C'ATE(;QRYt The New Mexico Dni/...v J.oho
i~ pW(nJ lo preSt.!llt a new cUicgory for classified nds.
"hJudiFun" I~ a pJucL' 1.0 find out about restaurants,
_f~·~~ ~lore~. parlics, concerts, etc,
lfn

8/15

STUmO Sllil, KFFICJF.NCY $185. Furnisht:d,
utllilics paid. 842-6170,
919
ONJ-~HimROOM FURNISHED apt. P"in~place, close.
to UNM-TY1. ,243·3524, 294-2257.
8/15
FEMALE ROOMMATt: WANTED lo share threebedroom house. Two miles from campus, $200 p(:l""
n1o11l!1 1 !.1 uti1!1tes. Call Becky before 6 p.m. 842-1844. Aftcr6 p.m. 266-4019.
8/1$
MALI<; GRAD STUJ>ENT to liohare house nearby,
8/l2
Non·smoker. $17j phts DD. :268-6617.
STlJPIQ
12'X'6', Acro~s from UNM. Patking 1
storage, p~rtially fl,unishr:d. $100/ml), 26~·9439.
8/23

CHARMING STl,TI)IQ _AJ•A~TMENT. IJric}; palio
with cherry tr~;:c, excellent neighborhood. Ne~r

to friends,

family, etc, in the classificds. Only 11 centn per word
per day tor four Issues or less, 12 ccms per word per
day for five or more conscclllive issues. J.ll Marron

Carlisle'. $195,256-134.5,266-0608.

8/1$

,HONDA. CVCC ~tation wagon below book.
8/ IS.

842-5489 !!-fler- ,S_,

Employment
HENNIGAN'S TAVERN, HIE b!uieU restaurant

aown, is looking for lhtU special energetic person tQ
greet the public, or make and seryc our high quality
rood and drinks. All positions open, Som~ expericnc:l,!
preferred. Apply 2105-B Louisiana NEbetween 2-4.
8/ll

8/22

t'Oil RF.NT: to;FFJCIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., UJO/mo., for one person, $250/mo. for 2
persons, all utili tie~ pnid, SJ 75 securily deposll, Fully
fiuni~hcd-sccurity locks and .laundry facilities. No
childrl!n or pets. Please caH before 6~00 in the
cvenlng,266-S392.
lfn
TH_E ·CJTAilEI.-S(JPI-:RB loca!ion near UNM atld
down! oWn. Bus sen·lce every ;lO minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $240 to $j20. All utilllics paid, Delu}(~
kltch~-n wflh dishwasher and disposal, recreauon
room, swimming pool; TV room and laundry. Adult
couple~, no pets. 1,520 University NE. 243-2494,
tfn

For Sale

CllEATIV.E, Jl'I<~QPLE- AND project~oriented
person With good t!fl~rgy. pan-time Op~ning with
potential. Re~ume~ and applications to Don at
Kinko's Copies, 2312 Central ~E. No phonll: t;<alls
please.
8/l 5
FRENCH INSTRUCTOR WANTED for inferes!ing
parHime work with language school. Oral tluency
and _good appearance a rnust. Language Dynamics,
293-406$,

.\H"A t. l•J(('I·:U.f. "'T REVlf:\V C<lum, Self~study
""i1h tape~. l-ike r1ew. Oracluute Admissions
I•r·~raratlon ';t:n-ke. Co~t $375, ~eli ror S200. 892~

8:2$
PROH~"i~IO:"o'Al. _UESUM1~. ALJ, field'i., $9-up.
I rl'e ~onsultal(~lfl_ 265·8459.
g.· 1S
(;tl~tA Hntt:ll1 LEA VJo: the worrying to
\ ,.,,._ibl(' and hi~:nd. Vcnablt: will take tl1c
plu-t11Vl.JJ•h~ and h11md \~ill hake the ~·akc. Ask f•Jr
Trm "t lJ,nb.ua1M I <J J ~~r296·J449.
8 "26
l~l)i"'ir; IIm.r PAt)u~s. rc~umcs. 299-S970. 9..-r
!IM~f'.

f)..\~(1;j{<t

TliE \' IDEL\' a~XIaimed Pdittc~
\.ktlmd. L'l Menw! and Ph>·~iml Condilionins. u~cd

<.'\lcthi~Ch

h~ ~.Y [;. Batlct mcrnbcn, I'\- naw
.t\>Uioll>lc41\ HCld..- C(Jricctln:s: 266-0603.
6/24
t'l·:tuf·,erTi'l'lNG l6fi-J1J7 anytime.
8122
I~ lUE J~n:Ht-:s·t <Jf serving tne Univer.ily
·.tlt~mlunlt), \H,' u.uult.l like 10 kno"' lfthcrc i'ilt need
tpr cHnmg ..:hild ~.:ar''· 1f you hnH: thi~ need, t:tlca~c
..tlJ ..\''>l ·~~l-CJ:SJ\ ( htld Cure (',H,_p2?7~jJtiS. 8 'B
IlJ'}I.,'J 0~ ('l\~fl'l 1 S. Scme of humor. Snme
,ll>:ll!lf~- 242-.1il9~

8 l!i

i.l-Tt~~·r·r~~--\l.t \l .. lc~. I·;,-acl solu
··P~!!l.!! l:lwrtni~alwn. rC.11lla.R -.ntd lhl.'or~·- YtJU

Women's Rock
Climbing Clinic
August 27 & 28
Introduction lo belay systems. rappel·
lng, top roping and chimney technique.
A course for women
taught by a woman

Fee $30

(includes materials)

CI.AI~ \'QUft

LOST possessio~ at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to4;00 p.m. daUy.
tfn

998-0515

ext. 924.

RAY-BAN SUNGLASSES 25'/Q off•.Kal,lfman's- ~
re11l Army-Navy store, 504 Y~le SE. 265·7777. 8/Jl
PARKING SPACES I'OR renf nt:arUNM; 842·5489
p.fter 5,
8/lS
J)AYPACKS AND. BACKPA<:KS, 11.$$0rled colQt~.
Kaufman's West- a re!lt Army·Ni!.VY store. 5Q4
Yale-SC. ').65·7777,
8/31
RHF.UMA'fOlD ARTHRITIS? DR. J, Goodwin
needs people with diaE,nosed Rheumatoid Arthritis to
participate ·In a 12 week Sludy on the eff!lCIS of
Fcldene on Immune functions, No cost to par·
tkfpanas. For mor~ Information, call Jill at 843-2111,
e]l.i, Z6lJ,
8/15
2S~o OJo'F SWISS ArmY knives. Kaufman's- a real
Army-Navy More, (.65-7771.
8/31
CLASSIFIEDS GET RESULTS. Place -your ad
!oday,l_31 Marron Hall.
tfn
TAAII.. SHORTS AND military short!!,...... best
selc~;tlon in 1own. Kaufmnr's- a real Army-Navy
8/31
store. 504 YaleSE. 265-7777,

SELF SERVE
SUNDAY NOON ·5

SALE
copies

e

B/29

Tra-vel
AOVERTISE YOUR TRlP, adventure or ride needs
in the Dally Lobo.
tfn

Noopolr1an, SICdtan & Whole Wheat p,zza

127 Harvard 8 E ,..,.

$ of Cent••'

~

•

atUNM

mMts e-veJY Monday
this semester

I

.~

230A SUD at 1 0 AM
with readings and testimonies
All focuHy and 1fudfHIIJ
/nvlfwd
(F-1 freoe to com• and
go as you wish)

con 266-4915
If you

n~

mo... Information

I

I
I

Flex!bihty and range of motion exercise
monitored cardiovascular workout
thigh and stomach training

1.

FUN - FITNESS- SAFETY
50¢ off registration with this ad!

I

I

I
I

I
I
I
I

. :6 ~

BACK TO SCHOOL
. AND BACK IN SHAPE WITH
YOUR TOTAL BODY TUNE-UP

I

I

Continuous Registration- Walk-ins welcome
$10 for 2 days a week
$t5 for 3 days a week
M-W-F 8:00-9:00 a.m.
M·W 5:30-6:30 p.m.
T-Th 1:30·2:30 p.m.
M-W-F 1:30-2:30 p.m.
T~Th 5:30-6:30 p.m.
Classes are interchemgable
Class location: Newman Center Los Lomas Drive

.r ~\JFMJIN-..
P

•n:.\'1' ,,

ARMY-NAVY GOODS
504 YALE SE

265·7777

w

Photo Finishing • Film • Paper • Darkroom Supplies

jl

o
:

I'

0

e

:
•
•
•

:

One Year Free Service with BiKe Purchase

N

::J
<(

@

•

our old friends and customers. We look foiWard to
serving you as we have In the past With the lowest
prices In town. New students come by and coMpare
••• You'll becoMe friends and customen tool

,

:

Percentage of proceeds donated to the Newman Center

on all bicycles
in stock
August 21-September 3

D...

Photo/Cine Services Welcomes Dock

¥
·•
'

•
•
•

Offered by Fitness Alternatives and the Newman Center

Up to 20°/o off

rn

HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m. to. 6 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m. to 5 m,

!

SUPER SUMMER
BIKE SALE

Now Interviewing for Associate Managing Editor

Natural Fiber Fashions.At
Surprisinqly Low Prices

:
:

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Nocturnal career in journalism offers challenges sure to Intrigue
the insomniac with an unerring eye for detail, a creative sense that
thrives under pressure, editing skills par excellence, and low blood
pressure
The Dally Lobo . . •It's not just a job, It's a dare!
call Wren or JUdY at 277·5656
fA/so seeking sports and arts WrltersJ

Star Imports

..

The Albuquerque . ..

~·~:B#X'E

-~o~-oJ'
No layaways on sale bikes. Sale limited to bikes In stack,
Accessories, Repairs, Touring Equipment,
Clothing, Free Workshops.

3407 Central NE ·265·5170
Open: 10·6 Weekdays •10-5 Salurda,s

ON CAMPUS
Photo Suppllft
Photo Finishing
Discount Prices

UNM Photo
Cine Service
9-4:00 •1120 Las Lomas. NE • 277·5740

1
. l

:

fi\UG 1

Thursday, August 15, 1983

Christian
Science
Organization

I()~~A\~\IIICJI:M

AN EXCITINC NICHT LIFE AWAITS YOU!
... at the New Mexico Dally Lobo

& Mastercard

No. 1

2ss-nn

2312 Central s.E.

Cl

101 Cornell S.E.
Across From U.N.M.
266-0211

Vol. 88
Dozens of colors: .lots of styles.
Nylon or canvas.
Prices start at $8.99
.t.~\lFMAN.. ,
,. li'F$T '~
ARMY·NAVY GOODS
504 YALE SE

~ J[)A\~~CIEII21CIIJfiE\)c:u i

r-------------·
llliiili!!IJ~~
Beer & Wine Available
on Sunday

_ _.J_D_a_ily Lobo

·~·············-···················~··············

Pleasure~. New U11d excellent used furniture. 1517
E11bank NE near Constitution. V.isa/Master-enrd. 30·
8f23
day lay(lway, M·£· 9:30~~:30. Sm 9;30-3:00.
1977 TOYOTA CORONA. Four Uo0r, air, AM·F."-l,

1
I
..~~'?!f~,
'h '\
I
1
t
CITY
I
I 2 Slices of Cheese Pizza
I
& A Large Soft Drink
I
$1.90
I
I

NEW M E X I c o - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Welcome Dock

_ _ _ _ Expires .9·1·83

•-

DAYPACKS

Miscellaneous

PART·'I'U\o1E JOIJ aflernoons and evenings, Must be
41 years old, Mus1 be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply Jn person, no phone cRib
please, S~veway Liquor Storeat5516 Me»al!l NE and
5704 LomaS NE.
9/1 Q
WANT A PROFESSIONAL career With Style,
Success, Sociability and Security? Call Navy Officer
Programs at766-3895.
8/22
COCKTAIL WAIT.RESSF..S WANTED. Apply in
person after ,S p.m. Must be 21. The Hungry Bear,
1200 Wyoming Blvd NE.
B/24
Jo'ULLIPART·TIME work for students. Good pay,
266-5528 seven days, DATA.
8/24
SUMMER WORK, PIIONE sales. SJ.SO hour,
bonus. 243·1780,
8/23
WORK ANP TRAVEL free. Cruiseships and airlines
need help, all occupations. Fo~ information, call602·

1%1 VW liUG for sa,Je-. $650. Good condition. Call
Clalrcat2'17-26l1,268·!)263.
8/tS
IOc:'o I>ISCOl:NT 'fO UNM students. Treasures •N

I
I

Lost&Found

8115

1979 DODGI~ COLT, Excellent m1lcugl:, S2800. 344·
2931,
Bl25

Services

in

WANTED: CHILDCARE. UNM. area. pnrt·time,
non-srnoking, energetic, sensi1ive to child's needs.
Call265·09.54 _afterTU!l~day, August 16.
8/15
WE NEED STUDENTSt prefer~bly work-study, at
the MO\llt(ainside YMCA. Need ht:lp with tennis,
after and before sctJ.Ool. program; sports programs;
janitorial, Call Ron292·229R.
8125

.~

from campus. 898·0921.

mlles. Unusually fine condition.

TJ<;CJ-INICAL TYPIST WANTED. Part-time, .20
hr/wk;. Biology background preferred, Call Maida
~77-341 1.
8/22

rimlm. $54.50 [regular

Classifieds get results.
Check it out today.
131 Marron Hall

1~78

~6000

"
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Registration Deadlines
HIGHLIGHTS
PEROVICH INTERVIEW:
See Page 4
RESIDENCE HALLS:
See Page 6
FOOTBALL SCHEDULE:
See Page TO
HEALTH CENTER FACILITIES:
See Page 10
ADMINISTRATORS, REGENTS, DEANS:
See Page 12
JONSON GALLERY:
See Page 19
WELCOME BACK ACTIVITIES:
See Page 24

,!fptrfaft}lltllk'' (iJ lhl.' l't1blil' l~t[Ormur/un Office for
pml'Ming pirtim•s of! JtJ/m. i'trovirll, ~ue.r fla11du•:,
l'tm 011rn /Iv/Jl<l!r, Co/feen !llafcwj, 1o1m l'ur::., thin
Jmmltm, Philip Mprline; mid 1"111111·tJ.Uallo; tuutru
f>Jw111 Srh·tcrsjur 1/r<' pir!ures .t)/1~ Zllrrt' /'(!!~I'd mrrl
Cirtlfl:t' 4mtlcrtritts.

·1 .1prnnl fflfwlt yrm j) IJ!JD t:rttndet:f 111 Jlargflrt'f
11'/utr-JJ'iium.(m·IJPT IJUi\lttllt'l.' with r:OJIJ' t'flirm~: tim

Late registration deadline . .. .. .. .... . .. . .. . .. .. .. ... • .. .. .... .. .. .. .. . Aug. 26
Last day to add classes .. . . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . Sept. 2
Last dny to change grade option ......................... , .. .. .. .. . .. Sept. 16
Last day to drop classes .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. Sept. 30

Registration Center Hours
August
Monday through Thursday ................................. 8 a.n1. to 6 p.m.
Friday . .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
September through December
Monday through Friday ....... ... .......... ... .. ... .. .. .... 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
'[ 6 p.m.
Wednesdays ........................................................ untl.

Tuition Refund Schedule
Time of Withdrawal .. .. ... .. •.. ... .. .. .. ... ... .. .. .. .. ... .. Tuition Refund
Before Aug. 19 .................. ·.. ... .... .. ... . .• .... .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. . 100%
First week ..................................................................... 90%
Second week . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . 80%
Third week .................................................................... 60%
Fourth week .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . .. . 30%
Fifth week and after .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .... . .. .. .. . .. .. . •.. . .. .. .. . .. .. . no refund

Cashier's Office- E:<tended August Hours
M~>nday through Thursday ....... ... . .... .............. 8:30a.m. to 6 p.m.
Fmfay ....................................................... H:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

1.\Hit'

Libraries Hours
Zimmerman
Hours through Aug, 21
Monday through Friday ............................. 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturday ................. :., ........................... 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sunday . · .................. ,,. .......................... , .. . . . . . .. . . . Closed
Zimmerman, Parish, Tireman and Fine Arts
Fall Semester Hours
·
M?nday through Thursday ........................ 8 a.m. to 11
Fnday .. . .... . .. ...... ...... .. . .... .. .. .. .. . .. ...... .... 8 a.m. to 6
Saturday ............................................... 9 a.m. to 5
Sunday .............................................. 12 a.m. to 1J
(Tireman is Closed on Sundays)
Law Library
M?nday through Thursday . .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. . 7:30 a.m.
Fnday .............................. , ............. 10:30 a.m.
Saturday .............................................. 8 a.m.
Sunday ............................................. 10 a.m.

to
to
to
to

..

p.m.
p m
p.m.
p:m:

12 p.m.
10 p.m.
10 p.m.
12 p.m.

Medic11l Center Library
M?nday through Thursday .................... 7:30a.m. to 11
Fnday ............................................... 7:30a.m. to 6
Saturday ............................................... 9 a.m. to 5
Sunday ................................................ l p.m. to 11

Your New Mexico Union Food Services
Welcomes All Fall Session Students!

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

e, A. \{f

6 g.-I"'

Bookstores Hours

\,.,;._._, '"{ 0 u (.on

and Aug. 23 ............................... 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
................................................ 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
and Aug. 26 ..... .... ......... .... .. .. .... . 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
through Friday (Aug. 29 onl ...... ...... 8 a. ill, to 5 p.m.
Wednesday~ ...... .. .... ......... ... . .. . .. . .... ............. until 6 p.m.
Saturday (through August and September) ...... 9 a.m. to I p.m.
Medical/Law Bookstore

From Page 1:
The Lobo balloon ascends
above the mall in front of
Zimmerman Library while
students look on. Photo by
Michael A. Gallegos.

The offical deadline for financial aid requests for the 1983-84 academic
year was March 1. 1983. However. requests will continue to be accepted
until funding is exhausted.
Supplemental Educati\mal Opportunity Grants and State Student Incentive
Grants arc no longer available. but all other forms of aid may still be
obtained. said John Whiteside. associate director of financial aids.
Student Financial Aids and Career Services is located in Mesa Vista Hall,
weekdays 8 a.m. to 5 p.m .. Wednesdays until 6 p.m.

ASUNM Book Co-op
Student Union Building Room 24-A

.99

no\ce o
....... .
. 3 eggs, c
.· ·· · · ·
omelelle·
or loosl . ~·n
.. .
SD orolfit\S c\v/IC\-.-!TIU I
• ' . , ...
no '·\osl sol\ \., ese . ' .....
'tlreo"
oncl we
w\lh no!TI

Aug. 22
Aug. 24
Aug. 25
Monday

Monday through Friday ...... ...... ..... ... .... ..... 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday. Aug. 20 pnly ............................ 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

5\'\\~robo~\"f 9

b U' yoU

Main Campus Bookstore

Financial Aid Deadline

~S1
Vlhere,
d more e\s:, \eSS·
.9

9

"~s11t\£5 .. ... . '~~
c\onul . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Co\t.e c\ c\onUI . • · · . . ... · · · ' .
Rci•se 1 1/i .•. · • • · '
.. · · · · ·
e,eor ~· 0 0 c\ 0 nuls · · · · '.' .... · · · ·
jell'/ 1 •~1 ~ 0\eS .. · · ·:. ·.' .' ..... · · '.'.'.
pon~ oors . . . .
. ....... .

Through Aug. 19, weekdays ....................... 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Aug. 22 through Sept. 30 ..... .. .. . .... ............ 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Nov. 7 through Dec. 16 ............................ 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

.35
,35
05
·.35

.25

. . . . ...
5
'tlrownles .
2 eocn .5
49
Coo\c.\eS, ~g~ocn .7.9 & , ...... • . ~W~ bokef
e ..... I bY our
o gels, \or9d f . .sn doi y

N\o?'e

..,o

bake

re

. .. . .
.. ·...
. . .. .
. . . ....
. . ....

THE
WILDERNESS

CENTRE

'

\

'

.39
..... ' .... ·. ,65

'

\'

A Complete Line of
Equipment
for the Backpacker

.... ··
...... 95
ICE cRE/>.N'
..•... , ... ·: . ........ ·:. ........ B5
s\ng\e · · · · · • ·:. · · · · ·' ·. '.'. · · · · · · ·... · · · · · · · · ·
u~le ~il\i~"ors\ · · · · ·...... .·: ·e· ~~. pie
00)\o,.e
1
••. ·
p1n ,..
5
o/>.ES · · · · ' . .
cherl"i
siJN cnocolole h
oullerscoiC
strowoerl"i
1

NEW MEXICO UNION FOOD SERVICES

2421 SAN PEDRO NE, ALB. N.M. 87110

GOODI

ETWEEN MENAUL & INDIAN SCHOOL 884-511

I

MONDAY-FRIDAY 6:30AM-8PM SATURDAY 8AM-2PM
Food Bazaar Only

'i
•
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ACOPYING

Perovich Expresses Views on
University Comm~nity Issues
By Eric Maddy

Here's how it works :

kinko•s copias
2312 central Ave. SE

Professors organire a selection of class
readings (check copyright law for legal. use
of material) and drop the master off at Kinkos
Klnko's will ·
· Duplicate it
-Assemble Custom Notebooks
• Distribute them to your students at a
reduced rate
Our Professor Publishing Plan iS. "'V~llable at no
cost to you or your department

For more information, call Don Mullen at 255-9673

If anyone has ever climbed the
administrative ladder, University of
New Mexico President John Perovich has,
Perovich, 59, graduated from
Raton High Schoo) in 1942. After
two years in the U.S. Army Air
Corps, where he rose to the rank of
second lieutenant. Perovich entered
UNM in 1944. He obtained both his
undergraduate and master's degree
from UNM, and began working for
the University as a student assistant
in the business office in 1948.
He was an administrative assis-

i'
·•

tan! to the comptroller from 1949-50
before becoming purchasing agent,
He became comptroller in 1953.
Perovich was comptroller for 14
years before being promoted to vice
president for business and finance in
1967. He held that post uotil being
named interim president effective
July 1, 1982.
When the Board of Regents could
not pick a successor for thenPresident William E, "Bud" Davis,
they chose Perovich as president in
November 1982,
Tne following are excerpts of an
interview in which he discussed his
goals and plans for the coming year.

"One of our problems
has been the recruitment and retention of
faculty."

'

' '

Q: In your tenure so far, what have
been your major accomplishmems
and what is planned for the future
that students and faculty might be
imerested in?
A: One of our objectives is to enhance the quality of the institution.
The way to do that is to have better
students and better faculty. We're
trying to design some programs to
effect this change. For example,
we're doubling the Presidential
Scholarship Program and we've expanded the Excel Program. We hope
to provide more aid directed toward
academic achievment than in the
past, and also provide aid to those
who have financial need.
This past year we targeted our recruiting on the top I 0 percent of high
school graduates. This year we are
going to expand that and work on the
next 15 percent so we get the top 25
percent. We're trying to design
programs and aid packages that wi!l
entice them to come to the Umversity.
Our motto is, "We don't want to
get bigger, we want to get better."
We'd like to sustain our student
body at about this size, which means
we'll probably have to expand our
faculty in order to maintain our
course offerings.
There are some new fields we'd
like to expand on, and place a particular interest in two or three areas,
such as computer sciences and mate-

Announcing!
for the eighth time lobo men's shop

Sidewalk
Sale!
\

Saturday, August 27
Pants $7.50
Shirts $5.00
lobo
men's
shop

Plus a large selection of leather coats, shoes, Frye boots, knit shirts, sports coats,
turtle necks, sweaters, suits & swim suits

2120 Central SE

e 243-6954

rial sciences, which covers a pretty
broad spectrum of disciplines. And
of course, there is our Latin American program and we want to continue to e){ce.l there. What we'd like
to do is make some extraordinary
gains in two or three areas and hope
we bring the rest of tne areas up
without compromising the integrity
of the instittltion.
One of our problems has been the
recruitment and retention of faculty.
Of course, the salary problem is tile
major issue that faces us with our
budget problems. Hopefully, we'll
get some relief in this area from the
Legislature. Our emphasis in this
next legislative session will be a substantial compensation package for
faculty, staff. student employees
and teaching assistants.

Q: Is there uti)' \Vay the Legislature
can come Up with that money without increasing student tuition?
A: We would hope that they woulc].
We look at student tuition as just a
tax, We subscribe to the philosophy
of making public education available to the masses. If you get your
costs too high, you're defeating the
primary purpose of public education.
New Mexico is a poor state.
We're 42nd in the nation in per capita income, so I think our students are
economically deprived, I'd sure hate
to see an increase in tuition have an
adverse effect on our student body.

"We look at student
tuition as just a tax. We
We subscribe to the
philosophy of making
public education avail·
able to the masses. "

Q: Where do you draw the fine line
between trying to increase the quality ofthe institution and the quality of
the studem body, while at the same
time not letting just everybody in?
A: I think that our recruiting
effort- for example, the target recruiting. of the top 25 percent of graduating classes - helps. Our students arc more mature, they're older. That in .itself leads to an enhancement of quality - not that a person
at age 25 is any brighter than a person at 18. Our students are more
serious. I think they have pretty
clear objectives and that's a positive
factor.
I think our core course require·
ments we instituted this past year are
going to have a positive effect. It's
going to take several years for some
of the high schools to be able to
comply, but we've already. seen
some school districts changing graduation requirements to m~c them
similar to our course requuements.
That, too, will be a positive factor.

Q: The govemor has already stated
that the coming legislative session
will be oliefor education. Does that
put a11y more pressure 011 you and
our other officials?
A: We' II have to provide the data to
justify the increases, but I think the
governor's support will niakc the
task easier rather tnan more difficult. lt's incumbent on us to assist
him and try to convince him of the
magnitude of the package.

Q: How much will it help or hurt
UNM by having 111'0 former elnployees- Ted Mat'lineo alld
Michael Gl~lt/10/t - working for
tlte stale Board of Educatioual Filiailce?
A: I really don't tnink it will have a
lot of effect. I think it is 11 positive
factor as far as higher education is
concerned. We may have to do a
better selling job when we go in
there. 1 think they'll approach the
problems realistically and I don't
think they'll be biased,

continued on page 8•5
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among a. couple of people (Con)"
ptroller Carroll Lee and Budget
Director Jim Wiegmann.) We're
looking at structure right now.
In the case of Mike Glennon,
we've advertised for that position
and hope to have it filled very shortly. In the case or Ted Martinez, we
haven't determined exactly how that
position would be filled. I understand we may want to .fill it on a
interim basis, using people for a
four-, five- o.r six-month period.
Several people have been exposed to
'that area, so we will use them .rather
than filling that position with a particular individual.

Q: These will be people from the
staff?
A: Yes, We'll just rotate them
around for a certain period.

JOHN PEROVICH
Q: What is being done aboutfiflding
replacements for !~ose pos~tionf an~
your former posltlon as v1ce preside/It for business and financd
A: As far as my position goes, we
have divided those responsibilities

Q: De.~pite financial problems, is
the University on an upswing?
A: I definitely think so. There are a
number of things that are critical for
us to continue in this mode. For instance, we'll need additional funding.
That has got to happen, We are
going to bemuch more aggressive in

our development. We feel if we can
get some good basic support from
the Legislature, then it is up to us to
do some things we should have been
doing in the past.
Tnat's how we're going to sustain
this momentum. If we want to give
more scholarships for students and
more recognition for faculty and
staff, we'regoing to have to develop
some external sources to do it.
Q: It has been reported that .the Re-·
gents will be forming a search committee in the fall to pick a new president. Have you given any consideration to your future after your con"
traqt expires in December 1984?
A; 1 really don't know what the Regents are going to do and l think it
would just be conjecture on my part
to take a position at this time.

Q: Since the report of the' President's Commission on Higher
Education came O!tt, all the talk has
been abo111 a crisis in education.
Has this crisis bloomed overnight,
or has it always been here?
A: 1 think it's been here all the time,
It was probably here 30 years ago,
although maybe it wasn't the same
crisis.

"We are going to be
much more aggressive
in our development."

Q: Is funding the crisis in education
now?

Q: Despite the fact they will be starting another search, do you feel the
Regents support you?
A: I told them that if they were dissatisfied with me at any· time, they
wouldn't have to tell me more than
once. It takes five Regents to hire a
president, but only one to get you
relieved.

A: I think so. The president's report
talks about expanding the length of
t.he school year. I don't know how
you could do that without additional
resources.
It's pretty hard to attract the quality of people we'd like to have without being competitive in the job niarket. That's one of our problems. In

some of our critical areas, the competition is pretty keen. Not only
higher education, but governme!ll
and industry are some of our biggest
competitors.
It· has been indicated that math
and science teachers in the public
schools should be required to have
20 or 30 hours of college education
in their field, A m&th rnajor is hard to
entice into the teaching profession
unless you can be competitive in the
job market. Merit pay is a great idea,
but there again, you have to get that
base salary up to attract the quality
you want, and then propose a merit
system over and above that.

Q: Some faqu/ty seemed upset with a
letter you sent to the Legis/aturefollo.wing the last session which thanked them for their support. How do
you answer the critics of that letter?
A: I think there was a misunderstanding. Maybe the letter wasn't
drafted appropriately. One of the
major concerns the letter addressed
was how well we were treated in the
capital outlay area. And we were
treated very well.

continued on page B-22
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First National

has low-interest, flexibleterm student loans - for undergraduate or
t111Blf;~gfi11!'t graduate study in colleges, universtttes,
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Residence Halls Prove Popular

Ask A Friend
About

CAFE OCEANA
Albuquerque's Unique Fnsh SC!aloocl Restaurant
and Oyster Bar.

at 1414 Central Avenue SE
(Between 1-25 It Univerl!lty)

Considering food, utilities, rent, gas and parking expenses, living on
campus at the University of New Mexico can save a student anywhere from
$400 to $1,000 per academic year when compared to off-campus housing.
The savings explains why UNM residence halls are nearing capacity for
the fall semester. Some I ,900 students are expected when school begins
August 22.
Even with the near-capacity registration, students are encouraged to continue filling out applications and to keep checking with the housing office, as
rooms often become available during the first three weeks of school.
"Last year we opened with an over-capacity level," said Bob Schulte,
director of food and housing services. ''This means some rooms had three
students in them instead of two and the lounge areas were used to accommodate the overflow.
"However this type of situation does not last long, Students are relocated
quickly and those who had to triple up have their rates adjusted accordingly.
It is not unusual for students to change their minds about Jiving in the donns
during the first few weeks of school.''
Schulte said rooms have air conditioning and phones, and for the student
who wishes to personalize his or her room, paint and brushes are available.
"We want students to feel at home," he said. "We have some students
who do an incredible paint job in their rooms. Students have painted music
bars, newspaper logos and done some terrific graphic painting on their walls.
This is a way for a student to mark his or her area."
The University also has a donnitory, 1--Jokona Hall, which is equipped for
the physically handicapped.
''There are four rooms and both sides of Hokona Ball which are set up to
accommodate the physically disabled," said Malcolm Montgomery, assistant director of housing. ''There are desk phones instead of wall phones in the
rooms and handles on the doors and drawers. Clothes racks are lower and
sinks and showers are designed for people in wheelchairs."
addition to the cosmetic changes in the rooms, Montgomery said thcrcis
a lift which takes the students to the recreation and lounge area. Automatic
doors are to be installed within the next month.
Living on campus, Schulte said, puts a student in the mainstream of
college life. Studies have also shown students who live in residence halls tend
to graduate in higher numbers and often have a higher grade point average.
Students residing in the donns also have access to a recreation room, game
room, and to the "Cellar," which provides students with a dance and theater
area.
Anyone needing more infonnation may call 277-4707,

Popejoy Series Promises
Variety of Entertainment
If variety is the spice of life, the
Popejoy Hall Cultural Series will
make spice up a lot of lives this yea~
with their large assortment of enter,
tainment including classical music,
modern dance and Broadway-hit
musicals, dramas and mysteries.
The first performance of the
I 983-84 series will be presented by
Les Ballets Jazz de Montreal on
Sept. 20.
The National Symphony Orchestra, under the baton of Russian defector Mistislav Rostopovich, will
pcrfocm on Oct. 6.
The orchestra's featured selections will include: the premiere of
Burton's "Pied Piper Overture";
Mendelssohn's Symphony 4: and
Sibelius's Symphony 2,
Internationally known puppet
tmupe Comedic Philippe Gentry
will present a variety of techniques
including black light theater on Oct.
25.
Oliver, Lionel Bart's hit musical
version of the Dickens' classic Oliv-
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er Twist, will be revived by a national touring company Oct. 30.
On Nov. 8, Della Reese will star
in Blues in the Niglzt, a show set in
1938 Chicago, which contains
memorable blues songs from the
1920s and 1930s.
Winner of five Tony Awards, including Best Play, Amadeus, the

dramatic story by £quus playwright
Peter Schaffer of rivnlry between
two men of undisputed giftsWolfgang Amadeus Mozart and
Antinio Salieri - will be presented
Nov. 3.
The multi-Tony-award-winning
musical Evira, by Tim Rice and
Andrew Lloyd-Webber (Jesus
C:hrist Superstw, Cats) will be the
series' next feature Jan. 30.
On Feb. 17, the series will present
the Hungarian Folk Ballet- a colorful, spectacular company of 90
perfonners.
The world-renowned Twyla
Tharp Dance Company, called the
darling of American modern dance,
will present an evening of sophis-.
tication, light-heartedness and glamour on Mar. 6.
Pump Boys and Oinel/es, the
story of gas station jockeys and waitresses, an original mixture of country pop and musical theater, will be
presented April 9.
The psychiatric mystery Agnes of
God, exploring the .nature of faith
will be presented April 23.
The biblical story of Joseph and
his adventures in Egypt will comes
alive April 26 in another Webber
and Rice musical with Joseph and
the Amazing Tee/mica/or Dreamcoat.
More infonnation is available at
277-3121.

Michael A. GaUaoos

BACK HOME: The ducks have returned to the UNM duckpond after spending the summer at
the UNM South Golf Co.urse pond. Students coming back to school will find the pond in
better shape than last semester since it under went major landscape reconstruction this
summer.

.i

Enrollment Expected To
Continue Growth Pattern
Enrollment at the University of
New Mexico is expected to continue
a 25-year pattern of growth.
According to UNM Registrar
William Haid, enrollment at UNM
has increased every year since 1957,
with the sole exception of 1978
when enrollment was lower than that
of 1977 by fewer than a hundred
students.
"We look pretty good," said
Haid. "We're approximately 5 percent above enrollment at this time

YOU COULD
WIN A NEW FORD MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE.
Visit your nearest participating Bell PhoneCenter and enter

the Bell PhoneCenter Talk's Cheap sweepstakes.* You
could win a new FORD MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE, an
Apple I /e computer, aKenwood stereo component system
or a 3-album record collection. No purchase necessary.

*full rlt't,lllS ,,nd entry form'ii are,w.lil<'lble .1t yourpa_rtl(ip.ltlng Bell i"'hon!!Centcr$. No purtha!Jt! rocqulted Void tn the sweofWMhmgton .1nd_
wtwrcvN proh1bltect by J,w~ Open to 'ollege srudC'nts. registered at c1me or entry on a fUll· time or pan·t!mc- b.tSisat .1ny US Coll~Jo;E~ or Un;v<>rslty
nesiCll'~tlt'>nf OhioO"''lY may recelvt> cltl-enuyform <1nd full dct-'d'>bySt'nding.a self·ouidrc~o;e_d, stamped enY~Iape to B('_ll PnOnC'C£'niC't
Enuy ltf'qur;,><,t. ro Box 4434 R. Bl,lir. Nebr~1·c;ki\. 68009 l1m1t one requcs1 per t.,<nvclope llcquests mustbt." rece1ved byS!'ptcmbcr 30. lCJB3
5wccpst<lkes ends Oclo&N 31. 1983

Dozens of colors; lots of style~.
Nylon or canvas.

Prk:es start at $8.99
<1.
P

j\tlFMAN...

WL.,i ·~
ARMY NAVY GOODS
504 YALE SE

265-n77

last year, which is a good sign. We
anticipate we' II be able to hold the
increase through pre-registration
and the beginning of the semester."
Haid attributed the increase to two
factors - many students returning
to UNM from the spring semester
arc enrolling for the fall semester
carl icr than usual, and more students
arc transferring to UNM from other
schools.
Haid said several factors make
him reluctant to predict final enrollment figures for the coming semester, but he said he nonetheless expects an increase of 2. 5 percent over
last year's fall enrollment of23,700
students.
That would tncan enrollment this
fall could total approximately
24,300 students.
For UNM administrators and
faculty members concerned about
the future of the University,. these
preliminary figures are good news.
Haid said they indicate UNM is continuing to attract students and grow,
despite a declining population of recent high school graduates.
"These figures tell me that we're
going to be crowded again this year
in tenus of certain classes," said
Haid, such as computer science.
math and b.asic skills.

THE ASUNM DUPLICATING CENTER IS
OPEN FOR YOU THIS FALL
-- Reasonable prices - Fast service Hours
8 a.m •• 9 p.m. Mon-Fri
10 a.m.· 4 p.m. Saturday

.....; Typing services and rentals - Professional quality -

Questions?
277-5031
NE Corner of SUB Basement

We at Casio figured you could use a
little help this semester (not to mention a
few extra bucks). So we're offering a $5
rebate on our FX-98 and FX-910 solar powered scientific calculators, which regularly
sell for $29.95.
The FX-910 is a wallet sized unit with
48scientific functions. The FX-98 is credit
card size with 42 scientific functions. ·
Both feature an 8 digit mantissa with 2
digit exponent.

Both feature fractional calculations (a
many comparable
untts). So now you can work with fractions
without having to convert to decimals.
And since both units incorporate a
powerful solar cell that can operate in very
low light, they'll not only save you time and
energy, they'll save you from ever having
to buy batteries.
The FX-98 and FX-91 0 also come with
a free application manual, "Strategies for
Scientific Calculating," which will save you
work by showing you shortcuts for using
your calculator.
So if you think you could use a little
student aid this semester, take advantage of
our $5 rebate offer. And bring a Casio to
class.
fu~ction not found on

INVENTORY CLEARANCE
TIME

CASIQ
Where miracles never cease

Checl" Out Our Selection
of Good Used Bicycles

50o/o OFF
Swimsuits & Accessories While They Last

$5 -~~~~~~·CASIO $5.00 Rebate Certificate·-- $5.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

VALID AUGUST 15-0CTOBER 15, 1983
Here's how to get your $5.00 rebate:
Purchase one or more of either an FX·910 ori=X-98 Solar Scientific Calculator and send us for each
calculator.purchased:
1. Both box flap ends which indicate the model number of prodUct purchased
2. The ORIGINAL dated sales receipt indicating purchase was made between August 15 and October
15, 1983
J. The warranly card
4. This properly completed coupon
BE SURE YOU INCLUDE ITEMS 1 THROUGH 4 FOR EACH CALCULATOR PURCHASED.
Mail all of the above items to: Caslo Scientific Rebate Program Box 1353 Unionville, CT 00085
Name
ddress.
City
tate
ip

$5 .

Ths coupon and all necessary maleriai must be PQS1mar1<ed no later than midnight October 30, 198:i. Models other
than those listed are not eligible lor rebate. All proofs of purchase become the property of CASIO and none will be
returned. Reques1s mailed to any other address will experience processing delays. VOid where prohibited. taxed or
restricted by law. Promoffon not open to dealers or retailers. This order form may not be reproduced in any shape or
form, Offer gOOd In USA through pMicipaling retailers only, Please allow 6·8 weekS lor tebatec
4 50

----------------------
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$5

ON SALE
Selected Tennis Rockets

WATCH FOR OUR SKI SALE
Deginning August 20, 1983

Plus 10% Discount On Other Items
As Seen In The UNM MAGICAP.D
Your Sports
Spklalty Shop
0222 Central
(2 bloc:U east of UNM)
9-6 Mon-Frt

9·5 Sat

U..N.M.
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Union Basement Center for Recreation, Creativity

A student union building is about
the most versatile building on any
campus, with facilities to accommodate the needs of much 9f the campus population. The University of
New Mexico SUB is no exception.
UNM's SUB features assorted
services, It is often a meeting place
for students and a place for campus
organizations to make themselves
known.
Located on the east .side of campus by the Fine Arts and Student
Health centers, the SUB is open 6:15
a.m.-10 p.m. Monday through
Thursday, 6:15a.m.- II p.m. Friday
and 7:45 a.m.-11 p.m. Saturday,
The business office is open 8
a.m,-5 p.m. Monday through Friday, Listed below are the services
available in the SUB.
• Sidewalk Cafe - Features the
Omelette Shop, grill, deli, soup and
a salad bar. Open 6:30 a.m.-1:30
p.m. Monday through Friday, 10:30
a.m.-1:30 p.m. deli. Located on the
main floor.
• FQod Bazaar - Features foods
to eaton the.run. Open 10:.30a.m.-8
p. m, Monday through Thursday,
9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Friday and 8
a.m.-2 p.m. Saturday. Located on
the main floor.
• Kookie Korner - Features
fresh cookies, brownies and pastries, Open 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday through Thursday and 8;30
a.rn.-4 p.m. Friday. Located on the
main floor,
• The Big Dipper - Features ice
cream, Open 11 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday through Thursday and 11 a.m.-4
p.m. Friday. Located on the main
floor.

The craft$ area offers students complete facilities for pottery, ceramics and darkroom work.
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• Garden Court Restaurant A new restaurant offering a luncheon men I) of sandwiches, soups
and salads, and desserts. Open
11:30 a.m.-1:15 p.m Monday
through Friday. Located on the upper level.
• Casa Del Sol - Features Mex·
ican food for breakfast and lunch.
Open 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday
through Friday. Located on the lower level.
• Mercado - Has a corner drug
store atmosphere with magazines,
candy, gifts and check-cashing services. Open 7 a.m.-8 p.m. Monday
through Thursday. Located on the
main floor.

Fdr '15 cents per hour students can rent the latest model typewriters at the ASUNM Duplicat·
lngCenter.
'"
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Friday, Located on the lower level,
south end. For information call at
277-2667.
• Union Gallery - Features fine
art by primarily New Mexico artists.
Most work is for sale. Located on the
lower level, north end. Has the same
hours as the SUB. For information
call 277-2331.
• Patio Th~ater - Features a
145-seat ''theater-in-the-round''
and will be the site of evening dinner
theaters, music, dance and children's theater performances. Located on. the upper level. For information call 277-2331.
• SUB Union Theater- Features popular movies at student
rates. Watch the Lobo Arts Calendar
for shows and times. Located on the
lower level.

The
University of New Mexico
School of Medicine,
Division of Dermatology
is studying the
effectiveness of a short-term,
new topical potent steroid
cream in the treatment of
eczema
and psoriasis.

• Student Activities Office Responsible for coordinating all
chartered organizations. Also manages the University Ticket Agency,
a GiantTieket Outlet, publishes the
Student Directory, UNM Pathfinder
and other materiaL Open 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday through Friday. Located on the main floor. For information call 277-4706,
Meeting rooms arc available at no
charge to chartered organizations
and to other groups for a fee. For
information call 277-2331.

Patients should be between
the age of 12 and 75.
For more information, please call277-6770
between the hours of 9 a.m. and 6 p.m.

furniture!
Just ask at GranTree.
with minimum rent agreement .and student I. D.

• Amigo/CU Anytime - Automatic Teller Machine for card holders only, just south ofthe Mercado.
• Duplicating Center - Offers
xeroxing, reducing and typewriters.
Open 8 a.m.-9 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Saturday. Located on the lower
level.
• Games Ar.ea - Features video
games, !8 pool tables, table tennis,
foosball and possibly miniature golf
in the near future. Holds tournaments throughout the year and will
sponsor free recreation Aug. 22 for
Welcome Back Daze, including free
video and billiard games. Open 8:30
a.m.-10 p.m. Monday through
Thursday, 8:30 a.m.-11 p.m. Friday
and 1l a.m.-11 p.m. Saturday. Lo·
cated on the lower level.
• Subway Station - Features a
big screen televis.ion and shows
MTV from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Monday
through Friday. Located on the lower level. The Subway Station is also
available to organizations for dances
and parties, For information on renting rooms in the SUB, call 277·
2331.

Electrical engineering student Peter Walcitsch says he likes
to unwind on one of the 18 pool tables in the recreation area.

···~······'""

Various Student Services
Provided by NM Union
By Lydia Piper

.•

Lesley Rico, 7, plays one of the 21 video games in the arcade
area of the SUB
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• Crafts Area - Offers arts and
crafts facilities to anyo.ne who wants
to become a member of the Crafts
Area. Features a ceramic work area,
a darkroom and supplies. Also
offers individual instruction in different crafts. Located ott the tower
level by the Games Area. For time
schedule, call 277-6544.
• ASA Gailcry - Operated by
the Art Students Association. Features art from various media. Open
II a.m.-4 p.m. Monday through

Lowest price in town:
we'll meet or beat
any other rental company's
lowest price for a 3-room
package!
NO credit hassles!
NO DEPOSITS! EVER!
GranTree's 'free & easy' Rental Plan
GranTree believes ... your life is hectic
enough as it is. That's why we're offering you
a rental agreement that's "FREE & EASY."
We've got: • Luxurious sofas, contemporary dinettes,
back-pleasing beds, hardworking desks and chairs, book•
cases, bedside tables, pictures, lamps ... even TVS!
• No deposit
• Lowest price in town
• Fast delivery
• Friend referral discount
• Nocredithassles
• Movlngservice
. .
• Option to buy
• Easy add·ons
• Accrdental darMge protection

kickin' back in style with ...

Gr2JjR~~•

Fast·Fast·FAST DELIVERY!

.
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Lobo Athletic Director Has History of
Wins with Coaching, Marketing Style
By .Jim Wiesen
When John Bridgers joined the
University of New Mexico Athletic
Department in December 1979, the
department wasn't much more than
a skeleton, picked clean by NCAA
investigations.
Bridgers, in his fourth year as
UNM Athletic Director, has,
thro\lgh discipline and imagination,

JOHN BRIDGERS
mu.~clcd

up the once scandalous de·

panment into one of the most successful in the Western Athletic Conference.
UNM was dead last in the Westem Athletic Conference in a composite 10 sport ranking in 1979.
To improve athletics at UNM,
Bridgers relied on his 17 years of
experience as an ath.letic director.
He hired quality coaches, increased
revenue and changed rhc athletes'
academic responsibilities.
By 1982, UNM's composite

ranking was upped to fourth in the
WAC.
Bridgers saki his main goal for t.he
1983 season .is ''to compete wrth
Brigham Young University in every
sport and for the basketball te~m to
show improvement. That wtll be
tough. a totofpeopleexpcct a lot out
of basketball this season," Bridgers
said.
The basketball program may pose
more problems for Bridgers than
BYU.
Bridgers is doing his part for the
program, raising revenue for the
sport by $ J50,000 since his arrival.
And it may come as a surprise to
many f~ns that New Mexico's
attendance was fourth in the nation
last season.
But basketball fans in New Mexico are rurming low on patience. The
people here want a winner, something Lobo fans have thirsted for
since "Lobogate."
Bridgers has increased the athletic
budget from 3.1 mlllion dollars in
1979 to just over 5 million in 1983.
He said the increase is due to more
television exposure ($500 ,000 last
year) and more football and basketball revenue than ever before.
Revenue has also been increased
through smal1 marketing.
It was Bridgers who decided to
allow concessions in the seating area
at University Arena. "That in·
creased concession revenue by
$38,000, half enough to support
another sport," he said.
Rebuilding athletic departments
is not new to Bridgers. He was hired
by Florida State University to revive
their crumbling athletic department,
The FS U football team was 0-11
when Bridgel'S started his athletic
directorship there.
·
Bridgers hired one of the nation's
best football coacnes to head the
FSU football team and by 1979, had

FI\EE
DELIVERY
limited
delivery area

1710 Central SE
Sun-Th 11:30am-12am
Fri 6 Sat 11 :30am•1 am

improved the team to an I l -0 record.
Bridgers graduate<! from Auburn
in business.
''In college, I never thought about
coaching,'' he said, "But then I be·
came an athletic officer, more of a
morale position than anything

eJsc. ••
Bri<!gers served as a football and
track coach for an artillery division
and decided sports were right [or
him because "they carried me
through the depressing times of the
war,'' he said,
He coached some of professional
football's biggest figures in 1957
and 1958 when Baltimore Colt Head
Coach Webb Eubank asked Bridgers
to be the defensive line coach,
After two years with the Colts,
Bridgers became athletic director
and football coach at Baylor.

.,

University of New Mexico

1983
Lobo Football Schedule
. :,

Sept. 3

Utah*

Sept. 10
Sept. 17
Sept. 24
Oct. 1
Oct. 8
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 29
Nov. 5

at Tennessee
at Arkansas
at New Mexico State
North Texas State

at Texas Tech ·
at Brigham Young*
at Hawaii*
at Colorado State*
Wyoming"
(Homecoming)
Texas - El Paso*
San Diego State•

Nov. 12
Nov. 19

7:00p.m.
5:30p.m. MDT
6:00p.m. MDT
7:30p.m.
7:00p.m.
6:30 p,m. MDT
1:30 p.m.
7:30p.m.
1:30 p.m.
7:00p.m.

AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

PO PEJ 0 Y HALL

Where All The Good Things Happen.

ANNOUNCF.

The Best of
Broadway
and
International Theater

7:00p.m.
7:00p.m.

*Western Athletic Conference games

TWELVE MAJOR EVENT'S
INCLUDING

Health Center Offerings Vary
For everything from sore throats to end-of-the·
semester emotional crisiscs, students may seek help at
the University of New Mexico Health Center.
The tuition-funded facility has a walk-in clinic, a
specialty clinic and a six-bed infirmary. Because the
Health Center is funded by tuition waivers, health consultation to students carrying six hours or more is free.
Lab fees, prescribed medication and X-ray fees must be
paid by the student.
Bennette Meyers, a spokeswoman for the center, said
students should become more familiar with the oncampus facility, because their tuition pays for the service.
The center's staff includes nine full-time doctors and
an equivalent number of registered nurses and nurse
practioners, and six physician assistants. Meyers said
although the facility'shours are 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. weekdays, some emergency 24-hour service is available.
The center also ilas a Mental Health Service with
seven full-time mental health professionals. The service
provides crisis counseling for students and referrals to
support groups. Meyers said most of the counseling for
students is short-term.

Brilliantly conceived!

Specialty clinics are held every day, Meyers said,
which include specialists holding short but regular
office hours at the Center, Neurology, surgery and
dermatology arc just a few of the special health care
needs the Center provides.
The Center is also equipped with an Allergy .and
Immunology Clinic. Fees for shpts and. testing are
charged but a doctor's consultation is free, Meyers said,
A dental consultant is also available on a weekly
basis. Though no dental care is provided, the consultant
can give a fair estimate of a student's need for dental
health.

Brilliantly executed!
Tuesday, September 20 - 8:15

$16,14,11

Pre-Bror1drcay Revical

Meyers s.aid the Center is specifically interested in
teaching students prevention practices. The Center provides medical service for sexually transmitted disease
prevention and birth control.
Meyers said Student Health Insurance is available for
a limited time on a group policy plan. The deadline for
obtaining the insurance is Sept. 12. Single semester or
two-semester insurance terms are available.
The Student Health Center is located in Mesa Vista
Hall, on the south wing ground floor.

OLIVER!
Musical Masterpiece
Sunday, October 30- 8:15

$20,18.14

7 maJor awards musical

EVITA
From Gamine to Goddess
.\lmrday, ]mwary 30- 8:16 $23,20,16

Coli 243-21 00 and get o piping hot pizza
delivered directly to your door or dorm
ot no

Rostopovich Conducts

BALLET JAZZ
DE
MONTREAL

PIZZA EXPRESS

243-2100

The Cultural Program Committee

national
symphony
The

October 6 - 8:15 $25,22,18

Did Mozart die a natural death?

Al\IIADEUS
5 TONY AWAitDS

·

INCUJDING BEST PlAY
Or was he murdered,"
3-.

November 8- 8:15 $18, 16,13

JR,l.J

COLORFUL! SPECTACULAR
COMPANY OF 90.

Si::.;:.ling!

HUNGARIAN
FOLK BALLEt'

TWYLATHARP
DANCE

Friday,Frlmwry11- 8:15

$16,J.1.11

Tuesday, Marclr 6

$18.16.13

Gldllinf!. S11spense

II

extro cost

or come into the store at Central and
University and challenge our video games
while you wait for your order.

IJ '·.' \.

I ;.

((A bO'fies
of God"

andtl.}~
~

technicolon: dreamcoat

!

23 -l;:/ti

$18.16.]:)

Tlwrsday, .·1pl'il 2()- 8:1.5

.S20.18,14

SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS ACCEPTED NOW

WELCOME BACK 6 REMEMDEP.
that you always have a coupon

USE YOU/4 MAGICAAD

$1.50 OFF any Large Pizza
$1.00 OFF any Medium Pizza
$1.00 OFF.any Small Pizza
Just tell us you want the
Moglcotd Discount

MENU
Small
$4.00
$4.75
$5.50

Mediom

$5.25
$6.25
$1.25

Price per Item
.75
$1.00
Beverages---Coke, Sprite, Dr. Pepper and Diet Coke
SALE'S TAX INCLUDED

Section I
Total Single Ticket Value
~~
Public- You Pay Only-------+j! ~ t\.
Faculty/Staff- You Pay Only
1c.~ro.,.
ASUNM/GSA Students- You Pay Only._
cL:.d

Section Il
$194
5160

Section III

$153
$125

$94

$73

$57

$44

Large
$6.50
$7.75
$9.00

$1.25
.75

Discount
0
Plus 18 Percent
Plus 50 Percent
Plus 70 Percent

L---·------------~~~~-~~~-=-~------L-----~------~
• Guaranteed Same Seats For All Shows
• Pay Only 1 2 Now- Balm1cf' Later
• Mastercard I Visa Acrcptcd By Phone, Mall Or At Bt'>X Office

TELEPHONE 277-3121
OR VISIT THE BOX OFFICE- OPEN DAJL Y - 10:00 AM to 6:00PM
Saturda,vs 12 Noon lo 6:00PM

Moglcord not valid With other coupons

Coupon
Cheese Pizza
One Item
Two items

Subscription Rates '83- '84
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ADMINISTRATORS

REGENTS

''
(.

/

I

John Perovich

Joel M. Jones

President

Associate Provost
for Academic Affairs

Marvin D. Johnson
..Swede"
Administrative
Vice President
of Student Affairs, Alumni
Relations and Development

McAllister H. Hull, Jr.

Alex Sanchez

Provost

Associate Provost
for Community Education

John Paez

Ann Jourdan
Colleen Maloof

Henry Jaramillo

Philip Martinez

President

DEANS

i

)

Anne J. Brown

Karen Glaser

University Secretary

Dean of Students

Joseph V. Scaletti

Charlene A.
McDermott
William R. Haid

Associate Provost
for Research

Registrar
Admissions and Records

COLLEGE DEANS

Dean
Graduate Studies

Robert M. Weaver
Dean
Admissions and Records

Leonard Napolitano

Paul Vassallo

Medical Center Director
Medical School Dean

Dean of Library Services
General Library

'

~:-"..
-'"."."ill

George Anselevicius

F. Chris Garcia

Architecture and Planning

College of Arts and Sciences

David L. Colton
College of Education

Gerald W. May
COllege of Engineering

Donald McRae
College of Fine Arts

Robert J. Desiderio
Law School

Morgan Sparks

Barbara Rees

Carman Bliss

William Huber

Robert 0. Anderson
School of Management

College of Nursing

College of Pharmacy

University College

continued on page B-23
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Services To Move to New Center

Student Groups Offer Service

lly Steve Shoup

By Wren Propp

Students will have a lot fewer
miles to walk to deal with such administrativc tasks liS 11dmission, registration and financi<tl aid when the
new $6.4 million Student Services
Center is completed this fall.
This and the renovation of Hodgin
Hall arc the most prominent of some
15 building projects currently underway on the University of New Mcxico campus.

The threc·Story, 80,000 square
foot Student Services Center is locatcd a few yards east of Mesa Vista
Hall. The main level will house
admissions, rcgistnttion, student
accounts (cashiers) and school relations. Admissions and student
accounts arc currently in Scholes
Hall, registration is in Bandelier
East and school relations is located
at 1716 Las Lomas NE.
Thi$ great daypack is made of
The upper level will house career
per strong cordura nylon, It
planning and placement, academic
comfortable padded shoulder records, dean of students, office of
straps, a large main cmrnp.art-1 admissions and records and the regment, and a terrific "office ,.~,.n- 1 istrar. The dean of students and
et''in front to organize all
career planning and placement arc
gear. Best of all, its on sale!
currently located in Mesa Vista. The
registrar and office of admissions
.
•
and
records arc now in Scholes Hall.
(reg. price $28.00)
OUNfAINS
"You'll be able to do pructically
everything there except talk to your
; &RIVERS
college adviser,'' said Dean of Stu2320 Central NE
dents Karen Glaser.

SALE $22 50

Glaser said her department will be
''all tugethcr instead of scattered ;!II
over Mesa Vista," and will most
likely move between the fal1 and
spring semesters.
The registration center probably
won'tbeabletomoveuntil February
due to spring registration, said Bill
Haid, UNM registrar.
•'It (the Center) will have much
more sp~ce, which we badly need,"
Haid said.

Student government organizations on campus provide a combina. tion of service to University of New
. . Mexico students and political repre·
. sentation.
The Associated Students of the
· University of New Mexico and the
., Graduate Students Association are
·:·I government organizations funded
· j by student activity fees.
The undergraduate and graduate
student activity fees are both $15 per
•! semester. These fees are not volun:" tary to full·tirne students.
· ASUNM is comprised of a stu·
, ' dent senate, an executive organiza! " ;. tion and student activity commit.. ·tees,

·'j

Most of the lower level of thq SSC
will• houSG the educational founda·
lions department of the College of
Education, This section will include
a microcomputer !;1borutory, three
classrooms and a computer "pod"
wired into the Computing Center,
according to associate Professor
Peggy BlackwelL
Blackwell said the computing pod
will be similar to the one in the Enginccring Annex on the campus's
west side.
Uses for the vacancies in Scholes
Hall have not yet been decided, said
Marvin "Swede" Johnson, administrativc vice-president for student
affairs.
Gl ascr sat'd space vacated bY her
d cpartment Wt'II pro b abl Y becornc
faculty offices.
The Student Financial Aids
offices will be directly adjacent to
the SSC after moving from its

~....:_'

STUDENT SERVICES CENTER
offices south of the history departmcnt in Mesa Vista to a remodeled
wingformerlyoccupiedbythcChild
Care Co-op. Financial aids will be
directly accessible from the SSC by
a corridor running between the Ccn-

,~~iiiii;::2~6~8ifii"4~8~7~6~iiiiiiiiiii-iiiiii0iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;;;;;iiiiiiiiiiiiiij ter and Mesa Vista'
Bored with the same old classes?
Why not explore a challenging alternative?

RUSSIAN STUDIES

.
.
Did you know that UNM offers:
A vanety of classes on Russian language, literature, civilization, history, political science,
and economics?
A major and minor in Russian Studies and a minor in Russian language?
An active Russian Club which sponsors films, lectures, and other social
and cultural activities?
Scholarships that are available to upper division undergraduates studying Russian?

RUSSIAN STUDIES OFFERINGS FOR FALL 1983
Language and Literature

Kolchevska
101 Elementary Russian
Lindsey
101 Elementary Russian
Kolchevska
201 Intermediate Russian
Lindsey
203 Russian Conversation
Lindsey
30t Advanced Russian
Lindsey
303 Advanced Russian Conversation
Kolchevska
401 Russia Today
History
Robbins
347 Old Russia frohl the 9th to
the 17th Century
349 Russia in the Era of Reform
Robbins
and Revolution: 1855 to the present
547 Seminar in Modern Russian
Robbins
History
Political Science
Roeder
340 National Security Policy
357 Goverment and Politics
Roeder
of the Soviet Union

MWF 9•9:50

Tu

9:30-10:~u

MTWF 11-11:50
MWF 10·10:50

TT 9:30-10:20
MWF 9-9:50
TT 11-12:15
MWF 1-1:50
MWF 11-11:50

MWF 9-9:50
Th 3:30•6:15
MW 3-4:15

MWF 12·12:50

Student Financial Aid Director
Fred Chrcistsaid the remodeled area
of Mesa Vista will be more spacious, efficient and convenient for
students. Chrcbt said the new area
will include an information desk
where students can ask questions
and pick up and return forms.
Veterans affairs, Guaranteed Student Loans and the counseling staff
will also be consolidated in the new
area.
Chreist said the area will be ready
by Octobe1' to process funding requests for the following academic
year.
While the Student Services Center will be a focus for cuJTent students. the renovated Hodgin Hall
will become a focus for prospective
students and alumni, said Gwinn
"Bub" 1-lenry, director of Hodgin
Hall and the Alumni Memorial
Chapel.
Hodgin Hall was the entire University of New Mexico when it
opened its doors to 75 'itUdcnts in
1892. Originally built in Victorian
style with red brick and sandstone.
Hodgin Hall was remodeled in the
now-familiar pueblo style in 1909.
Hodgin served as the model for the
rest of the campus when the Regents

rod~ climb with one of the
notion's best: Carl Harrison of the lnternotion·
ol Alpine School! ~35.00 will net you a day's
instruction "on the rod~" as well as admit you
to Carl's toll~ and slide show. If you can'tjoin us
for the climb, come enjoy the show for just
~2. 50. Whichever you choose, you're bound
to learn a lot about the sport of technical rod~

Come learn to

climbing.
Tall~ and
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6:30p.m.

Slide Show .................. Aug. 20, 1983
··on the Rod~" Instruction ..... Aug. 21, 1983

Princess Jeonne Shopping Cntr.
1406 Eubonk Dlvd. N.E.
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87112
(505) 293-97:25

-.

·- ..

.

adopted the pueblo style in 1927.
Henry said Hodgin will be much
like it was in 1892 with "things that
date it," like most of the original
wainscoting, transoms and broad
base boards,
A partition of hexagonal panes of
beveled-edge glass has been installed in the third floor assembly room,
and a variety of styles of chandeliers
have been hung throughout the edifice, The restrooms have been outfitted with old-fashioned chain-pull
toilets, complete with oak tanks and
scats and brass fittings.
Henry said nbout half of the
$75,000 available for interior furnishings has been spent. More than
$1 million was spent to renovate the
structure itself. The original construction in 1892 cost only $30,568;
furnishings cost a mere $1,435,

C. JEFFERY EVANS
ASUNM President Dan SeiTano,
elected in the spring general elcclion, has appointed chairmen to the
II committees and boards in the ex·
ccutive branch of ASUNM. Many of
these committees need student
volunteers to .fill positions in service

organizations around the Univcrslty,
GSA is a governing body for
graduate .students. President C. Jeffery Evans was elected in the spring
general election. No other officials
are elected by general election for
GSA.
The GSA Council is the legislative body for the Graduate Student
Association. The Council will elect
a new chairperson in September,
Mike Finnie is the present chairman.
The council is made up of representatives from all graduate student
departments on campus.
ASUNM and GSA affiliated
organizations provide services out·
side the realm of both executive
branches of the organizations,
which are given funding approval by
general elections every spring.
These organizations receive allocations ffom both ASUNM and GSA.
The organizations include: Agora; Art Students Association Gallery;
ASUNM Book Co-op; AS UNM Duplicating Center; Black Student Union; Crafts Area; International
Center; the Daily Lobo, New Mexico Public fnterest Research Group;
Student Daytime Activities, UNM
Child Care Co-op; UNM Student
Vets; Residence Halls Student Association; and Returning Students
Association.
The GSA also provides funds for
two internal organizations in its
budget. Student Research Allocations Committee and the Special
Projects and Speakers Committee
provide services directly of interest
to graduate students.
The legislative body of ASUNM
is comprised of 20 student-ele~ted
senators and presided over by
ASUNM Vice President Vince
Baca. The Senate meets regularly
during the school year.
ASUNM Executive Branch Committees include the Film Committee,
Manuel Dodge, chairman; Cultural

"ONE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
FILMS I'VE EVER SEEN:'

Committee, Lawrence Roybal and
Annette Hazen, eo.chairmen: Popular Entertainment Committee, Frank
Parks, chairman: Lobby Committee, Mark A. Duran, chairman;
Speakers Committee, Harold Bamwell, chairman: Student Travel
Board, Frances Maldonado,
chairman.

..-.-Audr<•w Sarri1o1,
\'ilia,:((" VokL•

THE

STATIONMASTER'S

WIFE
IH Jl\\ II 'IIi

LAST FOUR DAYS
Datly: 7:15, 9:'30

A. film by .Ramtr Wemer

W•lh

r.. !O~Iodtr

Ellwbe1~

Tns!>erla.lt and Kurt
A Tl!'leCulturt Rtle~se ~- l!f.82

R~IJ

DON :F!ANCHOS
Commg: SAY AMEN, SOIVIEI30DY

2108 CE/'fTRAL S.E./247·4414

********
************************~
~
The Department of Biochemistry
~

*

has requested authority to offer an
Undergraduate Major In

~

~
~·

Other ASUNM-directed .committees include the Election Commission, Fiesta Committee, International Affairs, and Leisure Services.
Other ASUNM of.ficials are Devin
Warwick, attorney general, and
Kathy Silva, treasurer.
Representativ<:s from ASUNM
and GSA are members of most University standing committees. All
students serving on these committees are voting members. Undergraduate and graduate students are
represented on these committees
through representatives,
GSA is located in the basement of
the New Mexico Union Building.
ASUNM offices arc also in the
SUB, top floor, Room 242.

;*,..

,..

~

MEDICINE • DENTISTRY • BIOCHEMISTRY
VETERINARY MEDICINE • CLINICAL CHEMISTRY
NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES • BIOTECHNOLOGY

1..-

~

Suggested Curriculum for B.A. in Biochemistry

*
~

~Years 1 & 2
*
*

*
*Year 3 Fall
::Year 3 Spring
*Year 4

Jt
*
*

~

*

*

**

Chern 131L (or 121LL 132L, 307-308 (or 301-302)
with Jabs Bioi121L-122L, Phys 151-152 with labs
Math 162-163, Biochem 201·202
(1 hr. Soph. Biochem Seminar)
Biochem 445, Chem 315 (or Chern 311)
Biochem 446-448L (Chern 312)
Two or more of the following:
Biochem 461 (Nutritional Biochem),
Biochem 462 (Environmental Biochem),
Biochem 521 (Neurochem),
Biochem 522 (Enzymology) and, if qualified,
Biochem 497-498 (Senior Honors Research)

Plus other courses in BiochemJstl)' and related disciplines to a total of 62 hrs.
It will be noted that the proposed curriculum meets the requirements for admission

**

to most American Medical, Dental, and Veterinary corteges.

Jt All students who may consider electing this major (lilt ls.authori.-dJ, are urged to

*

contact Prof. toftfletd or Prof. Smith f277·3333).
The Fall Schedule of Classes lists Dlochem on

82)

***

Henry said he was looking for
turn of the century furniture and
memorabilia to furnish the building,
adding that with thonsands of people
employed at the University, information on the whereabouts of original furnishings should be easy tn
come by.
Hodgin Hall will house the Alumni Oflkc, which willmo\'C out of the
Student Union Building. Henry 'iaid
trophies. yearbook;, aiJd other UNM
memorabilia will be on display in
Hodgin.
A ribbon-cutting ceremony is
planned for early November duri1\g
Homecoming.
"Wc'li have ve1y, very fine opening events," Henry said.
A $43 I ,000 remodeling project at
the UNM Cancer Center on north
campus is also underway.
Remodeling includes expanded
laboratory and animal facilities on
the top !loor, a new skin cancer operating room on the main level, expansion of the New Mexico Tumor Registry and new staff offices on the
formerly "uninhabitable'' bascmetlt, said Susan Chamberlain.
director of program devclopmcJtt at
the Cancer Center.
Another important project underway is the construction of the TeleCommunications building that will
house new telephone equipment and
operators for UNM.
The building, locntcd on North
Campus ncar the Physics nnd Astronomy building, is being constructed
in two phases. said Robert Schmidt,
:tssistant director to the UnivCI'sity
architect.
Schmidt said the first phase in·
volvcs building a wittg to house
equipment, set to be installed this
month. The second phase will be the
construction of the office portion of
the building. The entire project cost
$518,000.
Schmidt said another project his
office is involved in is a $91,000
rrojccl l<l dtaih, cJcLJJl and JamJscnpc
the Juck p.md~

THE ORIGINAL NEW MEXICAN CAFE
Live Entertainment for Lunch
and Dinner
Old Fashion Soda Bar
No Additives in Meats
Fresh Vegetables & Fruits

$

leading to Graduate Work
and Careers in

!!t
DAN SERRANO

BIOCHEMISTRY

~

*

Hours: Mon-Sat 7 AM-10 PM Sunday Brunch 9-4

Real Food
Home Cooked Breakfast,
Lunch, & Dinner
2933 Monte Vista N.E.
268-7040

~

*
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Jesus of Nazareth requests the honor
of your presence at !J dinner
~~?~ to be given in his honor.

···

·, ..
1

8l. TliOMM of Ci\NTEQBUQY
EPI0COPL\L CliUQCli
425 University, N.E.

24y.2515

The Rev. Tom Gray, Rector

HOLY Sunday 8 &, 10 A. M.
EUCHARIST Wednesday 12:30 P.M.
Holy Days 5:3o P.M.
An Episcopal Parish at the University of New Mexico

Gym Hours

Announced
Carlisle Gymnaslu.m Just.
won't be the same this semester.
The gym floor, slippery iiS ice in
the past, Wi!S sanded and sellled
this summer, leaving a coat. that
should allow better footing.
The gym will be open 7:00 to
9:00 p.m. Monday tl!rough Friday, and 12:00 to 4:00p.m. on
S;I!Urdays and Sundays.
Jo!)nson Gymnasium's hours
for open recrea.tion are as follows:
+12:00 p.m. to I :00 p.m. and
3:]5 p.m. to 9:15p.m ... Monday
· through Friday,
11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on
Saturdays.
• 12:00 to 5:00 p.m . .on Sundays.
TheJohnsonGymnasium.Pool
will be open for lap swim from
7;00 a.m. to 3:30p.m. Monday
through Friday.
The pool will be open for recreation from 5:30 to 9;00 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
Weekend pool hours are:
11:00 a.m. to 4:45p.m. on
Saturdays.
12:00 p.m. to 4:00p.m. on
Sundays.
The University golf courses
areopenfromsunuptosuildown.

+

Fall Semester
Sale
20°/o off
• Ibanez • Yamaha
• Takamine and Ovation Guitars
e Randall and Crate Amps
• All Banjos
• 2 for 1 on Selected String Sets
•15% Off all Guitar and Violin Accessories
Come In and register 10 win 8 free guitar (worth 99,50)
No purchase necessary

143 Harvard SE

+
+

265-3315

Dinner Theater To Offer
Alternative for Students
By Maureen Cummiogs
.The Patio Theater, the first theater-in-the-round at the University of
New Mexico, will be completed by
the eml of August, said Lee Ann
Smith of the New Mexico Union
Service Center.
Located in the Garden Court restaurant on the second floor of the
Student Union Building facing
Woodward Hall, the Patio Theater
will seat 145 people and will be
"open to the stars," Smith said,
The idea for the Theater was a
joint effort between New Mexico
Union Director Cliff Holt UI~d Theater Arts Department Chairman Brian
Hansen.
Holt said the Theater is a "conceptused in the commercial world."
He said the SUB has the facilities,
includinga20-by-20centerstage, to
create such a theater on UNM's
campus.
Smith said. the area in the SUB,
which is currently unused, is "perfeet for this kind of thing."
Last April, a dinner and cabaret
performancefeaturingsongandpl~y

acting was presented m the Patio
Theater space and, according to
Smith, the event was quite suecessful.
The theater's opening performance will be Every Trick in the Book,

a French comedy directed by
Hansen.
Beginning Sept. 16, the show will
play both Friday and Saturday nights
through Oct. 8.
This first production will be simiJar to performances shown at the
Bam Dinner Theater of Cedar Crest,
said Smith. This play is unique,
however,sinceithasonlybeenperformed in the United States a few
limes, she said,
Smith said she will attempt this
type of show once or twice a year
and will do miscellaneous produclions throughout the semester.
After the closing of the fin;t ·perfonnance. she S<\id tile weather wiii
be "too cool" for the evening
shows, so the theater will count on
smaller-scale, noontime entertainment,
Next summer, the theaterwhich Holt described as having an
"outdoor setting in the patio" will go into a series of three twoweek shows playing for six nights
each.
Holt said this series will mean a
"great deal of exposure" for students and the theater will be an "excellent opportunity for students interestcd in drama.''
Smith said both students and professionals will perform in the theater but the majority will be students

J~~i5~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii., be~alise

Entertainment Survey 1983·84
Thank you for taking the time to fill outthis questionnaire. The ASUNM Popular Entertainment
Committee has designed this in an effort to better serve the entertainment needs of the
university community. We welcome your input and involvement in future PEC activities. You
may contact us at Suite 245 of the SUB or call us at 277-5602
Age

How many years have you attended UNM?
What types of entertainment events have you attended in the past year?

Have you been satisfied with the entertainment available to date?
If not, please explain

What types of music are you most interested in (please rank in order of preference)?

0

Country Western

D Jazz
0 Rock

0
0
0

Rhythm and Blues
New Wave

0
0

Soul
Other (please specify)

Disco

Would you patronize other forms of entertainment such as:

0
0

Comedians?

0

Mime acts?

0 student pub (open evenings and weekends);?

Dance (jazz, ballet, folk, etc.)?

What groups (local and national) would you like most to see?

she lacks both
the time
and
money necessary
to book
professionals.
The Patio Theater w.ill provide
many kinds of openi~gs ~or st~
dcnts, including some m chlidre~ s
theater, Smith said, and students mtcrested in getting involved should
contact her or Hansen.
She said the tlleater isn't.eliminating the student audience, but the
price - $15 for the first production -may prevent some students
from attending.
The price for the first show includes a buffet meal and the theater
performance, and Smith said $15
will probably be the price for most
dinner shows.
Tickets will be sold by mail so
enough food can be prepared in advance and people coming from offcampus to sec a performance will be
provided with adequate parking.
People interested in the Patio
Theater perf()rmances can call Smith
at 277-2331 for order forms and to
get their names on a mailing list.

SUB Gallery To_ Show
Various Artists' Work
By Maureen Cummings

!
i

.····l·\
\

Video machines, pool tables
and MTV won't be the only
attractions in the lower level of
the Student Union Building this
falL Beginning Aug, 19, the Union Gallery will exhibit fine quality paintings by various artists.
Union Gallery coordinator Lee
Ann Smith said her intention is to
"provide up-and-coming artists
who've made a name for themselves a place to display their
artwork.''

I•

'

'.
'

Smith, an employee of the
New Mexico Union Service Center, said the gallery will also give
students and faculty another
place to see fine art.
The Union Gallery features
Southwestern and local artists by
She said she wants people to
invitation but does not exclude
out-of-to~n artists, Smith said. see the positive changes in the
SUB, such as the gallery, that
According to Smith, the gal- have taken place during the past
lery is not a place for students' few years.
Currently seeking artists,
work only and she said she exSmith
said she's hoping they'll
pects people will question her for
come to her after word about the
showing professional ~work ..
However, Smith smd she wJll gallery spreads.
Smith said artists like Nancy
show students' work if it is of a
Young, who displayed her work
professional_ caliber. . ..
Students mterested 111 display- last year and will <;Xhibit ~gain
ing their work in the Union Gal- this spring, aroused mtere~t m the
lery should contact Smith, who gallery among other artists by
will look at paintings and decide telling them how good her show
whether their artwork should there was,
Smith herself said she intends
hang in the gallery.
Smith said she doesn't allow to ''do her darnedcst to get the
just any students to exhibit their word out'' about the Union Galwork because "if I aliowed any- lery by sending out more than
body to show anything they 1.000 invitations for each show,
wanted, it wouldn't be a special notifying the art department,
publicizing the gallery around
place."
"If l were an artist, I would campus and being "physically
think it was an honor to show my active in spreading the word.''

An alluring world of . . .
*Essential perfume oils
* Moisturizers
*Dry skin helpers
* Massage oils
* Bubble baths
* Fancy soaps
Albuquerque's center for all natural bath & body treats. Also Albuquerque's biggest and best card shop with a special selection of naughty
cards

This month '12 priced rainbows
All our prism crystals '12 price
TREAT YOURSELF TO A VISIT TO
A BODY BUENO TODAY

2910 Central S.E.

(Also in Old Town)

255-1122

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS

-

New Mexico Art Supply, Inc.

VISA

Chinese Culture Cenf)ter

Tai Chi,
KungFu

work in a special place like the
gallery."
The idea. for a staff-run gallery
came to Smith after visiting other
student union buildings.
She said she was impressed
with their galleries and thought it
was important for UNM to have
an equally impressive place.
Smith also said that before the
Union Gallery, UNM really
dido 't have a gallery and she felt
students here should be exposed
to more ''fine arts of many
types."
According to Smith, the gallery's location in the SUB has
existed since the building's lower
floor was remodeled and she
"simply took over the area" last
spring.

Across From The. University of New Mexico, Since 1958

2510 Central Avenue S.E., Albuquerque, NM 87106
505-265-3733

•

Martial Arts
Supplies

.251- STUDENT DISCOUNT WITH CURRENT N.M. 1.0.

&Books

THROUGH SEPT. 17th, 1983

3015 Central N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M.
Nm To Lobo Theater
Call 268-7023

WHO:
Hispanic Engineering Organization
WHAT:
Engineering and Science career Fair
WHEN:
Frt.Sept :JOtn 11:00·4:oopm tnru
Sat. oct. 1,198:1 9:00·4:00Pm

WHERE:
UnNersttv of New Mexico campus

50~

DISCOUNT ON ALL
WITH THIS AD

Sat/room of the StUdent Union
sutld/ng

Suggestions ahd comments

WHY:
To enable students and potential Job
applicants to meet and discuss. Job
oppurtunlt/es with company repre·
sentat/ves from throUghoUt the
countrv.

PLUS EVERYDAY SAVINGS OF UP TO 5Q/. THROUGHOUT THE STORE!

FREE

admission to the public
.RING YOIIIl lffSUIIISI

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS APPLY WITH CURRENT N.M. STUDENT 1.0.

contact:

l\'lr. Richard l\'lorales 981"3536
111r. Edward Argueta
271·6610

Please return this form to the information booth in the SUB.

leO/)HiiE

LIMITED TO SUPPLY ON HAND - CASH, VISA & MASTERCARD ONLY
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Covered

Welcome Students(

'W"a.gon

,..

Grand Laundret
Wash 60¢, Dry 25¢

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

Open Weekdays 8 -

,

8 Weekends ril 6

1416 Grande NE

OLDTOWN

........................................................................................

II UNM
83 ..84 CHORAL ~
OFFERINGS
~
~~ • •
Iil!
I
Chamber Singers
~

-~'

r .Il

~

MONDAYS and WEDNESDAYS
Oilll
0111 3:00 pm . 5:00pm
B-117, Fine Arts Center ,._:
~ (243-001, undergraduate
560-002. graduate) ~
~ • A highly select to1..1rlng ensemble of approximately 28 singers, Spcciallzcs In the ~

~

~

I·

I '

Concert Chorale

~
jl!

'

mrd receive vahwvle discounts.

! .t,

study, prcparCltlon Clnd performance .of litemture partJcularly suited to the smaller ~
ensemble, A TWO (2) SEMESTEf\ COMMITTMENT IS REQUIRED FOR MEMBERSUIP ~

il!

From tfleir (lr>t mutlous steps, to tne most COIIIJI/!cated Pas de
deux, Happy Feel 511pplies all dancers wltft a complete selectio11 of
footwear and apparel.
Names, name dm:cers nave demanded for years. Capezlo, Danskill,
a~~d Flexatard
And alwaus profmional fitting vy trained experts.
We've Eeen fitting New Mexico dmrcers for yean.
Wfrm uou come in be sure to ask for 1fOUr free Happ1f CluE card,

i '

Open Mon.· Sat. 9:JD-6:oo

il!

TUESDAYS and TtiURSDAYS
~
3:00 pm - 5:00 pm
B·ll7, Fine Arts Center ~
~ (244·00 I, undergraduate
560·002, graduate) 0111

i

._.

~

jl1

~

~
;;111111111

~

~
~

• A select ensemble of not more that156slngers specializing in the study, prepara- ~
tlon ilnd performance of the great choralllt~rature for the mixed-voice ensemble. ~

University Chorus

~
~
~
:o111

~
Jl"!
.~
~

~

I~

I

Free outdoor concerts such as this Fourth of July bash are among the events sponsored by
the ASUNM Popular Entertainment CommiHee. PEC will sponsor a concert at Johnson Field
:oi Sunday afternoon as part of the Welcome Back Daze activities.

TUESDAY evenings
7:30 pm- 9:30 pm
B-117, Fine Arts Center) ~
(143·001, undergraduate
560·002, graduate) ,._:
A lilrgcr oratorio chorus open to University studenls and persons outside the ~
•

University community. Weeldy rehearsals nprmally culminate In perfom1ances of ~
larger choral works with orchestra each semester.
;111111
• formal AUDITIONS NOT required for membership.

i

~ A WORD ABOUT AUDITIONS • • •

jl!

Each indiVIdual possesses certain vocal potentials and capabill·
tiesasachoralensembleparticipantatanygiven time, The UNM
choral program has attempted to develop offerings that meet
the needs and challenges of a large cross-section of persons
wishing to sing in a choral ensemble. The purpose, therefore, of
general choral auditions is to help the particip. ant find the ensemble best suited to him or her at the time of the audition. As
one.'s knowledge an.d experience broadens, individuals may
progress to other ensembles In the choral program. THERE ISA
CHORAL ENSEMBLE AT UNM FOR ALL INTERESTED PERSONS!

~
~
~
0111

~

~

·~

~

~

i

0111

~

AUDITION TIMES:
MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY
~
~ AUGUST 22·25; 10 AM • NOON; 1 PM • 4 PM
~
ROOM 1116, FINE ARTS CENTER
~

~
~

~

~
~
0111

~
~

~

~

~

~

~

4821 Central N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87108

2S5·8673

I

• No advanced preparation is necessary to audition
• No special appointment Is needed to audition
(auditions are on a first-come, first-served basis)
• ALL UNM choral ensembles are open to ALL UNM students
• Undergraduate and graduate credit is available
• Audition results will be posted no later than 9 AM
on FRIDAY· AUGUST 23
• Musi.c majors are NOT granted preferential placement
and membership in UNM choral ensembles
• Call the UNM choral office {277·4202) for further Information

~
~

o.
~
~

~
~
~
~

~

WE SINCERELY HOPE YOU WILL
~
JOIN us IN THE FURTHER ADVANCEMENT
OF THE CHORAL ART
,.

I

1L........................................................................................................

Yamaha Towny

PEC Seeks Top Entertainment
Wayne Newton and Joe Jackson~
an extremely successful and profitRock and roll, reggae, jazz, able concert~ to UNM.
rhythm and blues. country and westPEC is required to work with coem ~ this is the kind of music to- sponsors because. as Parks exday's generation wants to hear, and plained, they operate at a deficit,
"We don't operate on a budget,
the ASUNM Popular Entertainment
Committee plans to give the people which makes it difficult to put on big
what they want.
names," he said. "We arc restricted
The committee was originally as far as the amount of money we can
appointed to help University of New spend on a group."
Mexico student organizations find,
Besides ASUNM money, the
finance and organize entertainment committee also gets a percentage of
for club events. but lately PEC has profits from concerts they co"taken it upon themselves to bring sponsor. This money then goes toquality entertainment to UNM,'' ward future events.
said Frank Parks. committee
Not only does PEC get popular
entertainment on campus, but it also
chairman,
What does this involve? "It in- "puts on the show," Parks said.
This involves promoting the convolves searching for and finding talent in the area and trying to get it on cert- using different kinds of
campus," Parks said. "Sometimes advertising such as posters around
we're successful, sometimes we're campus, radio commercials and
not, but we're successful more often simple word-of-mouth - setting
up for the show and cleaning up
than not.
"We try to get rock and roll type afterward.
PEC assistant chairman Brian
acts because that's what really
appeals to students at the uni- Mitchell said the committee is
"more than willing" to help any
versity."
In the past PEC, together with UNM organization put on a concert,
Parks agreed. "We'd like to see
local promoters and co-sponsors,
has brought such popular entertain· organizations submit entertainment
ers as Kenny Rogers. Crystal Gayle, ideas to us and we'll help them get
groups to the University.
"Black Student Union (Wllich,
with the help of PEC. brought Taj
Mahal to UNM a few years ago) is
one of the few organizations that
takes advantage of this relationship.
Mote organizations should get inB)• ,Johanna King

$399

valved. It's a good opportunity to
raise money."
Some of the big names PEC is
trying to bring to UNM this fall include: the Scorpions, Talking
Heads, Bob Dylan, Joe Walsh,
Michael McDonald, AI Jarreau,
.lames Taylor, the Pretenders. U-2,
Joe Jackson, Eddie Grant and Jackson Browne .
W)]cn PEC isn't working on
large-scale concerts, they are putting on shows in the SUB Ballroom.
These shows are normally concerti
dances featuring local bands.
Cost for these events, held about
once a month on weekends, is usually $3 with proceeds going toward the
production.
PEC is also responsible for noontime entertainment, The concerts are
held either outside by the SUB fountain or in the SUB lobby.
Committee secretary Diana Yuck
described noontime entertainment
as "happy hour groups." It nonnaiJy includes local musicians, students
and occasional out-of-state groups.
The music ranges from folk and
bluegrass to rock and pop and the
events arc free.
In celebration of Welcome Back
Daze, PEC will sponsor a free oUt·
door concert from noon to 5 p.m.
Sunday on Johnson Field.
The committee is always looking
for student input and suggestions for
future concerts and events, Parks
said.

THE UNM
CRISIS CENTER
277-3013

Are you depressed,
lonely? Is school getting you down? Having
problems with interpersonal relationships?
AGORA can help. The Centet is staffed by student volunteers trained in peer counseling. The
Center is free and confidentiaL If you feel like
you just can't make it anymore or just need to
talk call or come by the Center.

If you can ride a bicyclE! you can ride a Towny and
you don't have to pedal. The Towny Is light (1 oo
lbs.), quiet (people will ask if the engine is running), and virtually maintenance free. The Towny's features include: shaft drive (no chain), oil
injection (no premix), electronic ignition (no
points) and 100 iTJileS per gallon.
4724 MENAUL N.E.

AlBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
87110

Before vou look to buy JTOIU books ·

• Presentation on AIDS, HERPES and VD
Aug. 31, 7:30pm Ortega 153

•iu

..__...._

illliiiAil 11
A\IIJOIKIUIUI . . . MilitO

87110

• New Volunteer Orientation
Sept. 7, 7:30pm Ortega 153

SPRING

Make your stop

i

At the

\ '!For171er Resident Painter
, Honored through Exhibit
"To conceive an idea and work
;, on this idea, not to convert it into
something physical but to express
just the idGa shorn of all superfluous
materialism - would it not be a
piece of expression?''
Painter Raymond Jonson, whose
work is currently on exhibit at the
University of New Mexico gallery
that bears his name, expressed this
thought in I 912, one year before the
motivated 22-year-old made his
public debut at the I9 I 3 Annory
Show in Chicago.
Today. Jonson's paintings have
won him the respect and admiration
of art critics and enthusiasts around
the state.
The work of this talented artist,
who has been described as a "oneman task force for modem art in
New Mexico.'' hangs in galleries
and museums throughout the
country.
The largest collection of his work,
however, remains at the Jonson Gallery, and numbers more than 1,500
pieces.
Jonson, who had exhibited regularly in Chicago and New York,
came to New Mexico in 1922. What
followed were years of rigorous
work resulting in numerous paintings.
In I 934, Jonson began teaching at
UNM as a part·timc instructor. He
retired from teaching twenty years
later as a full professor.
During those 20 years, Jonson
fought and finally won a battle for
modem art to gain acceptance in
New Mexico as a legitimate form of
art.
The painter lived. and worked in
the gallery UNM built for him in
1950,
'
In addition to hoosing this artist/
teacher and his work, the adobe
building at 1909 Las Lomas .N.E.
became - and continues to be ~ a
showcase for new artists.
Jonson, because of his long and
happy association with UNM,
hoped his work would remain here
petrnanentl y.
.
He hoped the University would
become the custodian of his life
effort, so that a substantial collec·
tioh of the works he produced in a
spirit of idealism would become
public rather than private property.
Jonson, who had an aeiive career
spanning some 60 years, is best remembered for his abstract art.
The tlrtist's paintings, especially
his work from the 20s and 30s, represent a landmark in the history of art
and the emergence of an innovative,

0(j.

personal style.
His works in oil, watercolor, pencil, crayon and airbrush are said to
possess strict precision.
The Jonson Gallery is featuring
the 34th Annual Summer Exhibit of
Works by Raymond Johnson
through August. The exhibit consists 25 to 30 pieces of his work up
until the 50s and features two of his
most important trilogies, "Grand
Canyon Trilogy" and "Time
Cvc1e. ,,

·Gallery hours arc 10 a.m, to 3
p.m., Tuesday through Friday, and
I to 4 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.

Book Co•op!
ASUNM Textbook Co-op
A non-profit organi~ation
founded to benefit

YOU,
the student.
Located in room 24A of the SUB basement
Hours: 9-4
Phone 277.3701

ASK YOUR
UNM STUDENT
INSURANCE
JIVE

ABOUT
OTHER INSURANCE PLANS
Available To You
• LIFE INSURANCE

Example: Age 19-36, 100,000 Life Policy
$120.00 Annual Cost or
$10.80 Monthly Cost

• MEDICAL INSURANCE
For part-time students
carrying less than 6 hours

Patricia Matthews
Available for consultation at
884-6827
2625 Pennsylvania N.E. Suite 300
Albuquerque, NM 8.7110

• CATASTROPHIC PLANS
5,000-10,000-25,000 Deductible Plans

Jr---------~::::~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --.. . . .
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Sigma Alpho Epsilon
Fraternity
at the

University of New Mexico

Welcomes You To
U.N.M.
S.A.E. cordially invites you to visit the house and participate in our extensive social actMties. If you have questions qbout registration or UNM in general, please visit
or call us at

1811 Meso Vista N.E., 840-64~6.
Don't forget
Folll«ush August 22 thru the 28

Session Helps
Ease Transition
Attending college after a long
absence can be a confusing and frustrating experience.
To help case the transition, a nontraditional student orientation will
be IJeld at the University of New
Mexico Tuesday from 1 to 5:15p.m.
The session will be held in Woodward Hall Room 101 and will cost$2
a person. Reservations are not
needed for the session, sponsored by
the Retuming Students Association
and the Stl!dents office dean, but participants are asked to arrive 15 minutes early to register.
The orientation will offer infomaation on University services,
policies and procedures and will include small group discussions about
possible lifestyle changes as a result
of retuming to scnool.

BIBLE COURSES FOR CREDIT
At The

CHRISTIAN STUDENT CENTER

130 Girard, NE

Bible 4351
Bible 1301
Bible 4354
Bible 4365
Greek 1411

265-4312

FALL SCHEDULE
The Pentateuch

MW 9:00-10:30 a.m.
MW 10:30-12:00 noon
TTh 10:30-12:00 noon
Tues. 6:30-9:30 p.m.
To Be Arranged

The Life and Teachings of Jesus
The Prophetic Literature of the Q.T.
The General Epistles
N.T. Greek for Beginners

FALL CLASSES BEGIN AUGUST 22, 1983

Cost: $10.00 per course for credit. Accredited through Abilene Christian University,
Abilene, Texas.
We hope that you will be able to work one or more ofthese classes into your schedule. Other activities at
the Student Center Include Devotionals on Sunday and Thursday evenings at 7:30p.m. Also, "Soup
Monday,'' will be held each Monday at noon, starting on August 22, 1983.

We encourage you to exercise your spiritual needs along with the academic. Please pray for us.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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UNM
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Persistent hammering and intermittent thuds resound as the noi~y
harbingers of a new !neater season at the University of New Mexico.
These sounds of industry ecno from tile basement of UNM's Fine
Arts Center .in toe thel(ter arts department Experimental Theater - the
scene of a second theater season for toe upcoming academic year.
. It Will be tile first time in more tilan five years the Experimental
Theater will present a season independent of UNM's main Rodey
Theater.
Ordinarily, UNM 's Theater Arts department offers traditional performing arts presentations in tile Rodey Tneater Season, but this year
local tneatergoers will have tile opportunity to see additional, som('!times non-traditional, works in the department's revived Experimental
Tneater season.
Five productions, which have not yet been announced, are planned
for the upcoming Experimental Theater season, with four performances of each event.
Readings of new scripts and otner explorations of new theater will
also be part Of the season.
As the name implies, the intent of an experimental theater is to
present experimental productions.
Theater Arts professor John Malolespsy, who teacnes lignting design, has undertaken preparation of this experimental space as nis
summer project.
"The emphasis, •• Malolepsy says, ''will be on acting and directing,
minimizing the production elements of scenery and costume."
Toward tnis aim, Malolepsy has designed a permanent set and shape
for the stage.
In the past, the Experimental Theater - whicn has had no fixed
seating arrangement- lent itself to an infinite variety of theater,
including theater-in-the-round.
Malolepsy's new design calls for a tnrust stage, surrounded by
seating on tnree sides and stock scenery of cubes and modules.
M alolepsy said the theater will offer more opportunities for students
and directors.
"I also hope this will be an outlet for student lighting design
projects,'' said Malolepsy, who came to UNM six years ago from the
University of Michigan at Flint.
Tile 1983-84 Rodey Theater season bill also shows promise with the
following performing arts events:
October- You Can't Take it with You, the classic comedy by
GeorgeS. Kaufman and Moss Hart which will soon enjoy a revival on
Broadway;
November- The Visit, a drama by Fredidricn Duerrenmatt;
February - the annual dance concert;
Marcil - Wiley and the Hairy Man, a play for young people and
fun-loving adults by Susan Zeder; and
April- The Tempest, one of Shakespeare's magical romances.
For information about discounted season tickets for Rodcy Theater
performances or information about the Experimental The:~ter season,
call tile Fine Arts Box Office at 277-4402.

~ SATUROAZE 20rH

..,
~'

•

Outdoor Concert
{

Johnson Fields
2:00-5:00 p.m.

Student Survival
& Job Fair
in the SUB 1:30·4:00

. ·Dunk Tank

l
'

~·

21ST

a

'

:<.,Noon-Hour Activities

22ND

On the mall

~ TUESDAZE

23

RD

Mall 10:30-1:30 p.m.

Chili Feed and
Academic Mart

~· WEDNESDAZE24r6..

t
!

Ice Cream Social
SUB 2:00·3:30 p.m.

~Jl...T.:.;..H.;.;;U-......R_S_D--..A.-.Z-.-E._2-..5_rH_<,.~

~)FRIDAZE
sunrise Run

Fun in the Sun/
Free BBQ

26TH

Johnson Fields and Pool
4:00-6:30 p.m.

.=:=:;~.Jl-....:S::.:;;A~T•·.u-.R.-c-..A
....-ziiiiiiiiiiiiiE-...-2_7r_H_<;,.~

~
Comedian, Hypnotist, Dance
7:00 a.m. North Golf Course

Johnson Gym 8:00-12:00 p.m.

·rhousands of
TJsed Books
1/2 original

-------------------------------------1
sIan d and
20% off paperback books I
Schaum's course
N.
outlines .
.. . I
e·

•

price

1
1

L

1

II

Nob Hill Center
3500 Central S.E.

I

. , The Marine•·

I

(ew.The prouo•

Hours: lOa.m. - 9p.m. Daily • Noon- 5p.m. Sundays
----·------~-~~~,~~------------·

Redondo Drive 8:30-11:30 p.m.

Duckpond 11:30-1:30 p.m.

L-----------------------------

Quality Used Books

j_

Dorm Street Dance·

~) SUNOAZE

~MONDAZE

I

As a Marine Corps officer, you'll be keeping very
select company. You'll be serving with some of the
finest officers around ••. leading men who are second
to none , .. you'll be part of a unique tealil that's re·
spected around the world. But first you have to have
what it takes •.. you have to he sharp physically and
mentally. If you're a college student or graduate and
this is the type of company you'd like to keep, contact
Captain Wolfe at 3016 Monte Vista Blvd., NE, Albulm•.raule. NM
or call collect (505) 766-2816
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1
Place your classified ad toClassified Ads
I day a,t 1~1 Marron Hall.
in the Lobo
1
I Deadline 1S 1 p.m. the day
·~
1
I before insertion.
.
get results! . 1

A man is judged
by the company he keeps.

BOOK
I
STOP

I

:I

Theater Productions
Include Unique Works

I

-- u.t'P,.,._.~~--..._.._,Ji
~----~~-~
·-

The Officer Selection Team
wlll be on calilpus August 22·24

Openings for Sophomores & Juniors

w·

1

offer valid until August 30 Open daily 9 • 9 242·0694
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-
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--- '

-------------------------

Fro n·t •. e r~
.

·.

1

____ ...... _______ J
l

Free a oz. glass of fresh 1
squeezed orange juice

with purchase of breakfast of hamburger
($1.30 or more) 65¢ value

I
11

~----------------------o~e~.'::r~~~~~_::~~-----1
1 slice of
I
.
•
'
·
cheese pizza and
I
NU nz I 0 S
medium sott. drink 1
reg. $.1.49 with coupon 99¢
1
.-

..__________ ...,. __ .J

---------------------- -

~·

I

r
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Off-Road
Bicycles
New and Used
lO Speeds

255-8808
137 Harvard SE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~;:~~~~~~iiiiiiiiiiii,

Perovich-------------------

continued from page B-5

It probably did not place enough
emphasis on our operating budget,
where we did not take a reduction .of
funding over whAt we had the previous year, but a reduction in the
fonnula funding process. So our expenditure level was really down this
year over what it was, although our
appropriation was increased.
probably
have done
little
bitIbetter
job could
in conveying
thata message to the Legislature. But there's
no question that with a tight budget
we'll have lower expenditures this
year than last year.
·
The cuts we took were sort of a
''quick fix" type of a budget. You
can't operate that low. You can do it
once. But if we do not have adeouate
funding next year, rather than ·having unfilled positions, attrition, and
things like that, we'll have to do
something different. The procedures

used to balance tl]is budget just
won't work ncx.t year. We'll have to
take a look at some programs, and
probably have to eliminate some.
I think we are going to be better
prepared next year than we were this
year. Up until the last two or three
days of the session, we thought
maybe we would be able to tum the
thing around and fare better than we
did. I guess we didn't want to accept
wnat was inevitable.
Consequently, we did things that
were expedient. We made the decision that we dido 't want to terminate
people. You can do that on a short
term basis, but to sustain our budget
process, we're going to need more
dollars next year .. substantially
more.
Q: How is UNM prepared to comply
if it is required to enforce students'
registration for the Selec.tive Service

'
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continued from page B-13

b~fore

distribttting finan4ia/ aid?
And based on your experience, do
you think it is the kind of issue thar
migltt cause students to respond like
they did in the 1960s with Vietnam?
A: 1 really don't know how the students would respond. l don't think
Congress would permit such an action if they have a chance to stop it.
Our preference is that the government not tie an issue that is not related as a lever.

Q: This our back-to-school issue, do
you have any special message you
would like to give, particularly to
new students?

;\: I'm sure they've been properly
counseled and probably been given
more advice than they really need,
Our students are much more serious
now than they were eight or 10 years
ago, I doubt they need much more
guidance or counseling,

.:'----'-<'-'-
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Fred M. Chreist. Jr.

PRESENTS

rll-II-:

;t·lI

Robert G. Lalicker

Director
Student Financial Aid
and Career Services

Director of Development
UNM Foundation, Director

Van Dorn Hooker

Cliff Holt

Carroll J. Lee

Jim Cooney

Comptroller

Director
Alumni Association

lBXIT I

Monday, August 22nd, 8 PM
Sweeny Convention Center
Santa Fe

1313/(llfg
& special guests The Planets
Saturday, August 27th, 8 PM
Sunday, August 28th, 8 PM
Paolo So/eri Outdoor Theater
Santa Fe

RiCI< JPRinGFiELD
Saturday, September 3rd, 8 PM
Tingley Coliseum

University Architect
Michael A. Gallegos

PAYING DUES: The cashiers' office in Scholes Hall is busy at this time of the year when
students are making tuition payments or conducting other financial business so that they
can attend school this fall.

MANHAlTAN TRANSfER
Tuesday, September 13th, 8 PM
KIVA Auditorium

PHOTO STUDENTS

Todd Rundgrczn·
&Utopia

KURT'S HAS THE BASIC
DARKROOM KIT (TANK, REELS,
THERMOMETER, ETC., ETC.)
SPECIAL WELCOME PRICE OF ONLY

Sunday, September 25th. 8 PM
Graham Central Station

The Temptations
& The FourTops
Saturday, October 1st
2 shows 7 PM & 10:30 PM
Kiva Auditorium
Reserved seating
Tickets available at all GiontTicket Centers:
The General Stores 1n Albuquerque and Santa Fe,
Record Bar in Coronado Center
The New Wild West Mus1c
S.U.B. Box Office at U.N.M.
In Santo Fe at
Candyman
Moon Mounto1n Sound
Mus1c 'N More
Boog1e & Bach
Jlfrt IJirJrtrnrrq rrt :.o r·nnrirJ
/"or·,,..•/ ,,..,
)I

"A

II '

T' .,,...-,,
,....-,• (jiJr,.j,
fJrJ<'()
) ' I,} ' ) 1
•
t"; I\
•J

6r/- sor.;1ce ( .rtorge on on itu<.c:l"

$16.95
Ask For Your STUDENT DISCOUNT
on Non-Sale Items!

Always Discounts on Paper, Film, Etc.

KODAK- AGFA- ILFORD
.
VISIT US
JUST A. FEW BLOCKS EAST. OF U.N.M.

3417 Central NE
266-7766
524 Coronado Center 883-5373
1713 Juan TaboNE 298 4888

Director
Student Union Building

T. Zane Reeves
Director
Public Administration

Berry D. Cox
Director
Police and Parking Services

~

I
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~welcome Back Daze' To Provide Information, Entirfttainment
To help relieve that empty, sinking feeling
every freshman (or returning student, for that
matter) experiences the first week of school,
Welcome Back Daze activities are scheduled
to bring a warm feeling to every student heart
for the University of New Mexico, says the
a~sistant dean of students,
Dean Gary Golden says Welcome Back
Daze serve to make the transition easier for
new students by introducing them to student
organizations, social activities and other experiences the campus community has .to
offer. The planned activities also help students ''get a good initial reaction that will
keep them here longer, as research has
shown," says Golden.
The Welcome Back Daze activities, nmging from an ice cream social served by administrators to a dawn jog, are also aimed at
returning students who would like to know

more about University offerings, Golden
says.
The Daze activities will begin on Saturday
and e.nd on August 27. Special features for
this year will be the Student Survival and Job
Fair.
A "Lobo Patrol'' ofadministrators, faculty and staff will wear badges and roam the
campus during the Welcome Back Daze
week and answer questions and provide
directions for new and retuming students.
~Saturdaze: A Dorm Street Dance on Redondo Drive in front of Santa Ana Residence
Hall and La Posada will be held from 8:30 to
ll:30 p.m.
~Sundaze: An Outdoor Concert cosponsored by the Popular Entert!ijnment Committee and Albuquerque· ta.dio station KFMG
will be held on Johnson .Field$ from 2 to 5
p.m. Bands:~scheduledJor·the event are the

Philisteens, Suspenderz and the Breakers.
~Mondaze: Noon-Hour Activities on the
Mall beginning at 12. These student pet~
formances will run Monday through
Thursday
~uesdaze: A Student Survival and Job
Fair will be held in the Student Union Building. Representatives from area banks, local
employers and campus employer$ will be
present. Also representatives from divisions
of the University will be present to answer
any questions about student survival. ·
~Wednesdaze: A Chili Feed ·and
Academic Mart will be helcl near the duck
pond from 11 :30 to 1:.30 p.m. Food will be
provided by the SUB Food Service.
Academic Mart is designed to help students
find their way with ski11 workshop Sign ups.
~Thursdaze: Administrators wiU serve a
free Ice Cream Social. This is a time to chat

with the biggies. Student organizations will
be present to tell new and returning students
about their programs. The social will be held
in the SUB from 2 to 3:30p.m.
~Fridaze: Fun in the Sun and a free barbecue to boot will be held at Johnson. Fields
and the Johnson Gymnasium Pool from 4 to
6:30p.m. Activities coordinated by Lelsure
Services include softball, volleybal] and a
bellyflop contest. All activities are free.
$o""'Satur~~~e; A Sunrise Run will be coordinat7d by Leisu.re Serv\ces and sponsored
by L1te Jleer f(om Millet at.the North Golf
Course. Entrance :t'<:es for the nm are. $4 for
those. registering before tbe day. of the run·
and $5 the day of the run, A CoJiledianHypnotist Da.nce wiJl~ held from 8 to mid~
!li~ht. Admission wjll$1 foutudent$an(i$3
for general· admissi()n.
..

Daily

2400 Central SE

266-0550
7:00 a.m.- 12:00 p.m.

Across from
Johnson Gym

Home of the latest In Broiled Food and the Homemade Sweetroll

BREAKFAST.

(Served with whole wheat toast, margarine 6 jelly)
No. 1 TWO EGGS, bacon, ham }'r sausage, hash browns 6 toast ................................ .
·No. 2 ONE EGG, bacon, ham or sausage, hash browns & toast ................................. .
No. 3 TWO EGGS, hash browns 6 toast. . ....................................................... .
No. 4 ONE EGG, hash browns 6 toast ...... ~ ........................................
No. 5"·PANCAKES (4) ......... ·· .........• ~ .........................................
No. 6 HUEVOS RANCHEROS, two eggs, beans, sauce, corn tortilla & toast ......................... .
No. 7 WESTERN OMLE'TTE, ........ ~ ......................•................ ~ ..............•.......
three eggs, green chili 6 cheddar cheese, served with tomato, hash browns & toast
Free Cup of CoHee or Hot Teo With Any ol The Above Dreoklosts
c• • • • • • • • • • •

# ............

.

$2.65
$2.15
$J.80
$1.30
$1.45
$2.15
$2.99

SIDE
ORDERS
One Egg ............•.. · $.50
Bacon, Horn, Sausage or Beef

French Fries . . . . . . . . . . . . . $.55
Hash Brow
.. •............... · ·
. ns . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 65 Pancak""'
Western Style
99 Toast 6 Jelly
OnI·on r.:ngs
N
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 75
Jelly • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
_. .
BeonS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 Cr·ackers. ......... ~ ..... ..
Ranchero Sa6Ce (8 oz.) .......•.............. .-.............

.............

............. . 45

~~-

}

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Patti~ .••. ~ . • . . • . . .. • . . . • • . . . . $.85
Salcid with choice of Dressing ............................... 75
Extra Blue Cheese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
To.matoes (3 slices)· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·15
American or Cheddar Cheese . . . . .. . . • . . • . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . • 20
Green Chili or Chili con Carne (1 oz.) ................•....... 20

40
05

05
50

HAMBURGERS

1 HAMBURGER salad dressing, tomato, pickles, onion 6 lettuce ....•.................. ~ .. :·. ...
2 CHEESEBURGER same as above with cheddar cheese ...........................•.. : ...•...
3 BONANZA double meat, American cheese, thousand island, tomato, onion, lettuce 6 pickle .. .
4 FIESTA BURGER chili con carne or green chili, cheddar cheese, onion 6 lettuce ............... .
5 FLAME BURGER hickory smoke sauce, onion 6 lettuce •..••.•...•.•.•••.....................
6 COPY CAT mustard, ketchup, pickle, 6 onion .............................................. .

$1.35
$1.50
$2.29
$1.55
$1.30
$1.30

SANDWICHES

GRILLED CHEESE on whole wheat with American cheese, lettuce & tomato ..........•...............
HAM, LmUCE 6 TOMATO on whole wheat with salad dressing ..............•..•..................
BACON, LmUCE 6 TOMATO same as above· ..•••............ !I.~
EGG,- LmUCE 6 TOMAto· same as above ...................•.••................•....•.•........
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ·• • •- • • •

$.90
1.45

1.45
1.10

MEXICAN FOOD

No. 7 TACO meat, cheese, lettuce 6 tomato ......••.........•....•.•.....•.•........ :. . . . • • . . . • • $.80
No. 8 CHALUPA beans, cheese, lettuce 6 tomato ..........•••.. : • .................••......... ·• . . . • • 70
No. 9 ENCHILADAS served with lettuce 6 tomato .............................. :. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . .. • 2.29
BEEF with Chili Con Carne, cheddar cheese 6 onion
CHEESE with GREEN CHILl STEW, cheddar cheese & onion
VEGETARIAN with· GREEN CHILl, cheddar cheese 6 onion
MEXICAN COMBO enchilada, taco 6 beans ••........•....•...••.•......•..... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.19
GREEN CHILl STEW small (5 oz.) med. (8 oz.) lg. (12 oz.) •.•.•...•............... : ....... 59 .89 1.39

PLAnERS

6 oz. TOP CHOP STEAK Ground round, Texas toast, French fries or hash browns With salad ........ ~. $2.89
FRONTIER BURGER SPECIAL Hit.:kory smoke sauce, cheese, 1000 island, onion, French fries 6 salad • . . • • 2.39
5 oz. RIO EYE STEAK ~ USDA Choice Texas Toast, French fries or hash browns with salad •......•..••. 4.29
CHEF SALAD with choice of dressing, lettuce, tomato; cheddar cheese, ham 6 egg . . • . • • . . . • . • . • . . . . • 2.69
VEGETARIAN SALAD lettuce, tomato, cheddar cheese, & egg .................................... ~ .. 2.49

~!P ~5~5
$~~ j,~~~o::~!~e,
.45

COFFEE •••••.••••••••••.••••••••••••.••.•••.••
HOT TEA .. • .. • • • • ....... • .... • • • ... • .. • .. • • .... • .29 .35
SPICED or HERBAL TEA .• . . . . • • . . . . . . .. . . . • . . . • . . . . .35 .40
HOT CHOCOLATE or APPLE CIDER ......•......•. , . 40 .50
MILK . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 45

5

.45
.65
.80

dr. pepper 6 1 up •••••••• , • • • .40 .55 .65
ICE TEA .......•.. • .....• • ..•. • • •. • • ........ • . . . .35 .50 .60
LEMONADE ...........•..•..•.•....••........ • .. · · · · · · · · · ·7 5
JUICE orange, apple, tomato 6 grapefruit •.......•. 50 .65 .95
SHAKES chocolate, strawberry 6 vanilla . . • . . . . . . • . .55 .80 1.05
FRESH SQUEEZED ORANGE JUICE. . ...•.......•.. , . .65 .95 1.45

.. _____________________......
Take
......;. o.ut on All Items

ROLL .67

6-pack frozen roll.s
3.29
_~'·'

..

~

'·

